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THE PYRAMID is an arcade style game which has a very adventurous feel to it.

The Pyramid contains 120 chambers on 15 levels. In order to get from one chamber to another

you must fight off the indigenous aliens to collect an energised crystal which will neutralize the

force field guarding the two exits.

The Pyramid is inhabited by a total of 60 wierd and exotic alien types, all of which are

beautifully animated. You will meet a whole variety ofdemons, droids, insects and monsters, with a

sprinkling of the more unusual, the extra-terrestrial tweezers, galactic strawberry, cosmic claw,

mutant eye, plus a whole host of entities that defy rational description. You will no doubt invent

yourown nicknames.

You proceed to explore the Fyramid from top to bottom with the difficulty generally

increasing with the depth of level. Depending on the choice of exitfrom each chamberyou are likely

to have a different game every time you play.

Apart from the challenge of trying to

achieve the highest score possible the

solve. The more chambers you
successfully visit the more information

is gathered to enable you to discover

the secret numbers of the pyrami

The puzzle won't take you a

few days to solve, it will

probably take you a

few months.

leacftf jgjoysticfe

EJHl W FOT48K
Spectrum

THE PYRAMID is available at £5.50 from

FANTASY SOFTWARE, FAUCONBERG LODGE, 27A ST. GEORGES ROAD, CHELTENHAM, GLOS GL50 3DT
despatched by return first class post together with a membership number entitling you to discount

on our forthcoming blockbusting software

Trade Enquiries welcome - telephone 0242-583661
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or order direct from
CASTLE LODGE. CASTLE GREEN, TAUNTON, SOM. TA1 4AB

Scuba Dive Tier

Spectrum 16-48k
Oric 16-4Sk
Commodore 64, Atari
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DURELLsoItware mailorder

W. H. SMITH • LASKYS • GREENS at DEBENHAMS
BOOTS • COMPUTERS FOR ALL • MARTINS •

SPECTRUM CENTRES • and many other retail outlets.



ALL THELATESTNOISES IN THEHUMMING WORLD OFMICRO GAMES

CLIP-ON STICKS
FOR SPECTRUM
Most Spectrum joysticks re-

quire electronic interfaces

and a cash layout of around
£30.

Now, two new mechanical
joysticks are available, both
clipping on to the keyboard
directly above the cursor

Grant Design and from EEC
Ltd, and both cost £9.95.

These joysticks both work
by mechanically depressing a
cursor key when the joystick

lever is pushed. Since they do
not cover any other keys and
clip on to the keyboard, the

player is able to manoeuvre
the stick with one hand while
using keys with the other.

These sticks are. of course,

only useful with programs
having cursor key controls.

Grant Design's 'Spectrum-
Stick' is robustly made and
handles well, although you

do have to push the stick

quite far over to get the re-

quired effect

The EEC stick is of similar

design, but it broke before we
were able to try it out,

'Spectrum-Stick' is avail-

able from: Grant Design Ltd,

Bank House, Reepham, Nor-
wich, Norfolk NR104JJ.
The EEC Stick is available

from EEC Ltd, 1 Whitehouse
Close, Chalfont St Peter,

Bucks SC90DA.

SMITH LEAVES BUG-BYTE
Bug-Byte's top programmer
Mathew Smith, author of
best-seller Manic Miner, has
left the company to form his

own software house, Soft-

ware Projects.

The new company is off to a
flying start since Matthew has
taken the rights to Manic
Miner with him, and the

game is now available from
Software Projects in a slightly

modified form.

Matthew Smith's co-
founders, Alan and Soo
Maton, are also Bug-Byte
veterans. After Alan's rapid

rise through the ranks at Bug-
Byte - from despatch rider to

marketing manager in a mat-
ter of months - it's not sur-

prising that he now wants to

run his own company.
Software Projects have

been busy writing the follow-

up escape of Manic Miner's
hero, Willy. This is let Set

Willy, with action in a cliff-

top mansion bought with the

Further programs include a
version of Manic Miner for

the Commodore 64 and a
new program, Crazy Bal-
loons, for the same machine.
New Spectrum programs

will include Push OH, based
on the arcade game Pengo;
McKensie, a space adventure
game, and Thrusta, a new
shoot-’em-up.

COMMODORE 64
GAMES BONANZA
Games for the Commodore
64 are flooding on to the

market in ever-growing num-
bers, reflecting the belief of
program-writers that the

Commodore 64 will be the
machine of 1984.

More games are now being
released or it than for any
other computer except the

Sinclair Spectrum, and some
companies believe that even
the Spectrum will eventually

succumb to the rising Com-
modore tide.

Although the 64 is lum-
bered with a primitive version

of Basic, this doesn't bother
machine code programmers
who can fully exploit its large

memory, and state-of-the-art

sound and graphics.

As a result, not only are

new programs for the

large numbers, but they are

also, in many cases, of out-

standing quality.

A lot ofthe newgames have
been introduced from the Un-
ited States where there are

many more 64 owners,
Here's a sampling of the

ne
Taskset

S

has two titles

which, on first viewing, are

extremely impressive. In fam-
min' you have to stroll along
to a catchy musical accom-
paniment and collect a series

of musical instruments.

The beautiful touch here is

that each instrument adds its

own characteristic backing to

the melody.
In Pipeline your aim is to

build, yes. a pipeline, while
being attacked by various

evil nasties.

MELBOURNE
ADVENTURE
Melbourne House arc due to
launch their new adventure
Sherlock Holmes in early

February.

Following the huge success

of The Hobbit, the company
had hoped to produce a ver-

sion of The Lord of the Rings
but were frustrated by copyr-
ight laws.

Computer games rights are

included with the film rights

PSS is introducing five

adventure games from Amer-
ica: Metro Blitz, Cosmic
Split, Krystals of Zong, and
Neoclyps.

Romik Software's new
range for the 64 includes:

Dicky’s Diamond, in which
you steal diamonds from a
spider, and Zappy Zooks, a
version ofPacman.
Meanwhile, Richard

Shepherd Software has con-
verted two of its Spectrum
games: Everest Ascent and
Ship of the Line.

Mondatta Ltd, a new en-

trant in the software scene, is

to concentrate entirely on the

64. Its first two offerings are

Taxman, yet another version

of Pacman, and Supercopter,
where you take part in a
nine-level mission against an
enemy base.

Another newcomer, Mogul
Software, is releasing eight

games (some of which are

also available on the Vic 20).

Metamorphis, Kongo Kong,

Zeus, Earthquake, Creator's

Revenge, Super Trek, Pyra-

mid, and Annihilator.
And from Bubble Bus

comes Kick-off, based on
table football, and Widow's
Revenge, a follow-up to its

spider-destroying program,
Exterminator.

There are also a large num-
ber of cartridge games being
imported from America offer-

ing instant-loading, high
quality games and prices to

match. They include Antea-
ter from Romox, Neutral

Zone from Access, and Miner
2049'er from Reston Soft-

and these have already been
sold to Warner Bros.

ATARI BREAKOUT
Ailing video giants Atari are
hoping to make a financial

recovery by converting their

own and other companies'
games for other big-selling

So Spectrum owners may
soon be able to play a version

of the original Pacman on
I6IC machines. Atari having
bought the licence from
world rights owners Namco.
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converted for use on three

other popular home micros

the BBC Model B, the Com-
modore 64, and the Oric 48K.
But let the buyer beware: only
the Commodore 64 version is

a faithful reproduction of the

VIDEO HORRORSHOW
everywhere you go the

spooks materialise around
you, and you have to destroy
them with axe, spell, or sword
- weapons which bounce
around the room until they
hit something.

The graphics in A tic Alac
are quite superb - beyond
even Ultimate’s previous
achievements, and the game
itself is ingenious. It's likely to

prove extremely challenging
and addictive.

At £5.50, Atic Alac looks
set to boost Ultimate’s repu-

tation even further.

not always the right ones at

that. At the beginning of the

game, the ‘round green door’

appears in shocking pink.

What is worse, the displays

take so long to fill in that the

player could find himself be-

coming a very frustrated little

hobbit.

Despite these criticisms

The Hobbit is still probably

available.

The Commodore 64 ver-

sion, though, is very similar to

its Spectrum parent, having

the same clear and colourful

graphics, with the adventure

following its usual weird pat-

WHISPERING
HORACE

FIVE FROM
THORN FOR
SPECTRUM

t Thorn EMI have released

g four titles for the 16K Spec-

n trum: Volcanic Planet, Gold
Rush, Blockade Runner,

e and Road Racer.

if Also one for the 48K Spec-

e trum, a version of Frogger -
;- called RiverRescue.

The programs cost about £7

Rabbit Software have been
involved in a delicious tangle

with the American company
Fig-Tree who supplied them
with a range of games includ-

Only trouble was a lot of

bugs. And after an angry dis-

pute between the two com-
panies. Rabbit director Alan
Savage loaded up his car with

several thousand unwanted
cassettes and dumped them
in the office corridor of Fig-

I am outraged at the large I
number of companies v

’

insist on advertising their I
wares and soliciting money I
from innocent people ages

before the goods are actually I
available. I warn these com-

1

panics: stop this dastardly I

whispering...

My spies in West Germany
tell me that the local pirates I
are even cheekier thai

formed at one partieulai

stand, where they took it in

turns to copy on to their |
private disks all the I

programs. Himmcl! Whatever |

TEN THOUSAND VISIT THE ZX MICROFAIR
The 9th ZX Microfair packed releases,

out the Alexandra Palace in Among the stars of the

December, with 140 exhibi- show were Krakatoa from on 4 February, 1984 and I

tors showing to over 10,000 Abbex. a helicopter rescue organizer Mike Johnston

Sinclairenlhusiasts. game for the Spectrum, and expects it to be on an t»t

The show provided cast- Android Ttoo, a3D version of even larger scale than |S
iron proofofcontinued loyal- Berserk from Vortex. its predecessors,

ty to Sinclair products, with Other exhibitions included

major software houses eager Quicksilva, Mikro-gen, and

to show off their latest games Artie.



...NOW PLAY
THE GAME
Puffin Books are breaking

into the software market with

a group ofadventure games in

which you read the book and
play the game at the same

The Korth Trilogy features

three separate games, each

accompanied by its own
story, and set out in an illus-

trated paperback. Each pack
costs £4.95.

Puffin have also produced a
game based on The Warlock

of Firetop Mountain -
already a popular book for

children. The game is avail-

able on its own for £5.50, or
the game and the book
together for £6.95.

Distribution of the Aquarius

home computer has been

taken over by Radofin Elec-

tronics, following an agree-

mentwith Mattel.

Mattel are believed to have
been disappointed with the

machine's initial sales, and
are now limiting their home

electronics interests to the

Intellivision range of pro-

ducts.

But Radofin believe there's

still a bright future for the

Aquarius, which remains the

cheapest colour computer on
the market.

An upgraded version of the

micro-computer is due to be

Aquarius 3 coming mid-year.
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DISCOUNT SOFTWARE SUPPLIES
8 PORTLAND ROAD LONDON \N1 1 4LA 01-221 1473

AMAZING SOFTWARE BARGAINS BY MAIL, 100's OFTITLES AVAILABLE!

TELEPHONE ORDERS WELCOME. WRITE OR RING NOW FOR FULL DETAILS

SPECTRUM

Hall a I Things

invasion of Body Snatch

DRAGON 32

buy Kong

i
COMMODORE 64

i Fio^Rnn

^

BBC/ACORN

ssssaa

ari,l“

SPECIAL OFFERS FOR THE SPECTRUM
THE HOBBIT i BOOK BY MELBOURNE HOUSE
HURG
VALHALLA BY LEGEND

RRP

£14.95

£14.95

£14.95

OUR PRICE

£10.95

£11.95

£11.95

_
TO: DISCOUNTSOFTWARE SUPPLIES PLEASEACCEPT MY ORDER FOR THE FOLLOWING

- “ "

PROGRAMS/SPECIAL OFFERS ^ DISCOUNT^ SOFTWARE SUPPLIES

2
"

SEND

3. .. .....
S

Signed OSSamtMangmr

SEND SAE FOR UP TO DATE LIST OF OUR AMAZING BARGAINS

6 PC GAMES



competition

£1,000 OF K-TELGAMES
MUST BEWON

O Competition puzzle
To solve the puzzle you must give the
correct answer to each of the 13 clues

listed below.

The number of letters in each answer
in shown on the entry form.

The last letter of each answer is the

same as the first letter in the following
answer, and the last letter of answer 13
is the same as the first letter ofanswer 1.

Good luck!

O Competition dues
1. Does ski-ing make him hungry?
2. Go inside and execute a command
3. After LOAoingyour programyou

move quickly
4. A command to ring out the old

5. This kid can program fast!

6. Shoot an alien

7. Push into memory
8. Bug
9. |ust reading, remember

10. Life in Willy's uranium mine
11. Don't let your spaceship run out of

this

12. That's not the right key
13. Yourtype oftyping?

• Rules

Spectrum games, and similarly30 lor the Vic 20. (6)

H ere's a fantastic chance towin free games foryourmicro! We'regivingaway
exciting new programs from K-Tel worth a total of£1,000.

Sixty prizes must be won - 30 sets ofgames for the Spectrum and 30 for

the Vic 20.

Each Spectrum set consists of three cassettes worth £6.95 each. They're K-Tel's
newly released Double-siders featuring two games on each cassette. So each

Spectrum prize-winner will get six games.
Thegames are: It's Only Rock 'n' Roll, Tomb ofDracula, Battle ofthe

Toothpaste Tubes, Castle Colditz, Alien Swarm and Arena. The first fourare for

the 48K Spectrum, while the last two will also run on the 16K Spectrum.
Each Vic20 prize consists oftwo cassettes with a total of fourgames.

The games are: Supavaders, Bomber Run, Plagueand Alien Demon. The last

two need an 8Kexpansion.
To enter the competition,you must solve the puzzle below, complete the entry

form, and send it to us before the closing date of28 February, 1984.
The first 30 correct solutions we puli out ofthe hat for each machine will be

judged winners.

SEND TOi Competition, Personal Computer Games,
Evelyn House, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A2HG

1 5 9_

2

_ 6 10

3

7 11

4

8 12

Address

Which programs wanted (delete one) - Spectrum/Vic 20?
The following questions are not part of the competition, but ifyou answer them it

will help us in planning future issues ofthe magazine.

List of sections Bu2z • Byte-back • Good Buy • Screen Star • Program Control
Guardians • Screen Test • Game of the Month • Paul Daniels interview • Memotech
review • Spectrum graphics feature • How to play adventures • Program library •
Puzzles* Competition.

13

Out of the list below of different
sections in this edition of Personal
Computer Games, which three did
you like most?

») P) (3)

which three did you like least?

(1) (2) (3)
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Our new Spectrum games have two skill

levels. Difficult and impossible.

Unless you happen to

a genius, it could take

|
forever to master them all.

So for around £6.95,

I you will really be getting

I your money's worth.

"Volcanic Planet" (on

I 16k) is a real scorcher. Plant
1 abombonthevolcanicplug

in the evil Zeron underground Metropolis,

and escape before red hot .

lava floods the city. Watch
[

out for the Zeron's bone
j

crushing slaves, they want I

to tear you apart If y

oxygen or power supplies |

run out, you're dead.

In "Road Racer" (on I

16k) you'll find out if you’re
'

skilful enough todrive round a terrifyingtrack

at death defying speeds, and

I reach the black and white

I flag in one piece.

"Gold Rush” (on 16k) is

I no walk-over either. Under-

I neath the eerie planet of

I Oron is a vast cavern full of

|
gold and demons.

You have to get the

gold and the deadly demons have to get you.

In "Blockade Runner" ,

(on 16k) the earth is under

siege and you must get life- I

saving supplies through. I

When you've avoided I

the dense meteor shower,
J

the moving laser barriers,

the space mines, the I

tractor beam units and the

alien warships, you'll be good enough to

try the other 5 skill levels.

"River Rescue" (on 48k)

I isa runawaysuccess on other

I formats. It’s now available

I on Spectrum. You'll have to

1 navigate the wildestand most

I dangerous river on earth in

I a powerful patrol-boat. But
' keep a sharp look-out for

the killer crocodiles.They haven't eaten all day.

Win,loseordraw,youcan'tbeat |BB|
THORN EMI's Spectrum games. H
Now available from WH Smith and id
other leading software stockists. I

video
I

Leaders in home entertainment.



“One of the bestexamples of user-defined graphics that I have

ever seen, along with excellentsound effects!'

. .

.

Home Computing Weekly

Now appearing at your local computer games shop,Boots,

WH Smith and Rumbelows.

They will make yourco
go crazy with fear.

One ofour best games yet.

. . . Terry Grant, Rabbit software director

“An obscene celebration ofslaughter!’ / TH&EKOPLE

. .

.

Home Computing Weekly
\IMOETTINCOUT

“My Terry wouldn 't do a thing like that." VflfHERE!/
. . . Terry's mum

fcnilliant on Sp&dsuun, rUJC~2.0 & QHM~64.



All the snappiest letters...
Wrile to: Byte-back, Personal Computer Games. Evelyn House. 62 Oxford Street, London Wl A 2HG

EACLE EYE
Having
of Personal Computer
Games, I gel the impression
you are having difficulty in

finding reviewers who can get

their facts right.

^

Permit me to point out a

Issue 2, p.46: 3D Bomb
Alley - the score you get for

each plane does not vary with
its distance when you hit it; it

depends on the size of your
fleet.

Same issue, same page: in 3
Deep Space you do not see
the alien ships in perspective

on account of the 3D glasses
- you see them stereoscopi-

cally. There is a considerable
difference.

Also, the game comes with
full instructions contrary to
the assertion made in the

dards of quality or accuracy.

Roger Musson, Edinburgh.

What an outrageous sugges-
tion Mr Musson. We go to
great lengths to ensure that
our reviews are as accurate
and authoritative as
possible.

Of course, if something
does slip through it's simply
wonderful to get thoughtful
readers like yourself putting
us right. Keep it up!
Incidentally, / think you’ll

find the ratings system we’ve
introduced this issue is the
most informative and reli-

able anywhere.

BYTE-BACK
HIGH-SCORING
HORACE
I would like to bring to your
attention a bug in the 16K
game on the Spectrum Hun-
gry Horace.
There are four levels and on

the third and fourth levels
when you go to ring the bell, if

you only touch the clanger it

will ring and keep ringing.

This then affects the score
by 400 each time. When you
get to 10,000, your score goes
back to zero and when you
get your high scors

'

include the 70,000.

bug was discovered

released, Our respor,

-reds of thousands of
points using this method you

boring.

'

No kidding.

WHAT SHOULD I BUY
I’ve just bought a Spectrum,
but I'm confused by the num-
ber of programs available.

How can I decide which to
buy? Help!

We can help in two ways.
Our Good Buy charts on
pages 27-28 contain a list of
recommended games prog-

rams for each of the main

Buy any of these and you
won't go wrong (though you
should check that the type of
game is what you want -
arcade, adventure or what-

Secondly, you can keep up
with the huge number of
games being released each
month by reading our review
section Screen Test. You'll

find all the information you

LISTING BUGS sions impossible to decipher.

i , , , ,
Secondly, there were a few

„ a
"t,nS‘° say h°w useful actual printing errors, whichand .nteresting 1 found your surc ,y

P
shoul |j havs; been

However, when I came to
‘he maeaZi"e

try to program my 16K Spec- s M short. Tan,worth
irum lor the game Blaster by
Alan Green I was very dis- Too true. So from this issue
appointed. onwards all our listings will

hrstly, the quality of the be printed directly using a
printing was very poor, espe- printout from a working ver-
cially punctuation marks and sion ofa program.
arithmetical signs, which This should squish the

' igsonceand for all.ved difficult and on oi

Manic Miner is one of the
challenging games for

the Spectrum, and Stephen
Ames of Norwich is one of
the few people to have suc-
cessfully advanced through
all20 levels.

Here’s his advice on get-
ting through level 5 -
Eugene's lair.

Walk right at the beginning
and jump over the toilet, and
then with Eugene to A. Keep
going right and jump over the
plant.

Walk along to the end and
jump right to gel the first box
and land in position B. Then
wait for a few seconds until

Eugene is just above the con-
veyor belt, on his way down,
and then drop on to the con-
veyor belt, jump over the
plant, and over to C.

jump over the toilet when it

is under the second box
(minding your head on the
top toilet) and walk left along
and drop down to D.

Drop again to E and again
to the bottom. Walk a little

left to about F to get a run up
to jump over the plant.

When you are over the
plant and have got the box,
press left and jump at the
same time to get out again
(this is not easy at first). Jump
up again on to E and again
back to D.
Walk right to the end, and

when Eugene is out of the
way, jump over to G. Next,
walk to the end and at the
very last moment (it mustn't
be too early) jump over to H.
When you have the box, jump
back again (also at the last

moment) and walk back to G.
When Eugene is clear, drop

down on to the wall and into
the 'cage' is it? Jump out left

and wait until Eugene is right

at the top and then get the last

box and get quickly back into

If Eugene gets there before
you he stays at the bottom
and you can't get in, so you
must be quick! Now comes
the Processing Plant . .

.

This method works if you
do it properly. By the way, my
best score is about 310,000;
that was going through the 20

Stephen Ames

PCGAMES 11
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SUPER SKRAMBLE!
Personal Computer News (15-21 Sept ’83)

gave SUPER SKRAMBLE! an overall
rating ofNINETEENOUTOFTWENTY
and described it as; “Well implemented

SUPER GRIDDER
"... a compelling piece of frivolity that

could give hours of fun." was the
verdict ofPersonal
ComputerNews
(22-28 Sept ’83).with beautifully smooth

scrolling and very nice
graphics.'

TERMINALSOFTWARE
IRCHLANE. PRESTWICH. MANCHESTER M25 SAJ

PRINCIPALWHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
i BLACKBURN. CentreSoft westmidl

SoftShop LONDON

I
| % \ j I

1 !. 1
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WARNING!
THISPANEUSA
PROFESSIONAL

MODULE. IT IS NOT

2/4/8 WAY GATE INTERCHANGE

COMPLETE QUADRANT^CCURACY

PRICE £38.50
(VAT INCLUDED)

For VIC 20 - COMMODORE 64 — ATARI -
SPECTRUM («lh Interface)

For the operatorwho has everything
exceptperfec

T u C!7^A« PBOFESSWilA.

ion

from
,riHAtA

COMPUTING
PINFOLD LANE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
BRIDLINGTON, NORTH HUMBERSIDE

TEL: (0262) 602541/2. TELEX: 527381 EMAX G
24-HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE

QTY: PRICE
NAME ARCADE

ADDRESS PROFESSIONAL £38.50

Spectrum

RC<3?|M

ACCESS No. p&p

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 rrm «-.<»«« £
-

Now available from leading computer stores.



PCG Special

A wave off new Spectrum programs allows you to design your
own games and graphics. Stuart Cooke investigates

MONSTERS
The computer market is flooded with
machines offering high resolution

graphics, sound and joystick ports. It's

therefore not surprising that a person
who is learning a new computer lan-

guage usually starts by trying to draw
pictures on the screen or even attemp-
ting to program a game. This may be
either one of their own design, or a copy
ofan arcade game.

Usually this results in disappointment
because the game is too slow and ob-
jects jump around the screen; nothing
like the smooth graphics in the arcades!
or even in the programs that come from
the well-known software houses.

Software packages designed

graphic creation are now appearing on
the market. These range from games
designer programs to self-contained

graphic languages which enable the

owner of a home computer to produce
games with something likearcade quali-

ty, including smooth graphics and good
sound effects.

The Sinclair Spectrum, being one of
the best selling micros in Britain at the
moment, has perhaps the widest range
ofgraphic software.

For the person who wants to design
their own graphic games easily, Quick-
sllva have produced a menu-driven
games designer program, unoriginally

named Games Designer,

Quicksilva's claim that you get ‘a

lifetime of games in one package' is

probably a little exaggerated. Neverthe-
less, for a person who wants to design
his own games this package is an ideal

Games Designer is menu driven. This
means that you need no programming
knowledge at all to use it as you never
have to write a single program state-

When loaded, Games Designer auto-

matically runs and the main menu is

displayed on the screen, givingyou a list

of eight options. These are; 1 play
GAME, 2 SELECT NEW GAME, 3 ALTER
SPRITES, 4 CONFIGURATION, 5 MOVE-

TAPE, and 8savetotape.
Option 1 allows you to play the

'current' game. The program automati-
cally uses the cursor keys for movement,
but it is possible to select other keys and
even use a joystick.

The second option allows you to

select one of the games included within

FEBRUARY 1984

Games Designer. There are eight of
these, for example - Attack of the

Mutant Hamburgers and Halloween.
Quicksilva claim that four of the

games supplied with the program were
designed by people with no program-
ming expertise but, in fact, all were high

quality.

The characters used in Games Desig-

ner are called sprites. Each sprite con-

sists of a 12 x 12 square in which each

dot can be either the foreground or

background colour.

Option 3 lets you define your charac-
ter on the 12 x 12 grid. There are 31
sprites in all and these are grouped as

follows: 00-15 are the aliens; 16-23,

player's ships or bases; 24, player’s

missile; 25, missile for the aliens; 26,

spare (used for moving sprites around);

27, shield; and 28-31, explosion sequ-

All of the keys used to design a
character are displayed on the screen

making it very easy to design a character

ofyour choice. Pictures overleafand on
page 17 show the 31 sprites from the

Halloween game and one of these

sprites being designed.

The configuration section allows you
to choose the game format, screen col-

ours, special effects and to define the

sounds forthe bombs and explosions.

Game format allows you to choose
from Invaders type, Asteroids type,

Scramble type and Berserk type of
game.
The special effects select whether you

have a blank screen or stars as the

background (but no other choice is

available). You can also select whether
the aliens appear singly or in groups and
whether a shield will protect your ship.

Defining a sound is simplicity itself.

When you select the sound you want,

the sound editor chart appears on the

screen. This consists of five slide con-

freq sets the pitch of the sound; ramp
1 sets the speed at which the pitch

increases; ramp 2 sets the speed at

which the pitch decreases; level sets

the amount of pitch change caused by
Ramps 1 and 2; and time sets the length

of the sound.
Any change that you make to the

controls can be heard by pressing the
symbol shift key.

A wide range of sounds can be made
by altering the slides and as much fun

PCCAMES IS



MONSTERS
can be had defining the sounds as in

playingthe games themselves.

You can define the movement of the

aliens or monsters by using the fifth

option. This is a little limited as you can

only move the character in any of eight

directions following one of eight prog-

rammable movement patterns which

can be linked to each other.

Basically the movement pattern con-

sists of a series of numbers, each repre-

senting a certain direction as specified

below.

® i o°t!
So for texample 0, 0, 0, 2, 2, 2 would

move tnree units up then three right. As

can be seen it's a little crude but never-

theless, some complex movement pat-

terns can be designed.

When option 6 is selected the attack

waves chart will appear on the screen.

This screen allows you to choose which

aliens appear on the screen, whether or

not the aliens are animated, the score

value and speed of the aliens and which

movement pattern they follow.

As previously mentioned this option

ic sprites and

possible to 'chain' together either two or

four slightly different sprites, this en-

ables you to make wings flap or eyes

move, forexample.

The main problem with Games De-

redefine the graphics and the movement

patterns, the games designed are all

basically the same. If you choose the

Invaders format what you get is essen-

tially a game like Space Invaders with

graphics that you have designed.

Another disappointment is that you

can t define your own background. The

only thing you can do is select the

colour and whether you wish to have

Despite these limitations Games De-

signer is simple and fun to use. It is

possible to produce fast games with

smooth graphics and good sound with-

out having to know a thing about

programming.
For the programmer who doesn t

want the limitations of a menu driven

games designer, such as the Quicksilva

16 PCGAMES

r ._o_ ,
s willing to pul a

Tittle more effort into his programming,

two new 'graphic languages' have

appeared for the Spectrum. Fifth from

Computer Rentals Ltd (CRL) and Scope

from ISP Marketing Ltd.

The first of these packages. Fifth, is

not so much a new language but rather

an extension of Basic, giving the Spec-

trum owner another 25 commands.

These new commands are placed within

REM statements so that the Spectrum

will accept the words and not reply with

a syntax error.

Compared with some of its (dearer)

rivals, one of the main disadvantages of

the Spectrum is that it lacks sprites. A



SAVE £2.00

can be had defining the sounds as in

playing the games themselves.

You can define the movement of the

aliens or monsters by using the fifth

option. This is a little limited as you can

only move the character in any of eight

directions following one of eight prog-

rammable movement patterns which

can be linked to each other.

Basically the movement pattern con-

sists of a series of numbers, each repre-

senting a certain direction as specified

Personal Computer Games’s amazing founder
subscription offer rewards subscribers with a

£2.00 saving off the cost of a normal
subscription.

So for example 0, 0, 0, 2, 2, 2 would

move three units up then three right. As

theless, some complex movement pat-

terns can be designed.

When option 6 is selected the attack

waves chart will appear on the screen.

This screen allows you to choose which

aliens appear on the screen, whether or

not the aliens are animated, the score

value and speed of the aliens and which

movement pattern they follow.

As previously mentioned this option

is used to animate the sprites and it is

possible to ‘chain' together either two or

four slightly different sprites, this en-

ables you to make wings flap or eyes

move, for example.

The main problem with Games De-

signer is that even though you can

redefine the graphics and the movement

patterns, the games designed are all

basically the same, if you choose the

Invaders format what you get is essen-

tially a game like Space Invaders with

graphics that you have designed.

Another disappointment is that you

can't define your own background. The

only thing you can do is select the

colour and whether you wish to have

Despite these limitations Games De-

signer is simple and fun to use. It is

possible to produce fast games with

smooth graphics and good sound with-

out having to know a thing about

programming. ....
For the programmer who doesn t

want the limitations of a menu driven

games designer, such as the Quicksilva

16 PCGAMES

Take up our offer and an individually delivered

copy of Personal Computer Games will arrive

on your doorstep every month and we will pay

the postage too!

Alternatively, hand our reservation card in to

your local newsagent and he’ll promise to keep

a copy of Personal Computer Games.
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'sprite’ is a user-defined graphic, that

.

once set moving on the screen, will

continue independently while the Basic
program performs some other function.

It will only return to the Basic prog-
ram if the sprite collides with another
object or goes off the screen. With Fifth
the Spectrum user now has access to

sprites or rather to 'objects’, the name
given to sprites in this program.
An object can be defined as any of the

Spectrum characters, both alpha-
numeric and user-definable graphics.
Once an object has been defined it’s

possible to set it moving in any of 16
directions using the vector command
to set the direction and then move to
start the object in motion.
Once it's moving the program can 'go

away’ and perform another function
while the object ‘glides' across the

effect which is really amazing to watch!
The speed command allows you to
change the speed at which an object
moves on the screen.

As well as commands to move ‘ob-
jects’ around the screen there are other
graphic commands. For example fill
changes the ink and paper colours ofthe

FEBRUARY 1984

n without clearing it, a func-
tion that is not possible in Basic.

replace is similar in effect to fill but
is only changes a colour to another
specified one. For example:

10ink0:paper7
20 PRINT INK 0: PAPER 1

30 REM REPLACE

Fifth also provides a new sound com-
mand, having no fewer than four para-
meters rather than the usual two. The
effects that can be produced are simply
amazing and are as good, if not better
than the sound in commercial games
programs.

The second of the two, Scope, unlike
Fifth is a self-contained graphics lan-

guage. A ‘SCOPE’ (Simple Compilation
of Plain English) program is written
within Basic in rem statements and is

then compiled bythe Scope program.
The Scope manual states that.

‘SCOPE is primarily intended for high
speed handling of graphics, colour,
sound and animation’, and fast it cer-

Scope offers 31 commands, nearly all

of which have an equivalent Basic in-

struction, the difference being that

Scope is much faster.

However, most of the commands only
handle integer numbers in the range 0 to

255 and it is possible to set up variables

(A to Z and a to z) with the var
command.
Because there will be occasions when

you need a larger number, for example
to hold a score in a game, Scope also
provides a bvar (Big Variable) com-
mand which allows you to calculate and
print numbers between 0 and 65535. A
possible limitation of Scope is that
variables can only be increased or de-
creased. There are no commands for
multiplication, division or any scientific

small separate sections, then tested as
you write the program in. Later routines
can then call up those which you have
previously tested. page 18
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cards.

‘sprite’ is a user-defined graphic, that

continue independently while the Basic
program performs some other function.

It will only return to the Basic prog-
ram if the sprite collides with another
object or goes off the screen. With Fifth
the Spectrum user now has access to

sprites or rather to 'objects’, the name
given to sprites in this program.
An object can be defined as any of the

Spectrum characters, both alpha-
numeric and user-definable graphics.
Once an object has been defined it's

possible to set it moving in any of 16
directions using the vector command
to set the direction and then move to
start the object in motion.
Once it’s moving the program can 'go

away' and perform another function
while the object 'glides' across the
screen pixel by pixel on its own - an
effect which is really amazing to watch!
The speed command allows you to
change the speed at which an object
moves on the screen.

As well as commands to move 'ob-
jects' around the screen there are other
graphic commands. For example pill
changes the ink and papercolours ofthe

whole screen without clearing it, a func-
tion that is not possible in Basic.

replace is similar in effect to fill but
is only changes a colour to another
specified one. For example:

IOinkO: paper 7
20 PRINT INK 0: PAPER 1

30 REM REPLACE

This will change all occurancies of
black ink on blue paper to black ink on
white paper.

Fifth also provides a new sound com-
mand, having no fewer than four para-
meters rather than the usual two. The
effects that can be produced are simply
amazing and are as good, if not better
than the sound in commercial games
programs.

The second of the two, Scope, unlike
Fifth is a self-contained graphics lan-
guage. A 'SCOPE' (Simple Compilation
of Plain English) program is written
within Basic in rem statements and is

then compiled by the Scope program.
The Scope manual states that.

because there will be occasions when
you need a larger number, for example
to hold a score in a game, Scope also
provides a bvar (Big Variable) com-
mand which allows you to calculate and
print numbers between 0 and 65535. A
possible limitation of Scope is that
variables can only be increased or de-
creased. There are no commands for
multiplication, division or any scientific

functions.

Scope is a structured language, which
means that a program can be written in

small separate sections, then tested as
you write the program in. Later routines
can then call up those which you have
previously tested. page 18
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any program which includcs\raphics| aOdOD UIV«
both Scope and Fifth deserve to be “t* -

looked at. Both packages have their
. .

good and bad points but tilth appears

to be more flexible allowing you to use v X ^
Basic as well as Fifth commands and to “*

As well as programs that enable you to

write faster and smoother games prog-

to anyone wishing to produce a graphics ^Bp
display, be it for a games program or

by Melbourne House and Spectrog-

raphics. by Bridge Software.

Both these programs are ‘sketch pads' _
which enable you to draw more objects •*

good and bad points, but one failing of
.

.

draw curves. It is only possible to move

the ‘pen’ in eight directions.

Spectrographics has a built-in user —-- ”„ur o'

definable graphic producer, making it cte»'e * le4 *

easy to define your graphics characters, -"^e s'‘4
®test S

an>e °

while Melbourne Draw allows you to r'T'd «\o',e '«
0u« _ --—

^

save an area of the screen for graphic \ ’

soUnds pesi§?5!—
'

characters. \

Another good feature of Melbourne

Draw is its ability to enlarge sections of then enter a positive or negative number

the screen, thus making it much easier depending on the direction and strength

to see exactlywhat you're drawing. ofthe curve.

Both packages enable you to fill in an Unfortunately this program was re-

area of the screen with the current ink .ceived too late for this review to cover it

colour. If there arc any holes in the in depth. First impressions are that it is a

object, the ink will leak out of the shape very comprehensive drawing/graphic

and spread all over the screen. design program offering some of the

Melbourne House’s program has a facilities that other graphics packages

facility that allows you to stop the fill are missing.

command, and return the screen to its Sound is a very important feature in any

original condition before the fill was games program. With the Spectrum us-

started. However, with Spectrographics
jng the beep command in Basic, it’s very

you will have lostyour picture. difficult to get the sound you require.

Melbourne Draw only has facilities But with packages like Scope and Fifth

to draw lines while Spectrographics it's possible to produce excellent

allows you to draw boxes, triangles, and arcade-type sounds,

circles, automatically. Auto-Sonics from Buttercraft Soft-

Both programs save time when de- ware allows you to create the sound

signing any playing areas or other effect of your choice and then the

graphics for use in a program, though it program gives you the Basic statement

would have been nice to draw curves to produce yoursound. Auto-Sonics has

easily. 26 pre-programmed sound effects, in-

Paintbox, a graphics program from eluding sounds such as a frog, pig and

Print ’n' Plotter Products offers similar telephone.

facilities to Melbourne Draw and Spec- An on-screen 'synthesizer’ control

trographics. panel allows you to modify any of the

Paintbox allows you to define 84 supplied sounds, or you can create your

user-definable graphics and is the only own. You can instantly hear the effect

package seen that allows you to draw this has on any sound,

curves easily. All you need to do is The control panel allows you to con-

specify the two ends of the curve and trol such settings as pitch - whether the

PC GAMES





Royden, Perks Lane, Prestwood,

Great Missenden, Bucks.

Telephone: Great Missenden 3224

We have just received the BBC B and Commodore 64,

plus a huge range ofsoftware for both machines.

• BBC B32K £399-00
• Commodore 64 64K £199-95

• Atari 600XL 16K£ 159-00

• Atari 800XL64K £249-00

• And a fabulous range of Atari peripherals

Plus a huge range of software to suit both business and
pleasure requirements.

Sinclair Spectrum 16 & 48K always in stock at very

special prices.

Check out our Spectrum Software prices. We will not be

undercut.

We are now agents for Epson & Cabel printers

and monitors

RADFORD HIFI LIMITED
52 Gloucester Road, Bristol 0272-428247/428248

URGENTLY REQUIRE
ORIGINAL, MACHINE CODE GAMES PROGRAMS

FOR THE

Commodore 64 - VIC 20
ZX Spectrum - Oric

Dragon - BBC - Electron

jnfidence to: Software Development Director

Cable Software Limited

Cape House
52 Limbury Road
Luton, Beds. LU3 2PL

>r telephone: Luton 591493

PCGAMES



Human to Human

Fast-dealing Paul Daniels proves
quite a whizz with a joystick too. Now
Britain's most popular TV magician is *

turning his talents to
games designing, as Chris
finds out

MEET THEMAN
WHO EXCELS...
ATZAPPINGALIENS
Walk into Paul Daniels' London home Then there’s his games controller,
and you'll notice pretty quickly that he which he made himself by addinga base
likes computers. Not a lot. but he likes and an extra handle loan Atari joystick.
|hcm It means you can play for four hours

For a start, there's a 48K Atari 800 without getting uncomfortable.' he said,
with disk drives stacked on his desk World manufacturing rights reserved.'
along with piles of books, papers and Finally - and this'll make you green -

iun ^- he has a TV projection system which



the zx PROCom
SPECTBUM SOFTWARE

BY POST

SSHial''

PROCOm PROCOM SOFTWARE
{OOTI I IODC 309 HIGH ROAD • L0UGHT0N ESSEX

[
x->t~ 1

J TEL: (01) 508 1216
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PAUL DANIELS
allows him to battle alien forces across a
five foot screen.

‘What you do is pull the curtains to

black-out the room, and then when you

sit here, all you can see is what’s on the

To prove the point, Daniels gave me a

virtuoso performance on an undersea

arcade shoot-out featuring a 12 inch

submarine, and frighteningly large, ex-

So how did Paul Daniels, Britain’s

best-known magician, gel into compu-
ters?

It all stemmed, he says, from his love

of making jokes about the people who
help him out in his magic shows.
'A few years ago I started to get a lot of

people on stage who were computer

programmers.
'

‘I pride myself at knowing a lot about

most jobs. But suddenly this new job
•

was appearing which I didn’t know

‘1 bought all the computer magazines,

but none of them could tell me. They’re

not understandable those magazines.'

Paul’s solution was expensive.

‘I was in Guernsey, and I just walked

into a computer shop and said to the

man, "There’s a thousand pounds. Sell

Daniels came away with an Atari disk

system and a few add ons, and reckons

he was incredibly lucky. Within a few

months the light of computer compre-

In the two years since then Paul has

built up an enviably large library of

r
l just walked into a

computer shop and
said to the maw,

"There's a thousand
pounds. Sell me
a computer".'
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WANTED
PROGRAMS

Top Quality Machine Code Games Programs
for All The Home Micros, including:— •/

ZX SPECTRUM
COMMODORE 64
ACORN ELECTRON

BBC

DRAGON
VIC 20

ORIC

MORB r<1

,

GAMES,

We also require freelance M/C Programmers.

NOW!
(Computer Software) Co. Ltd.

HUGE

REWARD







GOODBUY •GOODBUY





Ill

connecfme to ZX81, SPECTRUM, OR/C, ATARI, VIC 20, VIC 64, BBC, DRAGON, APPLE II, THOMSON T07,
TEXAS Tl 99/4, and shortly IBM PC

Whatever the make of your
computer, the CYBORG disk
drive is for you!
The CYBORG disk drive is designed
around its own on-board controller,

allowing it to operate whatever might

be the CPU of your micro.

Before, disk drives had a compatibility

restricted to host computers of the

same brand. Change the computer and
you hod to change the disk drive unit.

Now you can change the micro and
keep your CYBORG, thanks to the

ingenious PERSONALITY MODULE. This

is a minuscule unit, contained in the

connecting cable, allowing translation

of control and data signals in the

CYBORG STANDARD INTERFACE. To

change your micro simply change this

connecting lead. Insert the SYSTEM
NUCLEUS floppy, and it runs.

Three good reasons for
choosing the CYBORG disk
drive.

1) the price: 199.99 pounds excl. VAT.

This price includes: the disk drive, one
personality module, and one system

nucleus.

2) the capacity: drives currently

available store around 150 K on a
5 inches floppy. The CYBORG gives

you a capacity of 720 K on a single

floppy (320 K per side).

31 Transportability: that incredible disk

drive will hook up to any machine. Your

text files can be read by any micro-

computer. Just buy the personality

module plus Hie system nucleus of the

new brand, and there it goes!

(personality modules available now:
ZX81, SPECTRUM, and ORIC; others to

come shortly) (ZX81, SPECTRUM trade

marks of SINCLAIR RESEARCH Ltd

ORIC trade mark of ORIC
INTERNATIONAL

I

DOS COMMANDS: FORMAT, DIR, SAVE. LOAD. FRASE Up lo 4 disk drives, Price 199.99 exclude
Optional extensions: RLE HANDLING: OPEN, READ, WRITE, CLOSE, POSIT, RENAME SEARCH, TY
direct ond sequential access (20 pounds);
SYSTEM EXTENSION: MLOAD, MSAVE, MRUN, CHAIN, LOCK, UNLOCK 135 pounds);
SECURITY HANDLING: prepares uncopiobfe disk (900 pounds), prices excluded vat.

Ask your local distributor to order it from
HAYTECH FRANCE, 68 Bd. de Port-Royal,
75005 Paris, France, phone: (I) 354.86.66
Or send directly your cheques to Box No. 1. V.N.U. Business Publications
B. V.. Evelyn House, 62 Oxford St. London
W1A 2HG. Expect eight weeks for delivery.

Address

3c

I
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BIG JOHN’S
CROSSWORD

TODAY’S CLUES

We don't stock HIFIs, cameras or second hand cars, but deal
exclusively in home computers and everything for them.

Today’s solution has ten micros, over one thousand software titles,

books, magazines, plus lots of add ons and advice. I think it would be
fair to say that we do have plenty of MICRO ANSWERS.

Service is high on our list of priorities — we have four fully trained Staff
who will be happy to demonstrate any piece of software, though I hear
that Flight Simulators are their favourites.

Our shop is only three minutes walk from Victoria Station which is

covered by both mainline and underground trains, as well as over
twenty inner London bus routes. In fact MICRO ANSWERS is so
obvious that you don’t have to look below for today’s solution.

70-71 WILTON ROAD
LONDON SW1V IDE
01-630 5995

MICRO ANSWERS

MONDAY-FRIDAY 10AM-8.30PM
SATURDAY 10AM-7PM
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bluE chip computers
Software bonanza

We pride ourselves on a fast delivery

& customer satisfaction

AUTHORISED
TEXAS INSTRUMENT

DEALER

SPEECH SYNTHESIZER

TERMINAL EMULATOR

EDITOR ASSEM8LER

METEOR MULTIPLICATION
DEMOLITION DIVISION
ALIGATOR MIX
DRAGON MIX

MINUS MISSION
NUMERATION I

ADDITION SUBTRACTION I

BEGINNING GRAMMAR

CHISHOLM TRIAL
INVADERS

5-A-SIDE SOCCER
HUNT WUMPUS

NEW THIS MONTH
ADVENTURE PIRATE
ALL OTHER ADVENT

SOCCER

SNOOKER

CARNIVAL MASSACRE

COMPUTER W

dth ENCOUNTER
SUB COMMANDER
MIND MADONESS
TANK COMMANOER
COMPUTER WAR
AVENGER

COSMIC CRUNCHER

PARATROOPERS
SKRAMBLE

CYCLONS
C

CONTROPOOS

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
GEOGRAPHY
HISTORY
PHYSICS
CHEMISTRY

GUARANTEEDTOWORKWITH
ANY DOMESTICRECORDER
WITHATONE CONTROL

SPEKTRUM

VOLCANIC PLANET
BLOCKADE RUNNER

PARATROOPERS

CENTHOPODS
PACKACUDA
FROGGER
PHANTASIA
QUACKEHS

Arcade
Style

Joystick

PISTOL GRIP

2 Fire Buttons

£12-95
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FORMULA ONE AND STEERING WHEEL
For Sinclair ZX Spectrum 1 6K & 48K

THE GAME
^^Isto^oselrom^oTOon^Kvers^J^dudi'ngSilverllonflJhflwoild'sfasle

helu of The Jim Russell International Racing Drivers’ School at Sllveratone. It has tor

ce. Qualifying and Race- with eight cars racing against

credible sound effects and
‘

THE STEERING WHEEL
Natrrrallv vnn cannot steer a racing car effectively by pushing bu

we have developed a steering wheel that tits towiggling a joystick

:

Spectrum. With on
accelerating) it give

fastest line through the comers and correct a skid when you overd

wheel is strongly made and thanks to a brilliantly simple design
been able to keep the cost down to a minimum. It will be used I.

games in the future but isnow only available with FORMULA ONE.

To orderFORMULA ONE and Steering Wheel send cheque or p.o. for £8.95 to

SPIRIT SOFTWARE. 1/2 Pembroke Mews, London W8

"do it. Th

tor many

CHARACTER
GENERATOR

program

for ATARI

CREATE YOUR OWN MONSTERS
-FAST!

* Change your Atari characters to yourown
design.

*120 possibilities

* Write a subroutine to allow storage and use
of new characters in any program

* Save hours of work

Send (or details to:

VICTORIA SILVER PRODUCTIONS LIMITED

Unit 22, Court Road Industrial Estate

Cwmbran, Gwent
Tel: 06333 72327

FEBRUARY 1984



THE ACME INTERSTELLAR TRANSPORT COMPANY DELIVERS SPACESHIPS!
TO VARIOUS PLANE TS IN THE SOLAR SYSTEMS THROUGHOUT THE GALAXY

®3p9 -TSM jJT MSK>—

1

1

5000 LUCK. HAL

JET PAC
ULTIMATE
PLAY THE GAME
for the 16 or 48K Ram
Sinclair ZX Spectrum

^^EEM^^TRAIGHTFORWARD task.

COMMANDER, JUST ASSEMBLE A 3-STAGE

ROCKET. FUEL IT AND

WHAT THE

ALIENS,COMMANDER I'M UNDER ATTACKl
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Moon Alert Spectrum 5.90
Royal Birkdale Spectrum 6.90
Island of Death One 6.90
Hunchback Spectrum, Oric, Comm. 64 6.90
MrWimpy Spectrum 5.90, One, Comm. 64 6.90

Ocean Soto
n Shops and all good software

as of: WOOLWORT,





AMOEBA
SOFTWARE
54 WALDEN AVENUE, CHISLEHURST, KENT

Telephone: D1-857 8999

LAZE BLAZE
Superb machine code action. Pit your beam against
the 2 beams of the computer. Race your opponent for

the random fuel dumps. For the very strong of heart,

battle to the death in the maze. 9 speed levels. Over
500 Options in this fast moving arena.

48K Spectrum. £5.95

TANKTRAX
ATWO player game to stretch your skill. Destroy your
opponents tank before he obliterates yours. Choose
the battlefield, fire over the mountains or select

foothills and have an eyeball to eyeball confrontation.

Sounds easy, but don't forget as in all real situations

weather plays an enormous part in success or failure.

This game is no exception. The wind must be allowed
for if you have no desire to blow yourself up.

Uses all the 48K memory of the Spectrum. £5.95

AMOCIA SOFTWARE

IKIi SPECTRUM

Soon to be found In all good software outlets.

u a/e na/.r-g «*oiil>e nuv -n you/ copy senda crec je o- postal

cnJe’to AMOEBA SOFTWARE S< WALDEN AVENUE
CHIS-EHURST KENT

LAZE BLAZED TANK TRAX F

The Top
American
Joystick is

now available in

the U.K. . . .

—

Z^WqSPECTRUM
L. / %J.99 + £1.50P+P

• Including Interface to plug straight into the
Spectrum.
• The first Joystick to give you ",Arcade " feel
and control.

• "Jet Style"heavy duty, diamond cut grip.

• Fire Trigger placed under your index finger . . .

the finger with the fastest reflex action.

• Self centreing, 360° action.

• Compatible with most of the latest Software
including:

Also available for Commodore/
A tari!BBC/OrielDragon.

IsSSS—a

BBC Trigga Command
Oric Trigga Command
Dragon Trigga Command
Interface Unit only*

C1999

ALLOW 7 DAYS BL
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
2A HRS CREDIT CARD LINE

£ 1.50

Sole UK Distributor^

27HOPESTREET. HANLEY,

-=fLiCT»QN!
.
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presents

UP, UP AND AWAY
A 16k MACHINE CODE GAME FOR THE ATARI FAMILY

£14.95
(DISK OR CASSETTE)

“Incorporating just the right blend of humour, skill, graphics and
sound—quite likely to start a trend towards less violent, high quality

graphic games.” personal computer news

“When you are tired of Star Raiders, Space" Invaders and Pacmen,
why not get quietly frustrated with Up, Up and Away?”

PERSONAL COMPUTER GAMES

"Graphically superb—this game shows that there are in Britain at

last programmers capable of producing the goods for the Atari.”

“Among the best graphics seen. The five skill levels should provide a
long lasting challenge.”

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY

Also . .

.

The world you are about to enter bears no resemblance to any arena
you ever encountered before. Weapons are of no avail in this small

habitat.

The only sources of protection at your disposal are quick wits and fast
reflexes. The only reward is to survive against monsters of unbelievable
ferocity and cunning; and to avoid hazards more perilous and deadly

than any you might find on a trip through the outer universe.
This is the real world, populated by the creatures of our own, inner

universe, where nature is red in tooth and claw.
Brace yourself now, and come with Starcade into the still water and

deceptive calm of the

SAVAGE POND
A 16K machine language

programme for the Atari family,

available on disc or cassette.

SUPERFASTCREDITCAROSALESUNE
: |

051-487 080824hrs



SCREEN TES
Each game in this section is carefully rated on six different points. Each rating is

out ofa maximum of 10.

Graphics and Sound are a measure of the extent to which that particular

computer’s capabilities have been exploited by the program.
Ease of Use covers the quality of the instructions and how easy it is to use the

game's control keys. In an adventure game the helpfulness of the program’s
responses are taken into account.

To get a high Originality rating, a game must have a unique theme or unique
features. In games like computer chess, this rating may be replaced by Strength of
Play.

Lasting Interest is a measure of the game’s addictive quality or its ability to

provide a continuing challenge.
Overalltakes into account all the above and also the price of the game.

Our panel of reviewers deliver their verdicts on more than 70 new games

SCREEN TEST PANEL

Steve Cooke
Peter Connor
Kevin Jacobs
Wensley Dale
Steve Mann
Tony Harrington

David Janda
Barry Miles

Jim Ballard
Brendon Lewis
Chris Anderson

CAME OF THE MONTH
Revenge of the Mutant Camels p.82 Commodore 64

PCC HITS

Lunarfelman p.46 Spectrum
Valhalla p.42 Spectrum
The Pyramid p.54 Spectrum
Zorgon’s Revenge p.58 Oric
International Soccer p.70 Commodore 64

VIDEO NASTY

Owzat P-79 BBC

OTHER GAMES

Lojix p.46 Spectrum
Rider p.54 Spectrum
Spectron p.54 Spectrum
Corridors ofGenon p.49 Spectrum

P-51 Spectrum
Quetzalcoatl p.42 Spectrum
Angler p.54 Spectrum
Ghost Town p.49 Spectrum
Pool p.49 Spectrum
Dominoes P-57 Spectrum
3D Strategy P-57 Spectrum
Barreldrop p.42 Spectrum
Dimension Destructors p.42 Spectrum
Wild West Hero p.46 Spectrum
Ant Attack p.51 Spectrum
Gridrunner p.46 Spectrum

p.46 Spectrum
Hopper p.42 Spectrum
Krazy Kong p.51 Spectrum
Mr Wimpy P-57 Spectrum
Bugaboo (The Flea) p.54 Spectrum

Steeplejack P-73 Atari

Lone Raider p.73 Alar]

Cruncher p.74 BBC
Plankwalk p.76 BBC
Oblivion p.74 BBC
Demon Decorator P-79 BBC

Sea Lord p.74 BBC
Cosmic Asteroids p.81 BBC
Space Adventure p.81 BBC
Wizard p.74 BBC
Zalaga p.79 BBC
Birds ofPrey p.76 BBC
Microbe p.74 BBC
Noc-a-Bloc p.76 BBC
Transistor’s Revenge p.74 BBC

Hungry Horace p.70 Commodore 64
Everest Ascent p.70 Commodore 64
Stix p.70 Commodore 64
Mission Om p.70 Commodore 64

Doodle Bug p.65 Dragon
Adventure Circus p.69 Dragon
School Maze p.69 Dragon
Cuthbert in thejungle p.65 Dragon
Cuthbert Goes Digging p.62 Dragon
Crazy Painter p.65 Dragon
Keys of the Wizard p.62 Dragon
Death Mines ofSirius p.62 Dragon
Up Periscope p.62 Dragon
Empire p.62

Transylvanian Tower p.62 Dragon

Starship Command P-91 Electron

Meteors p.91 Electron

Monsters P-91 Electron

Snooker p.81 Electron

p.95 Vic 20
Cosmiads p.91 Vic 20
Space Snake p.95 Vic 20
Starship Escape p.95 Vic 20
Bonzo p.93 Vic 20
Scram 20 p.93 Vic 20
Zorgon’s Kingdom p.93 Vic 20

Munchman p.69 Texas
Parsec p.69 Texas

Ultima Zone p.58 Oric
Mushroom Mania p.58 Oric
Invaders p.58 Oric
Killer Caverns p.58 Oric



SPECTRUM • SPECTRUM
GAME: QUETZALCOATL
MACHINE: SPECTRUM 48K
JOYSTICK: NO
CATEGORY: MAZE GAME
SUPPLIER: VIRGIN GAMES
PRICE: £5.95

Aztec christening services must have coatl’s temple, where Huitzilopochtli
1

been somewhat on the long side - this will give you a map and compass,
program is full of names like Huitzilo- You must descend through the va-
pochtli, Tezcatlipoca, and the Quetzal- rious levels, collecting beads on the way,
coatl of the title. These characters are in search ofa way out. You may descend
the gods, some good, some bad, that safely only in the blue lifts (the black
populate this maze game, written by ones are unpredictably dangerous), and
Gareth Briggs. various bods will appear to help or kill

The story goes like this: captured by you.
bandits and with your companions foul- You must hang on to the beads

1

ly murdered, you are cast into Quetzal- because you will need to deal with the

GAME: HOPPER
MACHINE: SPECTRUM I6K
JOYSTICK: KEMPSTON

OPTIONAL
CATEGORY: ARCADE
SUPPLIER: PSS
PRICE: £5.95

Hopping is what frogs do, so it’s no there’s a railway, where trains sit around
|

surprise that Hopper is another version until, generally at the most inconvenient
of Frogger. The object of all Frogger time, they are shunted away,
games is to manoeuvre frogs across busy Then there’s the river, where drifting
roads and dangerous rivers, without logs and turtles can be hopped upon,
getting run over, eaten by crocodiles, or and crocodilesand drowning avoided,
otherwise terminally squelched. If you manage all these, there are five

In this version, you have 10 frogs, and safe lily-pads to reach. When they're
the highway has six lanes. Traffic moves full, the hazardsgently escalate,
at different speeds in each lane, so that The frog can be moved with a Kemp-
any gaps in the traffic are transient. ston joystick or with the keyboard, and
On the other side of the highway, the latter is actually easier since it

GAME: BARRELDROP
MACHINE: 48K SPECTRUM
JOYSTICK: NO
CATEGORY: ARCADE
SUPPLIER: GAMES MACHINE

LTD
PRICE: £5.95

Barreldrop is, presumably, an arcade Pressing Space at the right moment
game with educational overtones - the allows the barrels to drop into a set of
cassette inlay shows a teacher and drainpipes, numbered one to five,

blackboard, and 1 suppose the game is At various times during the game, it is

designed to give very young children an possible to discern Gordon’s dog peep-
;

idea of numbers and words. As such, it is ing out from the right-hand corner. If 1

not altogether successful. you realise that you are about to miss
Barreldrop features a character called your target, pressing ‘D’ will send Flash

Gordon and his dog, Flash (geddit?). scampering across the screen to retrieve
Gordon stands on a ledge at the top of the errant barrel and bring it back up the
the screen and rolls barrels down the ladder for anothergo.
roof of his house. Filling all the drainpipes brings a

j

GAME: DIMENSION
DESTRUCTORS

MACHINE: SPECTRUM 48K

This one has an amazingly unoriginal as they zoom towardsyou.
theme. You control a space ship and Now that 3D is all the rage. Dimen-
your aim is to destroy attacking alien sion Destructors isn’t a bad effort. It

|

CATEGORY: ARCADE
SUPPLIER: ARTIC
PRICE: £5.95

But don’t switch off just yet. The eventually start to feel you’re inside a
|

novelty here is that you’re presented space-craft.
with a view from the cockpit and you 1 found myself ducking once or twice

i

actually see the alien ships getting bigger when the attackers flew a bit close 1

|PCG HIT * PCG HIT * PCG HIT * PCG HIT $ PCG HIT * PCG HIT * PCG HIT * PCGI|T
GAME: VALHALLA
TYPE: ANIMATED ADVENTI
MACHINE: SPECTRUM 48K
JOYSTICK: NO
SUPPLIER: LEGEND
PRICE: £14.95

Valhalla is perhaps the most ambitious
games program yet released for the

Spectrum.
Once upon a time we had ordinary

text adventures. Then programmers be-

gan including graphics to illustrate the
various locations. Next, they began im-
proving the traditional two-word mode
of communication.
The Hobbit took things a stage furth-

er with the introduction of characters
which adopted a slightly different role

each time the game was played.

Valhalla has all these features, but
also shows the various characters on the

screen doing the things described in the

If you enter the command get hel-
met. you will see the little stick charac-
ter (which is you) walk across to the

Similarly, fights between different

characters are shown, albeit in some-
what repetitive fonn.

Although this is extremely impressive,
it has meant a sharp reduction in the
number of different actions a character
can perform.
There's little more than moving, get-

ting and dropping objects, eating and

drinking, opening chests or cupboards,
and attacking.

There isn’t any climbing, listening,

running, shouting, or tapping.
This doesn't mean to say Valhalla is

simple. It’s extremely complex, mainly
because there are 36 different characters
involved, each with a different perso-
nality.

The world is that of the Nordic
legends, and your task is to locate six

special objects - a key, a ring, a shield, a
sword, an axe, and a helmet.
There are a number of different loca-

tions, each of them shown in colour.
Unfortunately, many of the pictures
look similar, and I preferred the beauti-
ful line drawings featured in The
Hobbit.

I think The Hobbit also scores over

42 PC GAMES 1984
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M«SPECTRUM • SPEC!

rrr

natives that you'll meet if you are lucky

enough to escape.

Pressing 'M' gives a map, but this

disintegrates each time it is used, so it

must be consulted sparingly, and the

'Book of Ancient Lore’ will detail the

characteristics of the various gods you
meet on the way.
Graphics are good and colourful, and

1 enjoyed playing this game, without
ever managing to reach the exit. I cer-

bonus, and there are various riddles and
other games included. The riddles are of

the 'What has four legs in the morning,
two at noon, and three at night?’ variety,

but there is no acknowledgement as to

whether they have been answered cor-

rectlyor not.

Attention to detail is not all that it

should be, either. Writer Russell Vin-

cent has included a routine to speed up
the auto-repeat while playing the game,
but this remains in operation even when

Valhalla in the former’s handling of

language. Certainly Valhalla will accept

some reasonably complex sentences

such as: sell helmet to mistra for 20

crowns or throw lightnings at
klepto. But The Hobbit was even more
impressive in this respect.

However, Valhalla gives more of the

impression that it’s being played in real

time. If you don't do anything, other

characters will - right before your eyes.

So you can’t afford to wait around for

too long.

One word of warning. Valhalla is a
difficult, daunting game - perhaps more
so than other adventures. But if you're

an experienced adventurer (and if you
can afford the money) Valhalla will

offer you many hours of novel and
intriguing challenge. CA
FEBRUARY 1984

tainly intend going back to it foranother
try. SM

the user is invited to type in his/her

name, which means that a very light

touch is needed to avoid letters re-

peating.

Forvery.young children only. DJ

Graphics 6
Sound 6
EaseofUse 4
Originality 4
Lasting Interest 4
Overall 4
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SPECTRUM • SPECTRUM 1

ILfelJj-IIILMJ^IILUJ^IU
means you need no less than six keys to

control him.

This is no mean feat unless you’re

already a /etpac expert, or a joystick

The game opens with jetman stranded
on the surface of an unfriendly moon

and bouncing at him from all directions.

His only place of safety is inside his

moon buggy - but even that isn't safe for

long because an alien base is preparing

to launch a missile which will destroy

the buggy and end the game.
The most controversial thing about

letman is that the game’s instructions

give no idea ofhow to avoid this fate.

Certainly, there’s some interesting

looking equipment lying around, but all

you're told is that you've lost your
operation manual.

Ultimate obviously decided that you



Screen Test,

It SPECTRUM •SPECT
played on a grid with spacecraft instead very little to offer,

ofbugs. What’s more, Salamander have slip-

Certainly there's no shortage of fast ped up badly by failing to supply the

action - if you stop hammering the fire games with instructions. You have to

button for more than a few seconds, find the operating keys by trial and
you’ve had it. But compared to today’s error, and unless you already under-
state-of-the-art, multi-screen micro stand the game, you'll have trouble

thrillers with fully animated creatures making sense ofwhat's happening,
and intricate strategies, Gridruntter has Frankly, at £6.95, 1 think I'd have to

call it a rip-off.

Graphics
Sound
Ease ofUse
Originality

Lasting Interest

Overall

you overshoot you have to start again. Luring you on is the knowledge that if

The other is, you're being chased by you reach the four corners of the grid
bugs. you can turn tables on the bugs and eat

Although the idea is extremely simple, them,
this game - like Demon Decorator - is Your progress is marked by a red
surprisingly addictive. As you complete trace, which infuriatingly disappears ev-

more and more of the grid, it becomes ery time you overshoot an intersection

progressively easier to complete new and have to reverse,

boxes. In all, a thoroughly enjoyable game -

at for one that's so simple, 1 think it's

Ease of Use
Originality

Lasting Interc

Overall

V killer cactus is pricklier than a 20,000 which is moderately difficult I

n contact.us, killing you
and bandits do the same.

The difference is that th

still while the bandits homi
Luckily the bandits don’t shoot, while

you can shoot in the direction of mo-
tion, including diagonally, and you carty

on shootingeven when you stop.

Movement is by keyboard or Kemp-
ston joystick. You have three

" '

The game is similar to Spectron, re-

stay viewed in this issue, both being varia-

you. tions on the arcade game Robotron.
/hile Wild West Hero offers no variation in

te waves of bandits it pits against you,

nlike Spectron 's muted waves of

tbots, and the scoring system is less

However, the graphics
le every 10,000 points after game plays fast, and it's easy tc

Graphics
Sound
Ease of Use
Originality

Lasting Intert

Overall

letter, and can be rotated before being
placed. They can also be removed from
the grid again if necessary.

The concept is so simple, it'sa wonder
theprogram needs a 48K machine.
The instructions make it easy to

understand and execute. Naturally, the

solution soon seems impossible. It's

probably easier to write another prog-

ram to solve it, or else cut the shapes out
of paperand do it on the floor.

Someone's going td solve Lojix soon-

er or later, and they'll probably wonder
whether to claim the money straight

away, or to risk holding out till more
have been sold and the money goes up.

Even when the money’s gone, the

elegance and simplicity of Lojix will

Graphics
Sound
Ease of Use
Originality

Lasting Interest

Overall

ELI
for yourself what you're supposed to do,

but I think they may have miscalculated.

So. for the sake of the many people
who would otherwise be extremely frus-

trated by this game, I will reveal what I

think the operation manual would have
said. IF YOU DONT WANT TO
KNOW, STOP READING.
The bomb is pretty obvious. Ifyou can

lldestr

t. Only trouble is, you usually

have enough time or fuel to simply fly to

an alien base carrying it.

That's where the teleporters come in.

There are two of these, and if you enter

one of them, you automatically teleport

to the other.

The idea is to place them a long way
apart, and then there's a good chance
that one of them will be reasonably near
the base.

FEBRUARY 19B4

ter as far as you can - without running

Ifyou find an alien base, teleport back
to collect the bomb, and you're in

business.

Of course, ifyou do manage to destroy

wave of aliens to attack you, and a new
system alien base will be created.

> actually I’m told that aliens in the later stages

You can of the game do nasty things like steal

and then your teleporters. That's a joy/frustration

rtg aliens I look forward to experiencing. Some-
time next year, perhaps? CA

put the bomb on the moon buggy, and
drive it to the nearest teleporter. Tele-

port, and then move the second telepor-

PCGAMES 47
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Disarm bombs with a wire guided robot,

bombs must be disarmed in order within a

time limit. 5 levels of play, high score table.

A three part game, move left and right as

you descend through the clouds, birds and
aeroplanes. On to the caves and caverns
then through the 3-D maze to the Core.

FRUIT MACHINE
One arm bandit simulation featuring random
hold, nudge and gamble. 'Reels' are fixed

and can be learnt but motion is random.

Score points as you collect potatoes without

getting caught in the shadow cast by the
setting sun or falling into your trench.

COMMODORE 64

100% machine code game making good use
of the sound and graphic facilities of the

64. Munch your way around the maze
avoiding the ghosts, etc. £6

Send Cheques and Postal Orders to:

CHRISTINE COMPUTING, 6 FLORENCE CLOSE
WATFORD, HERTS WD2 6AZ

Tel: Watlord (0923) 672941

Please add 55p PSP per order.

48 PCGAMES FEBRUARY 1984



Screen Test,

SPECTRUM • SPECTRU9

CAME: CORRIDORS OF OENON
MACHINE: 48K SPECTRUM
JOYSTICK: OPTIONAL
CATEGORY: STRATEGY
SUPPLIER: NEW GENERATION

SOFTWARE
PRICE: £5.95

The object of the game is to penetrate a

30-corridor circular maze, break the
code of the Genon computer - also

known as the Brain - and escape from
the maze withyour life.

You are presented with a 3D view of

the maze, with doors to your left and
right, and a perspective view of the

circular corridor ahead

.

Progress through the maze is hin-

dered by two things.

First, the Brain opens and closes

doors to slow you down, and second, a
‘bogul’ roams the maze looking for you.
A bogul is a Pacman-like creature with a

big nose who is there to protect the

Your only aid is your ESP. which
allows you to find the door codes. But
your ESP power fades as you approach
the core, and each time you are caught

and bogulized.

If you manage to reach corridor 31,

you are confronted with the Genon

computer and must break the code as

practised. Time is critical, and while you
are frantically tapping out numbers, the

bogul is cloning itself to make your

On your breaking the code, the com-
puter is destroyed, but not before it

revitalizes your ESP by giving you the
knowledge of the universe.

The 3D graphics are up to New
Generation's usual, high standard and
the sound isalsovery well used.

But I would say that the game lacks

the sort of variation which has made
games like Arcadia and Manic Miner
such big hits. K|

Graphics 9
Sound 6
Ease ofUse 5
Originality 7

Lasting Interest 3

Overall 5

GAME: POOL
MACHINE: I6/48K SPECTRUM
JOYSTICK: NO
CATEGORY: SIMULATION
SUPPLIER: CDS MICRO

SYSTEMS
PRICE:£5.95

At first glance. Pool may not be the most

mentation, but this package survives the

transition from smoke-filled bar-room
to home computer in fine style.

Sensibly, CDS has not attempted a
full duplication of the game's rules. In

this version there are but three red, and
three blue, balls to be potted - but then,

picking, out all those stripes and spots

on the Spectrum screen would hardly

have been an easy task,

In fact, the rules are considerably
simplified. The object of the exercise is

simply to pot each of the six balls in as

few shotsas possible.

At each 'visit to the table' the display

shows the number of shots remaining to

by one, each time you fail to pot a ball.

If the 'shots remaining' indicator

reaches zero, or if you sink the cue ball,

or if you miss one of the object balls

entirely, a foul shot is called, and you
lose one ofyourfour lives.

Pocket all six balls, and you move on
to the next frame - but from the third

frame onwards you get only two shots

You may vary the speed of each shot
from a gentle nudge to a full-blooded

whack, which will send the ball cannon-
ing off all the cushions.

1 was extremely impressed with CDS
Pool. It is obvious that a lot of thought
went into the planning of the game, the

graphics are very realistic, and, most
important of all, it’s totally compelling
to play. SM

Graphics 8

Sound 6
Ease ofUse 8
Originality 7
Lasting Interest 9
Overall 8

abandoned after the Californian gold

rush, Ghost Town is an adventure in

which your task is to find a deserted

gold mine, and return to town with the

But before you set off, you will need
various items of equipment that are

scattered about the town. Commands
are entered in one of three formats:

two-word sentences (open door, get
gun, and so on), single words (quit,

inventory), or letters (N,S).

If the cassette inlay had not included a

screen picture, I would probably not
have known that this was a graphic

adventure.

There's a short machine code routine

that enables drawings to be done in the

background colour and displayed in-

stantly on completion. This didn't seem
to work too well in my review copy, and
most of the locations were represented

It's a mainly Basic program and
although some simple protection de-

vices are used it’s quite easy to break
into it to see how it works - despite the

warning in the listing that 'cheating
doesn't help'. SM

Graphics 3

Sound 2

Ease of Use 3

Originality 6

Lasting Interest 3

Overall 5
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SPECTRUM OWNERS!
NOW AVAILABLE

FOX ELECTRONICS LTD.

THE ULTIMATE IN JOYSTICK
INTERFACES

* ln-buill memory lo store up to 1 6 different games keysets at one time.
* Battery back-up so no loss of memory after power off.

(Battery recharged during use so no replacements are required).
* One switch only for simplicity of use.

impatible with all Atari-type joysticks.

The superior interface without awkward trailing leads, just plug in and start your game

LAUNCH PRICE ONLY £28.50 ,»=L

a special offer until Christmas buy the interface and either of the two joysticks below for £37.00 incl

48k SPECTRUM
. UPGRADES

°*v £21 .OO
INCLUSIVE (Issue 2 machines only)

A high quality kit al a new low, low price which simply plugs into existing socket within your Spectrum, no soldering is

required and step by step instructions are supplied.

PROBABLY THE BEST KIT AVAILABLE AT DEFINITELY THE LOWEST PRICE, 16K TO 48K IN ONE EASY STEP.

JOYSTICKS
The Quickshot Joystick or the Triga-Command

The Dual
Fire Button

Quickshot
only

£11 .95 Incl

with Atari-type plug

The No 1

Best Seller

Joysticks in

the USA
only

£12.50 Inc
with Atari-type plug 1

m FOX ;=
ELECTRONICS

141 ABBKV ROAD. BASINGSTOKE. HANTS. TEL: 0256 20*71

SPECTRUM JOYSTICK INTERFACE
ORIC INTERFACE
QUICKSHOT-TRIGA COMMAND JOYSTICK

50 PCGAMES FEBRUARY 1984



Screen Test

ECTRUM • SPECTRUM*
King Kong is alive and well and living in

at least two versions of Donkey Kong
for the Spectrum. Always one with a
taste for a certain sort of woman, Kong
has trapped one called Jane and it's your
mission to topple him and rescue her.

Jane herself doesn't help much, stand-

ing at the top of each of three screens
waiting for you to cover the obstacle

courses which begin at the bottom.

The first screen is one involving lad-

ders connecting girders. Red barrels roll

out and drop from one level to the next
when they feel like it, and can be
avoided (if they're coming your way) by
jumping.

This is done with the fire button on
the Kempston. The same goes for simi-

larly lethal fireballs.

Ifyou make it to Jane, there’s a second
screen involving conveyor belts with

pies on them. The pies are probably well

past the date stamp, and are also deadly.

After the colourful loading screen, the
first thing you notice on loading Lost is

the redefined 'computer-style' character

set, complete with the obligatory spell-

ing mistake.

You have a choice of five levels, and
must decide between playing the easy
version and the main game. Do this and
a map appears, showing your position in

a clearing surrounded by forest. Need-
less to say. you’re lost, and with food

and water for only five days, you must
set off in search of a settlement and

and waterby drinking from the rivers, by
stoning any of the local fauna that you
can get near, or by using a club to

convert any passingsnake into calories.

It'll snow soon, so it's as well to find a

The third and final screen involves
lifts, tricky to catch and likely to make
you fall, but if it’s completed, it's Kong
who takes the tumble.
With three lives, it's not impossible to

complete the game and still win a time
bonus, and it's fun trying. Obstacle
courses are interesting, but games such
as Manic Miner offer far more screens
and ideas.

Krazy Kong docs have irritating

aspects - the incessant playing of the
funeral march every time a life is lost, for

example, or the difficulty in positioning
your man at the right spot beneath a
ladder to climb it. WD
Graphics 4
Sound 2
EaseofUse 7
Originality 6
Lasting Interest 5
Overall 4

cave in which to shelter until the bliz-

zard passes. You'll die of exposure

The screen shows a map of your
movements, and you control these via

the cursor keys.

Average' is the word that springs to

mind with this offering - it's competent-
ly done but just not exciting. Virgin

neglects to mention that the code in-

struction is needed for loading - why
not include a short Basic loader? SM

Sound 3
Ease of Use 5
Originality 3
Lasting Interest 5
Overall 5

6AMI: ANT ATTACK
MACHINE: ASK SPECTRUM
JOYSTICK: NO
CATEGORY: ARCADE
SUPPLIER: QUiCKSILVA
PRICE:U.U

The most impressive thing about Ant
Attack is the scrolling 3D depiction of

Ae city in which all the action takes

For example, if you move your man
behind a building, he disappears from
view, and to see what's going on you
have to select a different scanner. You
have a total of four scanners, all of
which depict the same part of the city,

but from different angles.

It's not advisable to leave your man
out of sight, because the city is inhabited

by vicious ants who love nothing better

than munching flesh.

Your mission is to rescue a number of
trapped damsels in distress, although to
protect themselves from the accusation
of sexual typecasting, Quicksilva offer

you the option ofrescuing boys instead.

You find the trapped persons by using
a direction indicator, which turns green
when you're moving in the right direc-

tion, and red when you’re not.

To avoid being devoured, you must
either stay above ground level where the

ants can't reach you, or use grenades to

destroythem.
Trouble is, to throw a grenade you

must choose from four different buttons,

one each for four different distances. If

you add to these four buttons the four
direction control buttons, and the four
scan buttons, you need the skills of a
touch-typist just to stay alive.

Another thing that greatly annoyed
me was the tunes that are played
whenever you find a damsel, or are

bitten to death. They really are tedious.

Still, if you’re prepared to put in the

work necessary to master the controls,

Ant Attack offers you an original and
challenging entertainment. CA

Sound'" l
Ease of Use 3
Originality 10
Lasting Interest 6
Overall 7
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Not all home computers
stay at home.

The BBC Micro is the ideal family com-
puter-simple to operate,yet fast,powerful,

with enormous potential.

But it’s nice to know,
when you buy one for your-

home, that the business,

educational and scientific

worlds agree with your
choice.

Here are a few stories

to illustrate how the BBC
Micro gets out and about.

And one to remind you how
helpful itcan bewhen it stays

at home.

A practical lesson in

business admin.

The contribution of the BBC
Micro in the classroom has long
been recognised at Perins Community
School in Hampshire.

The School has 12 BBC Micros use
extensively across the syllabus: in fact

some pupils are using them to study for

their GCE 0 Levels in computing.
One of the programs available

to Perins teachers

such as David Beck,pictured below withJ
his class, is “Newsagent.”

This program contains all the

necessary information forthe class I

to run a newsagents shop; allow- I

ing them to organise daily

deliveries,make up billsand I

keep an eye on stock

control and ordering.

It’s a nice example I

of how the BBC
Micro can be used
not only to acquaint f
a class with tbe languag*

of computers, but also

with some of the real-

ities ofthe community
in which they live.

Correcting
Jodrell Bank.

The BBC Micro is a

familiar worker around

Jodrell Bank.

You'll find it in the reception area ex-

plaining the workings of a radio telescope

to visitors, for example.

But it’s also been helping in a

more testing task: to improve the per
formance ofthe Defford telescope.

In this application it has

been used to make calculations

necessary to determine the

precise parabolic shape of

the dish.

Theodolites are used

to do the measuring-then
the BBC Micro works out the

necessary corrections.

>e

i
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The end of the scrawl.

Ifany ofyou have noticed how much
easier it is to read and understand labels

on drugs and medicines these days, then

I you can most probably thank the BBC
|
Micro. John Richardson, a Preston pharm-

[
acist, was first to realise how a micro with

a suitable printer could produce labels

, t hat were accurate and legible and

^ which could include, automatically,

|
such information as drug reaction
~

|| warnings.

At the same time it

k could record drug usage for

|better stock control.

He chose the BBC
I Micro lor its versatility and
I potential for expansion.

John Richardson be-

lieves that this system will

’ be recognised as standard

in the profession and be used in hospitals,

health centres and pharmacies through-

out the UK.
Meanwhile back at home.

Dr. & Mrs. Yarwood bought a BBC
Micro as a birthday present for their 12

year old daughter.

>Bonjoun

jesuisle

BBC Micro.

*

However, it quite quickly became
common property.

All three can now write their own

programs. Mrs. Yarwood is particularly

proud ofone program she has compiled to

help teach her daughter French

vocabulary.

They all agree thatalthoughtheMicro

is fast and powerful enough to be at home
in JodrellBank,y , \

it is also the

ideal com-
puter at the

Yarwood

home:

simple to set

up (virtually

anyTV set
i

and cassette

player is all

you need)

and simple

to use.

All this lor only £399.
The BBC Micro comes with a com-

prehensive, step-by-step User Guide
which introduces you to your micro and
shows you how to construct useful pro-

grams of your own.

You will also receive a li ce"Welcome"
cassette which contains 15 different

programs for you to experiment

with, ranging from music and
graphics to games like Kingdom
and Bat ’n Ball.

The BBC Micro is available

from W H Smith Computer
Shops, Boots. John Lewis and
local Acorn stockists.

Alternatively if you would

like to order one with your

credit card or if you want

.
the address of your nearest

j® supplier just phone
y- 01-200 0200 or 0933-79300.



SPECTRUM • SPECTWUk
JOYSTICK: NO
CATEGORY: ARCADE
SUPPLIER: QUICK SILVA
PRICE: £4.95

CAME: ANGLER
MACHINE: SPECTRUM ASK
JOYSTICK: NO
CATEGORY; ARCADE
SUPPLIER: VIRGIN GAMES
PRICE: CS.9S

Virgin has had a somewhat unenthu-
siastic reception for its offerings so far,

and Angler is unlikely to improve on
this. The fisherman of the title sits in a
small boat at the top of the screen and

GAME: RIDER
MACHINE: SPECTRUMASK
JOYSTICK: NO
GAME CATEGORY: ARCADE
SUPPLIER: VIRGIN GAMES
PRICE: £5.9S^

Players of Rider will be taken for a ride

in more ways than one. It is based on the
premise that, as a British agent, your
mission is to find the location of mines

MACHINE: SPECTRUM ASK
JOYSTICK: NO
GAME CATEGORY: ARCADE
SUPPLIER: VIRGIN GAMES
PRICE: £5.95

If machines had emotions, the robot in

Spectron would have a persecution
complex. 'Spectron’ is actually the name
of the robot that you control in this

fast-moving descendant of the arcade
game Berserk.

The screen shows the arena where the

avaiima-H-rillMJ-l

MACHINE: SPECTRUM ASK
JOYSTICK: OPTIONAL
SUPPLIER: FANTASY
PRICE: £5.50

This is one of a growing number of
games which offers you remarkable
value for money. Your task is to move a

manned space-capsule down through a
pyramid, which has 15 different levels.

Bugaboo has fallen from space on to the
surface of a very strange planet which is

covered with coloured rocks,
mushrooms, and vegetation. He discov-
ers that he can almost fly, and while
jumping about the surface, falls into a
deep cavern and lands on the bottom,
unharmed.

It's your job to see that Bugaboo gets

casts his line into a sea swarming with I

fish ofvarious sizes.

The object of the game is simply to I

catch as many fish as possible while
trying to avoid crabs, which will eat the
catch given half a chance. Controls arc

simple - keys 5 and 8 move the boat
from side to side, and any other key will

cast the line.

Fish are caught by manoeuvring the
line so that the hook appears just in I

front of the target, but catchinganything I

often seems to be more luck than judge-

on the roads of a country the UK is

about to invade.

The first ride is a parachute one.
You're dropped into the country above
a line of motorbikes provided by the
Resistance.

By manoeuvring left and right as you
descend, you must land on a bike,

different coloured bikes being worth
different points. Once on a bike, it’s off

down the mined road, avoiding the

mines as longas possible.

The game ends when you either ex-

action takes place, lightly peppered with
electric blocks that can sizzle you on
contact. 'Spectron' can be moved only
by the keyboard, but the keys are well

chosen, and movement produces fire in

the direction of motion, including di-

There are four sorts of enemy
androids after you, starting with the red
swarmers, whose one object is to head
for you and destroy one of your three
lives on contact
The first wave has 10 of these, and
re appear on each successive level, A

i, green speeders a|

on
games in one.

Actually it's more than that. The
authors have arranged that each time
you descend a level you have a choice of

two rooms to enter, each containing a

different species of nasty.
So you can come across different

creatures every time you play - up to a
total of 60 types. Quite enough to

maintain your interest for a month or
two. Or six.
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Screen Test,

W> SPECTRUM • SPECTI
n the shortest Be patient though. It’s not that easy to

enough, there is a yellow flying monster You can scroll the picture in four
which is determined to eat Bugaboo at directions to see where you are going to
the first opportunity. jump to. It was funny to see Bugaboo
To guide Bugaboo, you have control stop in mid-air as the screen was being

over which way he jumps, left or right, updated, although this was very fast and
and the strength with which he does so. didn't make the game look bad.
The method of scoring is by getting the if you like a challenge, then this is it

Graphics 8
Sound 4
Ease ofUse 5
Originality 8
Lasting Interest 6
Overall 7

ment (which is fairly true to life, 1 guess), rhyme about the old woman who swal-
The line will reach the bottom only if lowed a fly - catch the wrong thing and

there are no fish underneath it at the you have to continue fishing until you
moment of casting. catch a fish that can deal with the

If a crab is caught, it will immediately problem,
begin eating any fish in the boat. This You have 100 casts in which to catch
may be rectified only by catching one of as many fish and hence score as many

There are various levels of difficulty to
determine how close a fish must be to
he hook before it is caught, but even at
he highest level I can't imagine that this

;ame will hold the attention for too
ong. SM

dwelling fish - but care must be taken to game, in keeping with Virgin's packag-
avoid landing one of the largest crea- ing policy, is good, with a Hall of Fame
tures. Do this and the game ends in that may be printed out on the ZX
disaster. printer, but the graphics and sound can

All in all, it’s a bit like the nursery only be described asadequate.

Sound
Ease of Use
Originality

Lasting Interest

plode on a mine, or crash into a bollard.

There's a lot of bollards to this game,
starting with a ridiculous scoring

Landing on a bike gets anywhere from
19 to 900-odd points. Landing on a red
bike when red bikes are worth only 19
points means a brilliant ride score far

less than crashing a good bike im-
mediately.

Another thing is that the location of
mines and bollards is the same every
time, and soon becomes familiar. In

programming terms, the randomise However, to be fair, Rider offers
function is screamed for. seven speed levels and a scoretable for

' five players, which Horace
w , .e uoesn t.

that game, Rider has a military flavour. Perhaps these will go down well at the
and one of its two stages is remarkably barracks. WD
like Horace Goes Skiing - swinging left

and right to avoid obstacles.

This is a widely used theme, so it's

probably coincidental that the best parts

of Yomp and Rider are available with
more charm and smoothness on
Horace’s Holiday.

Graphics
Sound
Ease ofUse
Originality

Lasting Interest

Overall

who are like swarmers but quicker.

Both have a habit of queuing up
behind you as you flee, making conve-
nient massacres possible when you turn

back.

On higher levels, you’ll meet laun-

chers, cunning devils who launch mis-
siles shaped like Iron Crosses, which

Finally, electrons build lines of elec-

tric fences, sizzling and almost impass-
able. Imagine if Acorn got their Elec-
trons to do the same at Sinclair Re-

All fourtypes appear by w;nmmmsnm

There are 9 skill levels all in all, each
starting 10 wavesabove the last. Getting
through early waves intact is soon mas-
tered, but by wave 10, sheer weight of
numbers takes its toll.

Theoretically, you could blast your
way right through to wave 99, but that's

a pretty tall order. The waves come on
thick and fast, the enemy androids
multiplying like babies in a Bombay

After each wave, you score is calcu-
lated on-screen. Apart from points per
kill, there's a big potential time bonus as

" efficiencybonus.

The calculation of the bonuses is

accompanied by sounds like a crazed
electronic cash register during a Har-
rods sale. Then the next wave is item-

ized before being let loose on you,
Speclron is as addictive and challeng-

ing as games come, and is of true arcade
quality. WD

Graphics
Sound
Ease ofUse
Originality

Lasting Interest

Overallmsma iiuga j-hii
The game

chamber you shoot up as many aliens as
you can. When you've zapped a certain
number, a crystal appears which you
have to collect, and drop through a

force-field.

After you've done this a few times, the
force-field is neutralised and you can
pass through it into the next level. The
faster you manage to complete a room
the more pointsyou get.

The game plays very well. It features

smooth graphics and all the aliens are

lids.

Fantasy Software have tried to add to
the game's attraction by including a
numerical puzzle to be solved. At each
level you may be given a number.

If you put these clues together you're
supposed to be able to work out what
number is at the bottom level and hence
discover the Meaning of Life.

Fantasy have also built codes into the
program to enable them to verily high-

; months they plan
to publish a list of the top thousand
highest scores.

So it all adds up to a game you could
spend a great deal of time playing. I

thorough ly recommend it.
~ ‘

Sound'**
Ease of Use
Originality

Overall
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CONGRATULATIONS!
MARK LUCAS
Winner of the 1983
Cambridge Award
a highly original

WAR GAME

BATTLE 1917

The game is played by two players on
a board 21x32 showing a map
which changes with every game.
Each player has 29 pieces including
infantry, cavalry, tanks, artillery and a
King, The object of the game, like

chess, is to kill the enemy King. The
game will appeal equally to all ages
and all skills. This is the computer
age's answer to Chess. Available
from all good computer shops at E6

Cases Computer Simulations Ltd, 14 Langton Way, London SE3 7TL.

FEBRUARY 1984



Screen Test

SPECTRUM • SPECTRIN

CAME: DOMINOES
MACHINE: SPECTRUM 1 6/48K
JOYSTICK: NO
CATEGORY: PUD FAVOURITE
SUPPLIER: PHIPPS

ASSOCIATES
PRICE: £4.95

This cassette contains two versions of
the old pub game - the 48K side allows
the computer to play a longer game.
Player and computer are each dealt

eight dominoes, and simply take it in

turns to lay one down, joining up with

any tiles that have already been played.

The colours are a bit garish - all

flashing yellows and blacks on a green

background - and space restrictions

mean that you don't get to see all the

dominoes, simply the ones at each end
of the line with the rest depicted as a

The score is calculated by adding
together the values of the dominoes at

each end, then dividing by five and
three. Thus playing a five when there is a
four at the other end will score three

(nine divided by three).

Totals that are not divisible by either

five or three do not score at all, and 72 is

taken as the winning total, which means
that several complete sets must be play-

ed. Strategy consists of trying to play all

your dominoes while restricting your
opponent to low scoring pieces.

It must be said that the computer does
not play a very good game - in fact, I

could lose to it only by deliberately

playing low-scoring pieces - but, even
so, it’s fun to play and a change from the

usual arcade games. SM
Graphics 5
Sound 5
Ease ofUse 6
Strength of Play 3

Lasting Interest 4
Overall 5

MACHINE: SPECTRUM 48K
JOYSTICK: OPTIONAL
CATEGORY: ARCADE
SUPPLIER: OCEAN
PRICE: £5.90

A certain hamburger manufacturer may
make 'the greatest burgers under the

bun' but Ocean's game of Mr Wimpy is

certainly one of the greatest games on
the Spectrum.
As player, you take on the role of an

animated Mr Wimpy whose only aim in

life is to manufacture as many hambur-
gers as possible. You perform this task

by collecting a tray from a serving hatch
on the left hand side of the screen, and
then moving to the right-hand hatch to

collect the ingredients.

This is not as easy as it sounds since a
character named Waldo is out to nick
whatever you are carrying (perhaps
Waldo is one ofthose teenage hooligans
we read about in the papers).

To make it even harder, you have to

avoid the moving manholes. Quite what
moving manholes are doing in a ham-
burger store. I’m not quite sure, but they
do get you rather annoyed when your
last man has just fallen into one.

If you manage to complete a burger,

Mr Wimpy moves on to screen two.

Now Mr Wimpy has to make the
Wimpy burgers by walking over the top
of the ingredients, and by making them
fall into the trays at the base of the

screen. Mr Wimpy’s enemies on this

level are the kitchen rebels: Sid Sos,

Oggy Egg, Sam Spoon, and Pam Pickle.

If there is no way past the nasties, Mr
Wimpy can use up one of his three

pepper pots, which will enable him to
get past the rebels. By picking up bonus
gems, ice cream, or a cup of coffee, Mr
Wimpy gets an extra pepper pot.

Ocean have got a winner with Mr
Wimpy, with smooth graphics and ex-

cellent sound (including the 'Wimpy is

the Home of the Hamburger’ tune), and
it will give many hours of fun. SC

Graphics 8
Sound 7
Ease ofUse 8

Originality 9
Lasting Interest 8
Overall 8
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ORIC • ORIC • ORIC • OB'
CAME: INVADERS
MACHINE: ORIC 16/48K
JOYSTICK: NO
CATEGORY: ARCADE
SUPPLIER: ARCADIA
PRICE: CS.50

Invaders is now available on the Oric in

a colourful but uninspired translation

from the arcade original.

It has to be said that this, the simplest

and most ancient of games, still holds a
certain compulsive attraction for those
with nothing better to do.

Although the action is not particularly

fast (neither was the original), the game
is made a lot harder by the size of your

spaceship, which is almost as wide as

the houses you hide behind, and by the

fact that you can't move and fire at the

When the invaders get really close,

these restrictions assume fatal dimen-

CAME: ULTIMA ZONE
MACHINE: ORIC 48K
JOYSTICK: NO
CATEGORY: ARCADE
SUPPLIER: TANSOFT
PRICE: £8.50

Ultima Zone is basically a gamespack
for the Oric, with three games on offer,

and although each one is colourfully

First on to the screen is Battlezone, in

which you blast away at the Walkons
and avoid the bouncing Brunes. This

game is the best of the three, but that

isn't much ofa recommendation.
The Walkons were presumably

named for their speed, and are not only

slow but also rather large. Shooting
them is about as difficult and as interest-

ing as treadingon yourown toe.

However, if you are truly inept, you
can get yourself a shield by pressing the

delete key which makes you invulner-

able to everything the screen has to

The second game is called The Trap
and if you thought the Walkons were
slow, in this game the targets don't move

second ship up and down the screen by

MACHINE: ORIC 1 6/48K
JOYSTICK: NO
CATEGORY: ARCADE
SUPPLIER: ARCADIA
PRICE: £5.50

Mushroom Mania is manic indeed and
is one of the better adaptations of

Centipede available for the home
market.
Your task - just in case you didn't

know - is to blast everything in sight,

which in this version includes cen-

tipedes, spiders, and indestructible ‘pac-

people’ as they dance up and down a
screen filled with mushrooms.

If there’s nothing around to kill, you
can take it out on the fungi - provided

you're busy destroying all known life

forms, your score will continue to in-

In this version you select a one or two
player game and adjust the skill level (0

to 9) before you start - the higher the

level the faster the action. Your bug-

blaster prints up in the bottom centre of

the screen and moving left, right, up and
down is done by pressing the appropri-

ate arrow keys, so there's no problem

The firing system is unusual - there is

no single shot option, you just press the

GAME: KILLER CAVERNS
MACHINE: ORIC 1 16 48K
JOYSTICK: NO
CATEGORY: ARCADE

ADVENTURE
SUPPLIER: VIRGIN
PRICE: £6.99

Yuk! That's my reaction after playing
Kilter Caverns from Virgin Software.

The game is so bad in so many
respects, it amazes me how Virgin could
have released such rubbish! If this is

what’s called games software, then we
all have a chance to make a fortune.

The scenario is this: helpless Harold is

alone in a cave in search of treasure. To
get it, he has to travel through the

caverns collecting - one by one - 17

pieces ofa ladder.

There are nasties such as a snake in a

box, falling stalactites, a flying monster,
the cavern of spiders, and a giant Thing
which will randomly try to duff you as
you travel through the caverns.
This sounds fine, but once the game is

loaded and run, disappointment sets in.

The 'caverns’ are a green area for the

floor and a blue area for the walls/

ceiling from which yellow stripes (for

stalactites) hang.
Harold is a small character which you

move left or right by using the arrow

GAME: ZORGON'S REVENGE
MACHINE: ORIC 48K
JOYSTICK: NO
CATEGORY: ARCADE
SUPPLIER: IJK SOFTWARE
PRICE: £8.50

The action of Zorgon's Revenge takes

place alongside some of the best

graphics available for the Oric. You are
given four missions to accomplish, and
on successful completion of all four, you

can enter Zorgon's castle and rescue
Princess Roz.

In three ofthese missions you control

(as in Manic Miner) an animated figure

who can walk about and jump on to

moving platforms, or, in one mission,

into the air to catch hold of some
beautifully animated birds.

The said birds will then carry aloft the

animated figure to help him complete
his task.

The fourth mission is essentially a

simple space shoot-out and is poor
in comparison with the rest ofthe game.
At the beginning, you arc invited to

set the skill and volume levels on a scale

of one to nine. The object of each
mission is to retrieve one of four ‘magic

stones', and the one you start with is

Ifyou fail, you can have another go, or
decide to try your luck elsewhere. You
only have three lives, and with the

exception of the space screen, none of

these missions is at all easy to complete.
During your travels, you encounter

various birds, spiders, and a couple of

monsters - all excellently conceived and
animated, and all attempting to put an
end to one ofyour three lives.
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Screen Test

R1C • OR|C • OWC •OR!
sions, and you lose one of your three

lives. As the blurb on the cassette points

out, this is one game you just can't win.

But if I'm going to end up losing every

time, I want to have fun while doing it.

This version is a little too awkward,
and the firing a little too sedate, to be
reallyenjoyable. SC

Graphics 2

Sound 1

Ease of Use 4
Originality 0
Lasting Interest 3
Overall 2

shooting at its control panels and then

activating its lasers in the same way.
Ifyou've managed to get it in the right

place on the screen, it will then destroy
the targets. If this sounds difficult, don't

The last game. Orbit Runner, is no

Frogger with a small space ship instead

of a frog, and not enough obstacles to

make it interesting.

As your score rises higher, the action
of all three games speeds up, but by this

time you will have started playing some-
thing else.

Ultima Zone is a possible buy for

small children with no arcade experi-

ence, but at £8.50 it should be avoided
by everyone else. SC

Graphics 3
Sound 4
Ease ofUse 3
Originality X

space bar and your gun will blast away
continuously until you press the space

baragain. whereupon it falls silent.

Continuous fire means you can spend
your brief existence concentrating on
the movement keys, which is something
of an advantage, but the action is fast

enough to stop the game getting too

Each time you lose one of your six

blasters you start again in the centre,

which can be risky if the program
decides a spider should start in the same

place. But apart from this occasional

annoyance Mushroom Mania remains
one of the better games currently avail-

able for the Oric. SC

Graphics 6
Sound 4
Ease ofUse 7
Originality 1

Lasting Interest 7

Overall 7

The graphics in this game are terrible

- especially for those monsters, with no
smooth movement whatsoever.

The package also has its number of

bugs. Standing next to a falling stalactite

would result in it not being displayed

properly. Walking into a new cavern

would sometimes lose a life for no
apparent reason, and so on.

Even if the graphics were improved,
and the bugs fixed, Killer Caverns
would still not offer much. There is no
fun in endlessly pressing an arrow key

hopingyou don't get randomly killed.

I can do a service to Oric owners by
recommending that you avoid this game
at all costs-especiallyyourown I DJ

Graphics 1

Sound 0
Ease of Use 2
Originality 4
Lasting Interest 0
Overall 1

U.tiUJH.I,i-ljIJj.|'llHJj4
Success in Zorgon’s Revenge is large-

ly a matter of knowing when to jump
and when to run. Unfortunately, once
you have mastered this the game loses

some of its appeal, but mastery does not
come easy and developing it is a lot of

fun. Recommended. SC

Graphics 9
Sound 5
Ease ofUse 4
Originality 8
Lasting Interest 7
Overall 8
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Everbought agame
that’snot asgood as its box?

Everybody has seen the homecomputergame packs that sparkle

with imaginative colour and graphics, and lure buyers into the store.

Sadly, somewho have bought have found that thegame sparkled

less than the box. For, as moreand more companiesjumpon thehome
computerbandwagon, itbecomes ever more likely that most of the
imagination and excitement is concentrated in the packaging. Instead

ofplayinga fast game, you lose a fast buck. Or, more likely, several.

Yetgames have become increasingly sophisticated. Scenarios

are more varied, levels ofplay havebeen increased, and high resolution

colour graphics capabilities are being used together with dramatically

improved sound effects.The trick is to knowwhich games are as good
on screen as they are on the box.

Relax. Help is athand. Logic 3, publishers ofthemosteffective,

selfpacingprogramming tutorials, have selected ‘The Best Games’ for

Britain’s top home computers.

Sobuy only the best. Send today for your free copy of ‘TheBest
Games’ from Logic 3, and learn how you could save £2.00when you
buy your next computer game. Ifyou’re a dealer, we won’t hold it

againstyou - trade enquiries are welcome.
Do it. Now.



Sendthe coupon.
Have agoodgame withoutbeinghad.

Please rush me my free copy of ‘TheBest Games’. I already have/am

thinkingofgetting a home computer.

County Postcode

PCG 2/84

Logic 3 Ltd, Mountbatten House,Victoria Street,WindsorSL4 1HE

A
LOGIC 3

-The Keyto the World of Tomorrow.
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issue is designed to appeal to fans of

both camps. In this case, you must get

through the action game before you can
attempt the adventure.

Lunar Lander is the action, but it’s an
impressive version of it. You must res-

You don't need the deductive powers of

Sherlock Holmes to guess that Culhberl
Goes Digging is one of those games
where you have to climb ladders, and
bash monsters on the head.

These familiar activities are, unfortu-

nately, not very exciting in Microdeal's

The graphics are rudimentary, and the

Keys Of the Wizard is a superior adven-
ture for the Dragon, with three levels of

play ranging from beginner to expert. It

would be advisable to leave level three

until your annual holidays, since it can
take up to 10 hours of puzzling.
The object of the game might seem

familiar to adventure regulars. You must
find a number of treasures and store

Count Dracula's castle is the setting for

this ghoulish graphic adventure. In it.

you must find your way through five

floors of the castle, bump the Count off,

and then steal the treasure.

You start at the dungeon - and move
up floor by door, and each floor has 100
rooms. Some rooms are dead ends, and
the game is basically a maze.

ated on the cassette inlay in case you

Based on the Diplomacy type of board
game, Empire challenges you to domin-
ate the world. The world it speaks of is

divided into six continents and 39 coun-
tries - 13 going to neutral forces, 13

going to the Dragon, and 13 to you.

Good, neat, cleargraphics are used, and
sound is used onlywhere necessary.

Empire is an easy game to load, with a

concise and logical set of instructions,

and your objective is to beat the Dra-

At first sight this is a complicated ver-

sion of Battleships. Your aim is to guide

your convoy through the wolfpack of

submarines, and so to safety.

The complex rules cover all eventuali-

ties, are easy to follow, and have been

thoughtfully laid out on the inlay. You

submarines, and the numbers of the

convoy that must get through within a

The game loaded without problems,



Screen Test

WAGON • DRAGON »D
cue the miners before you run out of fuel

or rockets. The graphics are very good,

and the joystick works well.

The game must be played through to

the bitter end. in order to pick up clues -

translator’ - and the running code for

the adventure.

You then join Captain Phoenix for the
adventure. The pair of you have to find

the antidote for the fungus (deadly, of
course), while your crippled spacecraft

If you are looking for an easy adven-
ture, forget it. You start with basically a

series of choices, and the wrong one

results in your death. JB

Graphics 7
Sound 4
Ease of Use 5
Originality 7
Lasting Interest 6
Overall 7

but in common with many other Dragon
graphic games, it uses poke 65495,0 to

double the processor’s running speed.
This can crash some machines, but
editing and deleting the relevant line

before running - in this case part of line

151- will prevent this.

The two-player version lacked the
appeal of the one-player option - you
both use the same joystick and play is

alternate ratherthan simultaneous.
To protect your convoy of six supply

ships, you have six destroyers. All moves
are based on a hexagonal plan, and a
menu is displayed throughout.

If you play against the Dragon, you
have the option ofwatching the moves it

makes, thus making it easier to plan
your attack. However, playing blind

against the Dragon was very chal-

lenging.

The graphics are very good, as is the
sound, which is used sparingly.

Keyboard operation is available, but

harder to master. Joysticks are ideal for

this game.
All in all, a very pleasing game to play

requiring skill and some thought. JB

Graphics g

Ease ofUse 6
Originality 6
Lasting Interest 7
Overall 7
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CAME: CRAZY PAINTER
MACHINE: DRAGON
JOYSTICK: OPTIONAL
CATEGORY: ARCADE
SUPPLIER: MICRODEAL
PRICE: CS.00

Imagine painting a door and having
the pet dog walk across it the moment
you think you’re almost done. Then
picture that dog returning a few minutes
later and bringing its mates in to stomp
all overyourhandiwork.
Throw in a couple of Cheshire cats

(heads only) who miraculously wipe out
all traces of paint and ‘eat’ away at what
you've accomplished. Add an assort-

ment of other creatures, including cir-

cles that leave large ink splashes, and
you begin to get the idea.

Crazy Painter provides you with a
brush, four cans of quickly consumed
paint, and unlimited screens to work
through. This game is strictly for the
workaholic, the sort of person who feels

deprived when all the do-it-yourself jobs

around the house are done.
There’s something obsessive about

painting large surfaces and this game
captures that quality perfectly. It's not

exactly a new conception in games,
since every home computer manual has
something similar.

One thing very much in favour of
Crazy Painter is that it is dead simple to

begin playing. It doesn't reveal all its

secrets immediately. You have to learn

objects will nick your paint or your
paintbrush, if you try painting over
them.

There is the usual Hall of Fame, with
the best scores, based on how econo-
mical a painteryou are. DJ

Graphics 5
Sound 3
Ease ofUse 8
Originality 6
Lasting Interest 5
Overall 5

GAME: DOODLE BUG
MACHINE: DRAGON
JOYSTICK: NECESSARY
CATEGORY: ARCADE
SUPPLIER: MICRODEAL
PRICE: £19.95 CARTRIDGE

Pacman in a very thin disguise' is the

fastest way of summing up this game.
The graphics are rough, even for the
Dragon. But there is one very nice

transformation on the standard Pac-
man theme. Various sections of the

maze are made up of swivelling gates,
You can trundle your little gobbler

through them, as through a turnstile.

Each time you pass through a gate it

opens up a section of the maze and
closes off the section behind you.
The nasties can't spin the gate to gel at

you, but that doesn't stop them finding

another way around. It just slows them

To make things more interesting,

there are a couple of skulls scattered

randomly through the maze. Hitting

these is fatal for both you and the

monsters.

The sound is as good as you want
from a Pacman-stylc game. Each time

you spin a turnstile or munch a dot, the
Dragon warbles and tweets.

The pace ofthe game is faster than the
traditional version. Like the fellow who
got caught in a revolving door and
found himself back in the room he
wanted to leave, it is easy to take an
unwanted trip through a turnstile.

And when you hit several of them in a

row the chances are you'll find yourself
flung into thejaws ofyour pursuers.

At any rate, you'll probably open
more routes for the monsters than you
close. Fun ifyou liked the original. D|

Graphics 4
Sound 6
Ease of Use 7
Originality 4
Lasting Interest 4
Overall 4

MACHINE: DRAGON 31
JOYSTICK: NEEDED
SUPPLIER: MICRODEAL
PRICE: £8.00

This little number is calculated to make
you gnash your teeth in frustration.

Crazy Painter aside, it is the ultimate in

hard labour for slight rewards.

The scenario is as you see in the
screen-shot. Cuthbert has to try and
make some progress through this benign
looking world of rolling heads, scor-

pions, snakes, underground tunnels,

ladders, and pits.

Some of the obstacles are fatal, some
just knock his legs out from under him -
an event that can happen again and
again without noticable effect.

You can jump the rolling heads and
cross the large pit by swinging on the
vine- always supposing, that is, thatyou
can leap him up at the right moment,
when the vine's at your end.

Leaping, as usual, is done at a touch of
the fire button. One tip, once you get to

the vine, don't spoil it all by letting go
too soon. You can't survive the pit.

The joystick control in this game was
decidedly dicey. I lost count of the
number of times I walked or hopped
Cuthbert up to the edge of the pit and
meant to stop but didn’t.

You have to be close to the edge to

stand a chance of jumping up and
grabbing the vine. What you have to do
is clear enough, doing it is painfully

difficult. D)

Graphics 6
Sound 4
Ease ofUse 3
Originality 6
Lasting Interest 2
Overall 3
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UGH SPIED,LOWCOST PRINTERS
* Commodore 2064 * Atari (all models) To the printer, simply plug in the interface module which

_ m »is applicable to your comouter. Each module snnnlioH
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DAMESTHATFIGHTBACK!

EXTINCTION.

YES THEY’RE TOUGH— BUT YOU’VE GOT TO

NOW IN OUR LATEST GAME
YOU ARE A BURGLAR IN SEARCH
OF LOOT— IN HOT PURSUIT ARE
THE MOST FEARFUL SECURITY
FORCE EVER ASSEMBLED!

EVEN IF YOU SURVIVE ALL THIS—
BEYOND, LIES THE TERROR OF
THE ZONE1. 1

.

Arcade are committed to original game
concepts so look out tor new titles in the

Arcade range. TRADE ENQUIRIES
WELCOME. Phone Orpington 35639
10 a.m. - 6 p.m. or write to Arcade
Software Ltd. Technology House, 32 ;

Chislehurst Road, Orpington, Kent

BR60DG.



EXPLORE
NEW FRONTIERS OF FUN

WITH

From vintage classics like"AMOK’’and"ALIEN BLITZ” to the latest classicslike
“KAKTUS" and “MOTOR MANIA".

From Machine Code Arcade Action through Graphical Adventure to Mind
Bending Board Games - WE'VE GOT THE LOT

!

THE BIGGEST RANGE EVER FOR VIC 20 and 64 - NOW ALSO DRAGON AND SPECTRUM
WRITF OR PWOMF FOR ERFF OOI Ol •

AUDIOGENIC, P.O. BOX 88, READING,



IAGON • TEXAS • DRj
6AMI: ADVENTURE CIRCUS
MACHINE: DRAGON 33
JOYSTICK: NO
CATEGORY: EDUCATIONAL
SURRLIER: DRAGON DATA
PRICE: £7.93

This is a beginner's adventure game
designed to be 'non-frustrating to chil-

dren
- - which means they shouldn’t be

tempted to boot the telly off the table

after five minutes play.

The aim is to find the popcorn stand,

using the usual e, w, n, s directions,

though in this simplified game, you are

When you make a decision you are
'rewarded' with a tuneful little ditty and
a cartoon picture in low-res graphics of
something exciting, such as a trapeze.
The point of the game is simply to get

young, primary school children used to
punching the keyboard. DJ

GAME: SCHOOL MAZE
MACHINE: DRAGON
JOYSTICK: NOT NEEDED
CATEGORY: EDUCATIONAL
SUPPLIER: DRAGON DATA
PRICE: £7.93

Again, an educational adventure prog-
ram. But this one is probably for primary
school children a year or two older than
Adventure Circus.

The aim is to find a missing computer
tape, hidden somewhere in the school.
A map of the school is displayed at the start of the game and you find your way

in and out of the various rooms some-
times by the traditional north, south,
left, right style of input, sometimes by
using the arrow keys to shift the cursor
around the map ofthe school. DJ

Ease ofUse
Originality

Lasting Interest

Overall

JOYSTICK: OPTIONAL
CATEGORY : ARCADE
SUPPLIER: TEXAS
PRICE: £39.93

offers you cartridge convenience, but at

tile price of poor graphics and, if you
don't have joysticks, infuriating move-

The maze is well thought out, howev-
er, with six exits, so you can move about
the screen quicker than in most ver-

ghosts become, until at the higher levels

they become very difficult indeed to
avoid. Picking up an energizer turns
the opposition black and also increases
your speed. The effects of the energizers
last longer in this game than in most,
and when you catch up with a ghost it

disappears with a satisfying crunch.
If you have a joystick, don’t mind the

mediocre graphics, and want to play a

Pacman-type game, then this is perhaps
'orth considering.

" ~

GAME: PARSEC
MACHINE: TI99/4A
JOYSTICK: OPTIONAL
CATEGORY: ARCADE
SUPPLIER: TEXAS
PRICE: t».H
Parsec is a straightforward scramble-
and-defend game with no option to
reverse direction (as you have in Defen-
der) and no bombs (which you have in

Scramble).

The control keys present serious

problems for those without joysticks,

and you just have to fiddle about until

you find the best compromise.
The graphics are adequate, and the

landscape overwhich you fly is varied, if

rather uninspired. There is a freeze

command for when the milk boils over,

and if you have the Texas Instruments
speech synthesizer unit the game will

give you verbal status reports.

There are 16 levels of play, and you
have four lives. As you move through
the different screens, you encounter
seven different enemies and asteroid

belts, all of which get speedier as the
game progresses.

Parsec appears hopelessly out of date
in comparison with games currently

available on other machines, although
some will no doubt still enjoy it. SC

Graphics 3

Sound 5

Ease ofUse 1

Originality 0

Lasting Interest 4

Overall 4
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CAME: MISSION OM
MACHINE: COMMODORE *4
JOYSTICK: NO
CATEGORY: ADVENTURE
SUPPLIER: SPECTRESOFT
PRICE: £7.99

CAME: HUNGRY HORACE
MACHINE: COMMODORE *4
JOYSTICK: OPTIONAL
CATEGORY: ARCADE
SUPPLIER: MELSOURNE HOE
PRICE: £9.99

Mission Om should give all Sword &
Sorcery freaks another challenging

adventure. Based on a now ageing
theme, it offers differences which make
it, in my opinion, worth buying.

As part of your initiation into the

mastery of time and space, you have to

find the password which will allow you
to recoverthe symbolic crown ofOm.

This version of Horace puts him in the
park where he has to eat everything in

his path. To travel through the park, he
has to cross bridges, move along the
paths, and go through the tunnels.

The park guards are patrolling, and if

they catch Horace, he will be chucked
out of the park, and if this happens four

times, he won't be allowed back in

again.

To score points, you must guide
Horace through the four sections of the

GAME: STIX
MACHINE: COMMODORE 44
JOYSTICK: OPTIONAL
CATEGORY: ARCADE
SUPPLIER: SUPERSOFT
PRICE: CS.9S, CASSETTE,

£19.99 CARTRIDGE

The good thing about the Commodore
64 is that an arcade game can be
laithlully transferred to the machine
without loss in quality of graphics. Slix
is just one example where the pleasure

of playing an arcade quality game from
your own armchair is within the bounds
of possibility.

In this game, the Slix is a bundle of

energy which is trapped in hyperspace.

You must harness the evil powers of the

Here's an adventure game that requires
some mathematics to progress! You play

the role of the leader of an expedition
whose goal is to reach the top of Mount
Everest. You'll need help, ofcourse, and
this is got by bringing along sherpas,
supplies, and equipment.

Everything costs money these days,

and the sherpas are charging on a daily

basis. Not only that, but you only have
£1,000 to start with, and the blighters

need feeding every day!

MACHINE: COMMODORE 64
JOYSTICK: NECESSARY
CATEGORY: ARCADE
SUPPLIER: COMMODORE
PRICE: £9.99, CARTRIDGE

Plug in the cartridge, switch on, and
you're instantly rewarded with a sign-on
logo and copyright message.
You must now look at the instruction

page, because the screen gives no in-

dication of what to do next.

In fact, it is very simple indeed. You
use the function keys to scroll through
all the possible colours for the players to

appear in. There is a large-scale picture

of the player on the screen, and you use
fl' to choose for one side and ‘f3’ to

choose for the other.

If you want to play against the

computer you use 'f5' to scroll through
the nine levels of difficulty, otherwise
you play against the opponent operating

the other joystick.

A press on the joystick fire button,

and offyou go.

It is immediately obvious that this

game will set new standards.

The view of the football pitch is

three-dimensional, as if you are in the

best seat in the stand, and the players

run on to the pitch and take up their

positions.
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Once the game is loaded, you are

presented with a list of sherpas' names,
together with their daily rate and
strength ratings. They do seem to have a
degree of British upbringing, with

names like ‘Tom', ‘Keith’, ')im', and so

You then have 20 days’ trek to the

summit, which is measured in half days.

choose, establish one of three base

camps where you can leave sherpas.

equipment, and supplies before moving

Once the sherpas have been hired, a

such as radio (always buy it), tent,

oxygen, and so on. Some of the equip-

ment will be essential, some not.

In reality though, you'll probably run
out of cash and your sherpas will desert

back to the village. To continue, you'll

have to descend to the village, where
hopefully there is a donation waiting for

you forsucceeding in yourclimb.
This game requires you to find the

right combination of sherpas, supplies,

and equipment and so face the hazards

ahead. A real challenge. D)

Graphics 2

Sound 1

Ease of Use 4

Originality 7

Lasting Interest 6
Overall 6

A realistic blow of the refs whistle,

and you kick off.

You control the movements of your
player nearest the ball, by moving the

joystick.

He will take the ball with him, either

dribbling or heading the ball con-

tinuously! The fire button makes the

player kick the ball.

It makes a very satisfying bouncing
sound, and you’ll be surprised to see the

shadow which appears under the ball

The player(s) being controlled by the

joystick(s) obligingly change colour, so
that you can tell when you're controll-

ing a different player, This is very valu-

able, because one of the attractive fea-

tures of the game is the way the other

players run around the field,

The goalkeepers are made to jump or

dive by using the fire button. But you
must choose your moment well: a frac-

tion out, and the goalkeeper is left lying

on the ground while the ball bounces in

the net, and the crowd roar and clamour
(no violence, though!).

Indeed, the one lack of realism is that

there are no fouls! If you bring your

player into contact with the one who
has the ball, you will take possession.

The score is shown on the board,

along with the time ticking away. At half

time, the players and officials leave the

field and return, changing ends, of

At the end of the match, unless it is

the crowd goes wild.

The quality of the game is best sum-
med up by saying that it gets even the

cynics who have 'seen it all', playing,

and I think it will prove highly addictive.

Commodore obviously think so too,

as they are pricing it higher than any

other cartridge in their range.

Watch out for Basketball! BY

Graphics in

Sound 8

Ease ofUse 9
Originality 5
Lasting Interest 8
Overall 9
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^ PRESENTS W
A CHRISTMAS SELECTION FOR SLEUTHS, SCREWBALLS,

SUMY WORMS OR SCHOLARS

EASTWOODMANOR SC^pW&\LL
FOR USE WITH A BBC MICRO MODEL B

worm
FOR USE WITH A 48K ZX SPECTRUM

£5-95

FOR USE WITH ANY ZX SPECTRUM

. AREAS/
SEQUENCES
FOR USE WITH A BBC MICRO MODEL B

INCLUDING P & P, VAT
AND A LIFETIME GUARANTEE

ANY OF THESE <

GAMES FOR JUST .

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME TEL: (0438) 7261S5

PROGRAMMERS! IF YOU HAVE MARKETABLE PROGRAMS WE SHOULD BE TALKING TO EACH OTHER

TO POLARSOFT LTD
ENTERPRISE HOUSE
ELDER WAY
STEVENAGE
HERTS SGI 1TL

PLEASE SUPPLY
I ENCLOSE CHEQUE/PO FOR _
NAME
ADDRESS

TROJAM LIGHT PENS forZX Spectrum/ Dragon

SPECTRUM 48K -ONLY £17.25 & FOR DRAGON 32 - ONLY £11.50

GREAT GAMES FOR THE DRAGON

opponent into a Power Trace or into the Grid wall

for two players with joysticks, or can be played by
as TRACE RACE (SOLO) — one toystick require!

DRONE
A graphic 3D simulation game, tal

Equipped with your MK Type Data

EXTRA VALUE DOUBLE PACKS:
For the DRAGON 32 (Super ACTION Pack)

DRAGON RACER/WASP INVASION
For the ORIC 48K (Great ADVENTURE Pack)

TEVROG'S KINGDOM ll/QUEST FOR POWER
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SAME: STEEPLEJACK

JOYSTICK: NECESSARY
CAME CATEGORY: ARCADE

PRICE: £9.95

This game has much in common with

the ever popular Frogger. The principle

is the same although the graphics and
the atmosphere are new.

With Frogger, you had to hop the frog

over a multi-lane highway and across a

stream to home. Steeplejack simplifies

all that without losing any of Frogger's

addictive qualities.

There are a number of vertical ladders

on the screen. Your job is to hop your
man (represented by a grimacing head)

from ladder to ladder, avoiding the gaps
which appear in the ladders from time to

The only way to avoid a gap is to leap

on to an adjacent ladder, assuming it

hasn’t got a gap in roughly the same
position.

Leaping is achieved by pushing the

joystick to left or right and pressing the

fire button. Holding the joystick down
in either direction while repeating the

fire button will leap the steeplejack

rapidly from ladder to ladder.

To make the task a little more dif-

ficult, there is also a pink ghost who
floats from bottom left to the mid-right

hand side ofthe screen.

Touching or hitting any of these
causes your man to split in half and
costs you a life.

At the bottom, left edge of the screen a
scoreboard keeps track of how far you
have managed to climb. I managed 177
meters, which is probably not great.

There are all sorts of problems pre-
venting a high score, most of them
deliberate.

For a start, although the gaps in the
ladders are usually staggered, they tend,
when you least expect it, to coincide on
three orfour ladders.

You can only leap your steeplejack
successfully from one ladder to another
While you are still more than one and a
half rungs from a gap (the brief blurb on

the cassette cover doesn’t tell you this -
it’s something you have to discover for

The screen scrolls downwards all the
time, so the mere act of leaping costs you
about two rungs.

You have some control over the speed
with which the ladders scroll down the

screen. Pulling the joystick towards you
allows you to climb down the screen
faster than the ladder is descending
but only as far as the foot ofthe screen

.

You can’t outrun a falling elephant
(there’s a moral in that somewhere) by
going down a ladder, but it is useful

sometimes since it can giveyou a chance
to leap to another ladder before you hit

the gap in the one you are currently on.

What makes this game work is that

you are constantly fooled into believing
that its strategic dimension is larger than
the element ofchance that really fuels it.

Like most tapes for the Atari, the
loading is slow but reliable. As usual, the
instructions are minimal and are written

on the cassette wrapper, but they are
adequate for the job.
Agame I rather enjoyed. TH

Graphics 7
Sound 5
Ease ofUse 9
Originality 7

Lasting Interest 6
Overall 7

GAME: LONE RAIDER
MACHINE: ATARI 1 6K
JOYSTICK: NECESSARY
GAME CATEGORY: ARCADE
SUPPLIER: ATARI
PRICE: £14.99

The Atari's graphics and sound capabili-

ties mean games can come on with all

the impact of a Hollywood movie. Lone
Raider starts with an action music
theme which becomes a mighty Wurlit-
zer, and then ‘The Flight of the Bumb-
lebee'.

And that’s only while the game loads.

The action revolves around a nuclear
power station which has been taken
over by aliens. There are four screens to
battle through, and the first shows the
power station.

It's a bigglowing pink thing that looks
like an art-deco hatbox.
You descend from a spaceship, and

find yourself defending the ground be-
tween the station and what looks like a
telegraph pole.

Robot guards (looking just like

Daleks) come at you from both sides,

shooting at head-level. By pulling the

joystick down, you can duck their shots

so the robots shoot each other, but there

are points to be gained by doing the

shooting yourself.

When the robots are all out of the
way, one last massive tank of a guard
rolls up. Since he’s indestructible, the

only escape is to dash into the power

Inside the power station, the shooting
stops, and you find yourself in a multi-

floored space. F.ach floor has a line of
dots to consume, and one blue proton
drifting at head-level. Absorb it, and for

four seconds, you can annihilate Mutant
Guards on contact, rather than vice-

There’s a lot more of the same before
you make it to the last screen. Then it’s

a matter of a quick dash through a
simple maze to the faithful spaceship.

Getting through all this is heavy, even
with five lives and at the lowest of 10
skill levels. Lone Raider is smooth
running, has sharp graphics and profes-

sional sound effects.

One thing Americans have is technic-

al know-how, and it shows. The game is

addictive, and as an added bonus,
there s a multilingual instruction manu-
al. The French version is hilarious as
well as havingeducational value. WD

Graphics 7
Sound 8
Ease of Use 8
Originality 8
Lasting Interest 7
Overall 8
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BBC • BBC • BBC • BBC*
CAME: SEA LORD
MACHINE: BBC MODEL B
JOYSTICK: NO
CAME CATEGORY: ARCADE
SUPPLIER: BUC-BYTE
PRICE: £7.50

In this gameyou are the commander ofa The action takes place at a sedate
mini-sub, out to do battle with the pace, entirely befitting underwater ex-
various malevolent representatives of ploration but not at all suitable in an
the Sea Lord . arcade game.
You can roam at will through the Sound is adequate but uninspired -

wavy blue lines which are meant to surely a lost opportunity, given the
represent the sea - and you have to possibilities of the Beeb and the almost
avoid the randomly placed rectangles - symphonic performance that takes
which apparently are meant to represent place beneath the surface of the sea in
the rocks. real life.

CAME: OBLIVION
MACHINE: BBC MODEL B
JOYSTICK: NO
CATEGORY: ARCADE
SUPPLIER: BUC-BYTE
PRICE: £7.50

Bug-Byte have come up with yet normal type. Here they gently descend
another Space Invader type of game, towards you, firing lasers, and it's quite
But it has all the qualities of a good easy to pick them off. But if the aliens
arcade program. reach down half the screen, they begin
The scenario of this game is quite to glide at different angles,

typical. You control a rocket, and you The further you get in the game, the
have to zap as many aliens as possible, more things hot up, with aliens coming
Your craft moves on the bottom part of at a tremendous rate. As well, there is

the screen, and you can move left or more than one hovering alien, plus the
right as well as thrust upwards. occasional guided missile.
The aliens are quite different from the I must admit I found the game highly

CAME: MICROBE
MACHINE: BBC
JOYSTICK: OPTIONAL
CATEGORY: ARCADE
SUPPLIER: VIRGIN
PRICE: £7.95

Microbe runs so fast that it is almost opposition is nimble and numerous,
impossible to play for any length of time. The idea behind the game is that you
You control a ‘microbe’ - another name have injected a microbe into the blood-
for a double-barrelled laser - using the stream of an alien, and your task is to
'Z' and 'X' keys to move left and right, use your firing button to polish off the
and you can also move up and down alien’s biological defences,
usingtheYand '/’ keys. You start at the bottom of the screen,

Firing is rapid and effective, using the blasting the various anti-bodies as they
space bar, and it has to be because the approach, but when the ribosomes

MACHINE: BBC MODEL A OR B
JOYSTICK: OPTIONAL
CATEGORY: ARCADE
SUPPLIER: VIRGIN
PRICE: £7.95

You have wandered into a very strange bomb explodes. Failure to trample the
land full oftimebombs, flags, and bovver time bombs will result in them blowing
boots. Your task is to avoid being you up - don't worry though, I found it

crunched by the blue bovver boots, and dead easy to avoid this,

to trample instead the Bashing time This offering from Virgin Games is,

bombs which are counting down to I’m afraid, boring. It is so easy to avoid
zero. being crunched by the boots that the
You lose one of your lives if a bovver game has no real challenge ofany sort,

boot gives you a biff, or when a time Things are supposed to be made dif-

GAME: TRANSISTORS REVENGE
MACHINE: BBC MODEL B
JOYSTICK: NO
CATEGORY: ARCADE
SUPPLIER: SOFTSPOT
PRICE: £7.95

Even microprocessors have enemies, or A total of 50 components will attack
so it would seem from playing this new during each level, and as they are des-
game from Softspot. You take on the troyed, the number remaining is display-
role of guardian of a 6502 microp- ed on the screen,
rocessor chip, while a multitude of As you get to the higher levels, the
electronic components move toward speed of the components increases, and
you along 16 circuit wires. so does the complexity of the tracks

If any component reaches you, your leading to the chip, making it difficult to
chip explodes, and you are only able to see exactly which track the component
prevent this by firing spark-like objects is on.
down the wires at the components. Just to hinder you a little more, the

GAME: THE WIZARD
MACHINE: BBC MODEL B
JOYSTICK: NO
CATEGORY: ARCADE
SUPPLIER: QUICKSILVER
PRICE:£6.95

74 PCGAMES

After reading the scenario on the casset- above hover five demons waiting to prey
te insert. I was looking forward to on them.
playing thegame. What a let down. You are able to position the wizard’s

First of all, I had trouble loading, until wand anywhere between horizontal
I realised that one side was recorded at over the lake and vertical to the sky, and
300 baud - a very nice feature, though all you need do is point the wand and
undocumented. fire one shot, and the demons are

A wizard, wand in hand gazes out destroyed,

upon a lake and sees, standing atop five All seems fine, but you only have 22
small islands, five lonely princesses. The lightning bolts, though more are
wizard is of course their protector, for awarded after each attack wave.
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Since your ship is constantly moving, Unfortunately, Sea Lord does not
the only keys you need are the tab key provide sufficient incentive for this chal-
and the ‘Q’ key. which rotate you left lenge to be undertaken. SC
and right respectively.

Your mini-sub will move and fire in

the direction it is pointing, but since

movement is possible in only eight

directions, you have to spend a lot of
time shunting backwards and forwards
to get into a position for accurate fire.

Graphics 6
Sound 3
Ease ofUse 5
Originality 7
Lasting Interest: 4
Overall 5

addictive. The reasons for this are the
smooth graphics and thunderous laser

fire, which makes the whole game

Dodging the aliens can be achieved in

several ways, and it’s fun trying to outwit
them, but you’re bound to be duffed up

Oblivion will provide the arcade
player with a tough challenge, and while
I don’t agree with Bug-Byte when they

say it’s the most addictive arcade game
for the BBC micro, I can imagine players

of this game suffering from eye strain

and battle fatigue! Df

Graphics 7
Sound 6
Ease ofUse 6
Originality 3
Lasting Interest 7
Overall 7



BBC • BBC • BBC • BBC*

SAMI:SUNKWAIK
MACHINE: BBCMODEL B
JOYSTICK: NO
CATEOONY: ABCADE
SUPPLIER: VIRGIN GAMES
PRICE: C7.S0

Here we have Scaffolding Sid, who after

erecting the planks on the building he is

working on, finds that they have gone
berserk.

The planks are lifting him to the top

of the screen, and you have to make Sid

jump from plank to plank without him
falling off the bottom, either edge, or

being crushed on the top.

If that wasn't enough, the planks have
a strange effect. If Sid lands on white

planks, he slides to the left. If he lands

on magneta planks, he slides to the

right. If he lands on a flashing plank, he
falls right through!

Not only that, but there is a monster
after Sid which can only be killed if it,

too, falls off the bottom or edge of the

screen.

The keyboard is used to move Sid

about, and this is one game which
should have had a joystick option.

The sound in Plankwalk adds to the

game tremendously. The best way to

describe it is as a constant plinkering

sound, with other effects thrown -in

when you land on planks, blocks, and so

Alas, the graphics are not so good.
The planks are really lines, and Sid is no
more than a puny match-stick man. The
scaffolding and surrounds don't look
like any building I have seen (the Barbi-

can being the exception), and the im-

agination has to work overtime.

Virgin have almost got it right with
Plankwalk, but the big disappointment
is the poor graphics, which, if improved,
would give them a guaranteed winner.

Highly recommended. DJ

Sound 7
Ease ofUse 4
Originality 7
Lasting Interest 7
Overall 7

JOYSTICK: OPTIONAL
CATEGORY: ARCADE
SUPPLIER: VIRGIN GAMES
PRICE: CT.VS

This game is a version of Penguin. You
don't blast or zap the aliens - you crush

them instead!

You control a robot which is in the

middle of a cold-store full of ice-blocks.

Also in the cold-store are spods which
you must avoid at all costs. You must
also destroy them, if you want to get

anywhere.
So, to kill them, you crush them. This

is achieved by moving your robot into a

position where there is a block of ice in

front of it, and a spod somewhere in

front of that.

You give the ice-block a shove, and
depending on how quick you are, the

spod should be crushed.

You can also kill the spods by stun-

ning them when they are beside one of

the four walls, and then walking over

them.
When you’ve done that, you are then

moved on to the next ‘sheet’ where the

whole thing starts again. Bonus points

are scored if you can line up the three

special blocks into a line, but I give

warning, it’s not easy.

Control is by keyboard or joystick,

and each sheet gives a different 'maze' of

ice which forms into more complicated

patterns as the game progresses.

Altogether, Noc-a-block is a good
game, with clear, smooth graphics and
plenty of colour, but it could be im-

proved with more sound - worth look-

ing at. DJ

Graphics

Ease of Use
Originality

Lasting Interest

Overall

GAME: BIRDS OF PREY
MACHINE: BBC MODEL B
JOYSTICK: OPTIONAL
CATEGORY: ARCADE
SUPPLIER: ROMIK
PRICE: C«.*«

Tl P C GAMES

Birds of Prey features ‘swoopers’ and
kamikaze birds, both ofwhich belong to

the Galaxian family.

For those of you unfamiliar with the

genre, this game is essentially Space
Invaders with the added thrill of tumb-
ling aliens, who break ranks to swoop
down, and across, the screen in the hope
ofbombing orrammingyou.
Romik's game is fast and furious, with

10 levels of play, but there are one or

two drawbacks. The speed has been
achieved at the expense of the graphics,

which Dicker annoyingly and, some-
times, misleadingly.

There is a high-score table to which
you can add your name, but if you go
down fighting, the use of the ‘S' key as

the firing button means you often end
up entering 'SSSS' before you know
what's hit you.

Movement is accomplished using the

'A' and ‘D’ keys, which means the

control keys are rather cramped.
However, if both keys are pressed the

'D' key is ignored, so by keeping your
finger on the latter, you need use only

the ‘A’ key to control movement about
the screen. Work that out in your head if

you can, but, in fact, it works rather well.

Birds of Prey is fast and challenging,

but the display is poor and Galaxian
addicts will find they can do better

elsewhere. SC

Graphics 2
Sound 3
Ease ofUse 4
Originality 1

Lasting Interest 3
Overall 3
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. MISSION BRIEF
Successfully pilot the Shuttle through Launch, Fetch& Finals.Take offand position Shuttle inorbit

Manoeuvre alongs.de malfunctioning Satellite.Retrieve-then re-enterto glide without fuel to White Sands Desert.

PREVIOUS SUCCESSFUL MISSIONS
EXCELLENT - "Personal Computer News"
A WELLTHOUGHT OUT GAME - "Dragon
ALMOST WORTH BUYING A DRAGON FOR

"Which Micro

"

MISSION STATUS Available for
48K ORIC 1, ATARI 16K, DRAGON 32, BBC

MODEL B, SPECTRUM 48K, COMMODORE 64,
ACORN ELECTRON, TANDY COLOUR 32K

CASSETTE £8 DISK £10

Postal Orders to
41 Truro Road, St. Austell, Cornt
Telephone/Credit Card Order
Tel: One 3456BB1



Theymaybesmiling now,butthey
are about toencounter...

FSVCLAPSE commod<

BANDER&NATCH.
How will these four

master computer game
writers be feeling in a few
weeks time?

They have been brought together to
pool their awesome talents to create "

the two most sensational, mind
boggling games ever m
imagined. ..Psyclapse - '

,

and Bandersnatch. - 0
'

sse four When such computer
uter game wizards as (from left to

ling in a few right) Ian Weatherbum,
Mike Glover,John Gibson

jht together to ... and Eugene Evans are

its to create *\ - •' locked away for weeks on
I, mind ,

end, anything can happen, will

m * they maintain their sanity, or

thename whats more to the point can

T of the game you control your patience?

Coming soon from Imagine...Psyclapse and Bandersnatch...

the two most exhilarating experiences ever. Can you wait?

Imagine Software Limited, 5 SirThomas Street, Liverpool, Merseyside LI 6BW.
Dealer Enquiries Contact: Colin Stokes on 051-236 81 00 (20 lines).



Demon Decorator is one of those
annoyingly simple games that can end
up driving you to distraction. The
graphics are awful and make no use of
the machine’s capabilities whatsoever,
and the sound is no better, but merciful-
ly there is little of it.

When you actually get down to play-
ing the game, however, you will find it

very difficult to stop. The screen is

divided into squares and you control a
paint-roller as it rolls along the lines of
the grid.

On entering the game, the grid peri-

meter is painted yellow, and your task is

to spread this paint across all four sides
of each square. At this point the square
in question will fill with colour and you
can then move on to another.

All the while you have an octopus in
hot pursuit, which you can stun

momentarilly by pressing the space bar.

If it catches you. you lose one of your
three lives. On the other hand, you gain
a bonus life if you succeed in filling an
entire grid.

You can freeze the game in case of
emergencies - and believe me. it has to
be an emergency to get you away from

As you progress through the various
screens, the action gets faster and the
octopus more intelligent. Despite strong
reservations about the graphics and
sound, this game is recommended. SC

Ease of Use 3
Originality 3
Lasting Interest g
Overall 5

CAME: ZALAGA
MACHINE: BBC
JOYSTICK: OPTIONAL
CATEGORY: ARCADE
SUPPLIER: AARDVARK
PRICE: U.N

One ofthe problems with the Galaxian
Invader type of game is that it must be
difficult enough to present a challenge,
but easy enough to tempt you back for
another go. Zalaga scores well on both
accounts.

The program welcomes you with a
short tune, and as soon as your ship
appears, some very colourful aliens
swoop and loop about the screen before
joining ranks at the top.

The aliens then dive one by one,
Galaxian style, until you have cleared
them all from the screen.

My only quibble with Zalaga is that
the aliens' flight paths become a little

too predictable after a while.

Another annoyance is that each time
you lose a life, you have to wait rather
too long foryour ship to be replaced.
Occasionally one of the larger aliens

swoops down and bombards an area of

the screen with radiation, and if you're
in the right place, and you still have a
ship in reserve, it will join you on the
screen, blasting away while the Beeb
plays some jolly let's kill the aliens'

When you've finished zapping all of
the aliens, there’s a Hall of Fame to add
your name to - unless you're too busy
hitting the return keys to get back into
the game.
Zalaga has nothing new to offer the

hardened games addict, but what it does
is well presented and fun to play. SC

Sound g
Ease of Use g
Originality 3
Lasting Interest 7
Overall 7

VIPEONASTY^pVIPEO NASTY • VIDEO NASTY • VIDEO NASTY • VIDEO NASTY •

CAME: OWZAT
MACHINE: BBC
JOYSTICK: NO
CATEGORY: ARCADE
SUPPLIER: VIRGIN
PRICE:(Ml

FEBRUARY 1984

There's no doubt about it - this program
goes out for a duck. From the moment
you load it and itasks you to delete lines
0-190. something tells you this is one of
those few occasions when you might as
well ask foryour moneyback.
Owzat has one or two brief moments

of graphic interest, but, apart from that,

it'sa shambles.
Let's examine just a few of the asto-

nishing features of Owzat, all of which
are presented in - ugh - white on agreen
background.

WANTTO SELECTA NEWTEAM MEMBER?

The program asks you to list and edit
the lines concerned.

Once selected you are doomed to
watch the entire game without being

able to stop it, unless you quit the
program.

WANTTO ENTER DATA?

Have fun taking advantage of the lack
of entry validation by entering a record
innings, with 60,000 runs and minus 89

MADEAN ERROR IN DATA ENTRY?

Oh dear! The program seems to have
come to a halt. Start again.

I've said enough. Want to play crick-
et? Then play cricket, not Owzat. SC

Graphics 2
Sound 0
Ease ofUse 0
Originality 10
Lasting Interest 1

Overall 0
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MORE GOODIES FOR
THE BBC MICROCOMPUTER
FROM RH ELECTRONICS

T
"he RH lightpen is compact, little

bigger than a felt-tip. It is versatile,

with a sophisticated microswitch

at its point which responds to the

slightest pressure, and an LED lamp at

the user's end to indicate data

transmission. Both microswitch and LED
are fully programmable.

The RH lightpen is reliable, with a

rugged metal case to provide physical

and electronic protection. Its sensitivity

can be adjusted to the thickness and

type of yourTV screen, givingthe

highest levels of accuracy.

With the lightpen connected to

your BBC Micro you can draw lines on

the screen, or give commands simply by

pointing to a menu.

Colour-graphic software
This additional software is available so

that all the colours ofthe BBC Micro's

palette are available at the tip of your

pen. Complex graphics can be created in

Art-fun software
This program is guaranteed to bringout

the artist in you. It provides inspiration

for users ofthe lightpen and provides

full interaction between pen and screen.



Screen Test

BC • BBC • BBC
GAME: SPACE ADVENTURE
MACHINE: BBC MODEL B
JOYSTICK: OPTIONAL
CATEGOBY: ABCADE
SUPPLIER: VIRGIN
PRICE: £7.95

In Space Adventure you control a small
animated figure as he explores the
rooms of an abandoned space ship. The
object of the game is to collect four
power crystals, but first you need to find

the keys for the rooms in which the keys
have been locked away.
You are armed with a phaser and a

blaster, either of which you can use
against the various hostile androids who

inhabit many of the rooms you have to
pass through.
The top half of the screen gives you a

view of the action taking place, while
below is a map ofthe space ship so you

can see which room you're in, together
with a status display ofyour energy.
The battle sequences require a lot of

skill at the higher levels, though finding
all four crystals before you are wiped out
tends to be a matter of luck.
Since you only have one life, you will

often find yourself starting again at the
beginning, but the game holds sufficient
interest for this not to matter. Recom-
mended. sc

Graphics 7
Sound 3
Ease of Use 6
Originality 6
Lasting Interest 8
Overall 8

GAME: COSMIC ASTEROIDS
MACHINE: BBC MOBIL B
JOYSTICK: NO
CATEGORY: ABCJLDE
SUPPLIER: A L LIG ATA
PRICE: £5.95

Alligata's version of Asteroids loads in

just over two minutes, and on running,
shows a few differences to the standard
version. The display is white on blue,
and there is a panel on the right which
takes up far too much of the screen just

to print your score and remind you of
the high score you are aiming for.

Ship rotation is accomplished using
the ’Z’ and ‘X' keys, while you thrust

with the shift key, and leap into
hyperspace usingthe space bar.

You fire by pressing the return key,
but the range is annoyingly short. The
thrust control is more sensitive than
most, so moving your ship can involve a
greaterdegree of precision than usual.

The action is accomplished by some

rather uninspired sound effects that
grate on the senses after a while, and
which cannot be turned off. Blasting

the asteroids in this version sends them
spinning away from you as well as
shattering them. The occasional flying

saucer is small and speedy, and its fire is

frustratingly accurate.

Nevertheless, the game plays very
smoothly, and for Asteroids fans, it

could offer many a happy hour of
frenzied blasting. SC

Graphics 6

Ease ofUse 4
Originality 0
Lasting Interest 7
Overall 6

•ELECTRON • ELECTRON
GAME: SNOOKER
MACHINE: ELECTRON
JOYSTICK: NO
CATEGORY: SIMULATION
SUPPLIER: VISIONS
PRICE: £S.9S

Loading and running Snooker is excit-
ing - you get an excellently designed
title page that successfully whets your
appetite for what is to come. But actual-
ly playing Snooker is a different experi-
ence altogether.

.
In the real world, snooker is a game of

skill, but in this version it has become
more a game of chance - and a frustra-

tingly unsatisfying one at that.

It’s not that the graphics are poor.
Apart from the brown ball and the
annoying flicker of balls in motion, the
display is attractive, and can draw

youreyes hypnotically.

Unfortunately, the display and the
various options, such as ‘ball deletion'

and ‘foul, pass to your opponent’, do not
make up for contradictions with the
laws of physics.

Whereas rebound from the cushions
is reliable and predictable, when two

balls collide, you get unpredictable table

results. This does not accord with that

calm precision which makes real snook-
ersuch fun to play.

In actual play, the table occupies the
top halfofthe screen, and you position a
white cross to indicate the direction you
wish your ball to travel in. Speed of
travel is varied by the time you spend
holding down the space bar, and on
releasing it, your ball spins across the

Only if you are very keen on Snooker
and can’t wait for a better version,
should you consider this version. SC

Graphics 5
Sound 3
Ease ofUse 4
Originality 3
Lasting Interest 2
Overall 3
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GAME OF THEMONTH • GAME OP

Here it is, arcade freaks - the game
you've all been waiting for. A pulsating

shoot-em’-up featuring no less than 42
separate attack waves, unsurpassable

graphics and sound, and more laughs

than Kenny Everett.

Our exclusive, pre-release viewing of

thegame caused a sensation in the office

and almost caused a breach of the

peace, so greatwas ourexcitement
The game is a sequel to Llamasoft's

Attack of the Mutant Camels in which
you used space ships to try to stop

advancing alien camels - a scene crib-

bed from The Empire Strikes Back.

In Revenge of the Mutant Camels
the tables are turned. You are the camel
who has to advance through wave after

wave ofextraordinary assailants.

And when I say extraordinary, I mean
extraordinary.

You start off happily enough with

birds flapping across die screen and
dropping 100-ton weights on top ofyou.

But then come the rain-clouds which
rain cats and dogs - literally.

The next attack is ‘Manic Minter’, an

animated drawing of the programmer

Succeeding attacks are: whacky
whackers, mutant-mutant camels,

Tardis-like telephone kiosks, kangaroos

on skis, exploding sheep, music stands,

fried eggs, and Atari joysticks.

And that's only for starters. When he

put this game together, Jeff Minter de-

cided that anything and everything he

came into contact with was suitable

material.

Jeff lives close to Greenham Com-
mon, so naturally enough, cruise mis-

siles and CND protesters make up one

attack wave.
Another attack wave is made up of

alien cigarettes which turn to stubs

when zapped and teapots which try to

pour tea on to you.

But the main source of ideas is the

world of micro games itself. Our heroic

camel is assaulted at one point by clearly

identifiable Spectrum computers.

(If you hit them, all the rubber keys

fall out andbounce all over the screen.)

Another familiar attacker is the ori-

ginal Pacman
,
accompanied by his

chasing ghosts, while the 38th alien

wave is called 'Attack of the Awful

Software'.

As in Manic Miner, you will also see a

dig at Imagine’s heavily-hyped page 87



Beating the game requires positive

response and fast accurate control.

That's why beating the game requires

Suncom from Consumer Electronics.

A range of 3 quality joysticks all with

arcade-style features plus Joy Sensor,
the ultimate,with precision,touch-
sensitive control.

No stick to move, no resistance to

movement.

Together with a range of C.E.L.

Adaptor leads, they're compatible to a
wide range of machines.

Check them out at your dealer-
they're sure fire winners.

For details of your nearest stockist

contact-Consumer Electronics Limited.

Failsworth, Manchester M35 OHS.
Tel: 061-6822339.

Suncom
from Consumer Electronics.
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Screen Test

OFTHEMONTH •CAM

I

1

teenage programmer Eugene Evans.
Speaking of Manic Miner, I wonder

where Minter got his ideas for attacking
toilets with flapping seats, and tele-

phones with jiggling receivers?
It's all great fun until you remember

you’re supposed to be destroying these

To destroy an alien, you spit fire at it,

by holding down the fire button, and
pointing your joystick in the direction
you wish to fire in.

You can also get your camel to jump
or duck in terrific, fully animated style.

The graphics are indeed remarkable.
Throughout the game your camel is

walking along against a beautifully

drawn background which scrolls

smoothly right to left. The background
features futuristic buildings, twinkling
stars, palm trees, and pyramids with
blinking eyes.

And don't forget the sound. The game
opens with the best piece of music I’ve

ever heard on a micro - specially sup-
plied bya friendly concert pianist.

Just before your camel embarks on his
voyage, you get a chilling, bass tone
which lets you know in no uncertain
terms that the next few minutes are
going to be daunting.

As soon as you've got any good, each
game will last at least half an hour.
That’s because you have five camels in

all, and each one has a protective shield,

which can withstand a certain number
of alien hits.

Even so, it’ll take you days of practice
to get past about the 10th attack wave.
Another attractive feature of the game

is that you can set the first 32 attack
waves to come in random order. This
means you won't get bored by going
through the same order each time you
play.

However, if you do use this random
option, you’re still left with the final

challenge of 10 unknown attack waves
when you've mastered the first 32,

Of course, if you do ever get through
the lot - and it could take years - you
simply go back to the beginning, but this

time you have twice as long to survive in

All in all then, Revenge ofthe Mutant
Camels is a miracle of programming
which should provide hours of high-
quality entertainment. This game shows
conclusively that the Commodore 64
has come ofage as agames machine.
Indeed, Commodore ought to give Jeff

Minter a medal. His program is the best
reason I’ve yet come across for buying
one of their machines. CA

Graphics 10
Sound 10
Ease ofUse 8
Originality 9
Lasting Interest 10
Overall 10

by one of the world's most brilliant

games programmers- Jeff Minter.

On days when he was in the right

mood, he would start work on the
Commodore 64 in his bedroom at 9am
and continue right through until late at

'You just have this one thing on your
mind,’ he said. 'It really is like being
addicted to something.

'I wanted to write a game that you
could play for three months and still not
have seen all the aliens.’

After writing a series of routines to
allow him to create and move his mons-
ters, he found he could introduce as

many as four waves of aliens in a single

day of programming. But why mutant

telephone kiosks and flushing lavs?

'I’ve got a warped sense of humour.' he
admits.

Jeff also loves animals - at least, some
animals. To develop the brilliant anima-
tion of his screen camel, he spent hours
at the zoo studying the real beast.

'When I move into my new place I’m

going to have my own llama. I don't

think I'd be able to keep a camel.'

At 21 years old Jeff is adamant about
one thing: 'I am not a whizz kid. I mean,
I'm not a kid. I’m not another Eugene
Evans. That's why I keep my beard.

'

And what is his next mind-blowing
game going to be? 'Well, I’ve always
loved Battlestar Galactica and I do
love Star Raiders. That's all I’m saying.'
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IJK Software Ltd present.

IJK Software and the ORIC-1 Micro
bring you more exciting arcade
action from the Xenon series...

OTHER TITLES IN THE IJK SOFTWARE ORIC-1 RANGE...

Our software has been officially approved by Oric Products International Ltd.,
and is available from branches of W.H. Smiths, Laskys, Computers for all,

Zappo, Boots, John Menzies, The Spectrum Chain, many other leading
department stores, hundreds of independent dealers nationwide, and in
23 countries across the world. You can also order direct from us - all advertise
software is in stock now and will be despatched within 48 hours of receipt of

t 3 IJK
asr-i Software

Limited

0 24 HOUR ANSAFONE
Unit 3c, Moorfields, Moor Park Avenue,
Bispham, Blackpool, Lancs FY2 OJY
Telephone (0253) 55282



48KORIK-1 NAME
Commodore64
Commodore64
Commodore64

n DIGDOG
G COSMICCONVOY

JAMM1N'
SUPER PIPELINE

ADDRESS:

player options

Cassette or dist

'Plsy^^ach. ar“nier

Taskset Ltd
13 HIGH STREET BRIDLINGTON Y016 4PR

ACCESS ORDERS (0262) 73798 24 HOURS
Dealer enquiries welcome (0262) 602668

Selected titles

Available from: W. H. Smith, Boots and all leading software stores
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screen iesT

• VIC 20 •ELECTRON
•AMI: METEORS
MACHINE: ELECTRON
JOYSTICK: OPTIONAL
CATEGORY: ARCADE
SUPPLIER: ACORNSOFT
RMCElOMO

Meteors gives you and your Electron the

chance to try your hand at that old

favourite, Asteroids. It is a faithful

adaptation of the arcade original, with

no frills apart from the addition of a

‘freeze’ facility.

For the benefit of the small minority

unfamiliar with this genre, you com-
mand a ship which you can manoeuvre

about the screen. Asteroids of different

shapes and sizes pass in all directions,

together with the occasional enemy

"ymg saucer.

Your task is simple - blast everything
in sight, and avoid collision and the

alien missiles to stay in thegame.
Pressing the space bar will project you

through hyperspace to another part of
the screen.

Those of you determined to add this

well-wom favourite to your collection

could do a lot worse. SC

Graphics 5
Sound 5

Ease ofUse 4
Originality 0
Lasting Interest 6
Overall 6

JOYSTICK: OPTIONAL
CATEGORY: ARCADE
SUPPLIER: ACORNSOFT
PRICE: tt.n

Monsters will be familiar to those ofyou
who have tried your hand at Space
Panic in the arcades.
The screen is divided into separate

levels and you control a small figure

who can move from level to level by

Throughout the game he is pursued by
the monsters ofthe title - some ofwhich

GAME: STARSHIP COMMAND
MACHINE: ELECTRON
JOYSTICK: OPTIONAL
CATEGORY: ARCADE
SUPPLIER: ACORNSOFT
PRICE: Ct.10

Starship Command is an exciting game
in which you chase alien craft across the

universe, and cither ram them, shoot

them, or spare them - according to your

The display is divided into two, a view
of deep space (with your ship in the

centre), and a status display of the

various functions available. These in-

look more like apples than anything else

- and his only defence is his shovel,

which he can use to dig holes in the

elude shields, scanners, ship orienta-

tion, acceleration, score, and energy

As you boldly roam the universe, your

In their haste to make a meal of you,

the monsters fall into the holes, which
you must then fill in so they can't

clamber out.
Progressing through the different

screens in this version brings you into

contact with red, green and white nas-

ties, some of which need to fall through
more than one hole before giving up the

ghost. SC

Graphics 7
Sound 4
Ease ofUse 4
Originality I

Lasting Interest 7

Overall 6

ship remains stationary while the rest of

the display advances, retreats, and re-

volves disconcertingly about you. So
mastering the controls is the key to the

game.
The graphics arc good and the sound

effects well-executed. The various

menus and the high-score table are

cleverly presented too. SC

Graphics 7

Sound 5
Ease ofUse 5
Originality 5
Lasting Interest 7
Overall 6

GAME: COSMIAD*
MACHINE: VIC 20 UNEXPANDED
JOYSTICK: NO
GAME CATEGORY: ARCADE
SUPPLIER; SUORYTE
PRICE: £4.95

Cosmiads is a dull version of Gala-
xians. The aliens have little graphic
interest; they look rather like masks
rainingdown iron tubes.

As the aliens near the bottom of the

screen, the previously red or green invaders turn white and start moving

from side to side.

But even this does not increase the

interest of the game, since it is far too

slow and the sound is far too bland.

This slow-firing, slow-moving version

of an arcade classic is very disappoint-

ing. PC

Graphics 3

Sound 3

Ease ofUse 3
Originality 2
Lasting Interest 2

Overall 2
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BBC SOFTWARE
TANK ATTACK
A machine code game for one-two players,

defending your supplies against the

computer controlled tanks. This game will

stretch your reflexes to the limit as you

battle with the enemy tanks. They won t be

able to shoot back until they have supplies,

but when the)’ do, look out!!

(Joysticks required)

BBC-BOS 1.0+ *7.95

UTIl-1

Two very useful utility programes for the

BBC-B. Both tested on OS 1 .0 and above.

CharacterDefine gives you a very

comprehensive and simple way to quickly

create all manner of user defined

characters.

Envelope Editor will enable you to unravel

the complexities of the Sound and

Envelope commands, so that you can

produce exactly the sounds you require.

LYNX SOFTWARE
GAMES PACK I

Three purr-feet games for you and your

Lynx!! Fruit Machine gives you all the

features of the real thing, with great

graphics & sound Torpedo lets you loose

your fish at the enemy supply ships and

scupper your convoy. Minefield puts you

in charge of a tank unit, you must clear the

mines so that your paratroops can launch

a surprise attack, behind enemy lines.

*7.95

SPAMMER MAN
An earthquake has damaged the reactor

coolant pipes ofyour local Nuclear Power

Station. You, the local plumber, have been

called in to help mend the leaks. Can you

repair the pipes using your trusty spanner

and save the town from disaster, or will the

mutant rats and the rising water send you

round the bend!!!!!!! A multi-level machine

code game that stretches you and your

LYNX to the limits, giving you the best

graphics ever and a whole host of features.

For details of all our programs, or to place an order, please fill in the coupon or ring (0279 )

723567/723518 Dealer enquiries welcome. All orders despatched by return of post. Postage
and Packing included in the U.K.

Sent to:

GEM SOFTWARE. UNITD, THE MALTINGS. STATION F.OAD, SAWBRIDGEWORTH. HERTS.

I my ACCESSACCOUNTNO: . ..

! ctieque/P.O.



fIC 20 • VIC 20 • VIC loll
SAME: BONZO
MACHINE: VICN PLUS GK ORw
JOYSTICK: OPTIONAL
CATIOOOTi ARCADE
SUPPLIER: AUDIOGENIC
PEKIiCMI

The loading gave no problems, but any
difficulties would have been minimized
because Audiogenic gives you two
copies on each side ofthe tape.

You use the joystick or four well-
chosen keys to move the little workman
around.

The figure is really endearing, in fact

the use of colour graphics is good
all-round.

You are presented with a screen of
various layers, linked by ladders of
varying lengths.

A good feature is that every game is

different, because the placing of the
ladders, and the boxes, which you must

collect, are random.
You always start at the bottom layer,

and the evil monsters which try to stop
you start at the top.

You pick up the boxes simply by
walking past them, and you go up and
down the ladders under your own con-
trol.

You can'tjump offa ladder other than
when you have precisely reached a
particular floor so that you must operate
coolly under stress as the Bonzos get

You score highest by clearing all the
boxes without being caught. This takes
you to the next level of play, with the
boxes worth more points - but the
Bonzos doubled in number.
So getting to the third and highest

level takes a lot of skill.

1 liked this game. It is not a shoot ’em
up, and your interest is likely to be kept
going by the commiseration 'Next time
the ladders and boxes may be more
suitably placed.’

It lacks skill levels, which is a pity, but
score ratings means it can be used by
any number of people as a form of
competition. BM

Graphics g
Sound 6
Ease of Use 9
Originality g
Lasting Interest 7
Overall g

GAME; SCRAM-20
MACHINE. VIC 30 UNEXPANDED
JOYSTICK

: YES
CATEGORY: ARCADE
SUPPLIER! ARTIC
PRICE! C5.9S

Most versions of Scramble for the unex-
panded Vic 20 are a profound dis-

appointment, presenting the player with
fuzzy graphics, weak sound, and dismal-
ly low speed.
Scram-20, though, is different. It’s the

sharpest and fastest Scramble game
around for this machine.
The chunky, colourful graphics give a

good approximation of the arcade land-
scape, with jagged mountains, deep

caverns, and enemy bases. Also present
are the familiar opponents zooming up
to send you to your doom.

In the green cavern are the indes-
tructible, bouncing red UFOs, a prob-

lem for even the most experienced of
pilots. Elsewhere you will encounter the
purple lamps and the vicious white

Should you survive all five sheets, you
will arrive at your ultimate goal - the
enemy base.

Scram-20 is an exciting program, but
does have one drawback. It is so fast

that it might take you years to reach your
destination. pc

Graphics g

Ease ofUse 5
Originality *2

Lasting Interest 7
Overall 7

GAME! ZORGON'S KINGDOM
MACHINE: VIC 30 PLUS 8K OR

1*K
JOYSTICK: OPTIONAL
CATEGORY: ARCADE
SUPPLIER: ROMIK
PRICE: C*.99

The game is a variant of Kong: you must
go through five traumatic screens of
experience until you finally get a chance
ata crack at the great Zorgon.
The use of high resolution colour

graphics is outstanding, and sound is

well handled.

On level one you climb ladders to the
top of the screen while avoiding bombs.
You must then, twice, step on to a
shifting floor.

Part two sees you struggle on your
way from the top to the bottom of the
screen, by jumping from moving lift to
moving lift.

After climbing a rope you must run
under the Gorgoids. These mutate, and
fall, when theirwings turn green!

Arriving in a boat, you avoid octo-

puses, until they too change, and you
then catch two of them.

Level three sees you running across
wires, avoiding rockets in tunnels and
fleeingthrough organ pipes.

At part four you avoid electron bolts
and Web TYackers; level five is infested
with Robots of Death, whilst you are
digging holes and dropping bombs.

Finally, you kill the Zorgan by shoot-
ing him in the end ofthe nose, whilst his
mouth is open.

Overall, this is a very good, tough
game. Even old hands will find it totally

nerve racking. BM

Graphics 7

Sound 7
Ease ofUse 8
Originality 8
Lasting Interest 9
Overall 8
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MACHINE: VIC 20 PLUS 16K
JOYSTICK: OPTIONAL
CATEGORY: GRAPHIC
ADVENTURE
SUPPLIER: SUMLOCK
PRICE: £9.95

Compelling .
. . exciting . . . full hires

colour graphics and superb sound'
reads the hype on the package. Unfortu-
nately. Starship Escape can’t live up to
this.

The graphics are of the kind found in

maze games, and the characters de-
picted are absolutely tiny.

You use the joystick or keyboard to
move around inside an alien ship into
which you have been attracted by a
‘Force Cloud Entity'.

This has dismantled your craft and
put the bits in various rooms within the
spaceship.

You now travel from room to room moreelab
retrieving the pieces. These you take
back one at a time to the airlock.

If successful, you reassemble your
ship and escape.

“ “
Of course, you never had a chance of Graph:

doing this peacefully . . . assorted armies ®ound

of aliens attack, driving you back to the .

airlock. Ongrni

You have a laser, but it is of limited

‘stopping power’. Overall

You have a faithful friend amid all this

turmoil. K9 is found in a random loca-
tion, and brush past him and he’ll

accompanyyou on your travels.

His value is his magnetic personality!

Hit ‘fl’ and he attracts all the aliens in

the room towards him, leaving you free

to pick up the bits in the room.
Two functions called 'time stop' and

‘map’ let you pause the game for a
breatherand show you where you are.

The game is tough going even at the
lowest of the four levels of difficulty.

It would be greatly improved if the
very bare rooms were redecorated with
moreelaborate graphics. BM

Ease of Use
Originality

Lasting Interest

Overall



£7-95

51 Meadowcrofc. Radcliffe.

Manchester.M26 CUP
M 061 7240622

Quality arcade action games for the

COMMODORE64
GflLflXKJHS The earth is being invaded by an
alian force, the GALAXIONS have arrived from

a dying planet, determined to destroy
civilization as we know it. They came in

formation, swooping and diving towards the
planet earth. Ybu and you alone can save
mankind from the terrifying destruction the

alians threaten us with.

100* Machine Code

3 Lives

'

Bonus ship at 10000
Progressive levels of play

MVlCh MAS A fantastic version of
this popular arcode game.

100* Machine Code

3 Lives, Bonus fruit.

Power pillsl_
4 Very mteligant ghosts %/*7J
iWullill hi d|C fllCtfCHC In days of old when
knights were bold and the sheriff was in power;
to play this game guide Robin Hood, to Marian

locked up in the tower.

100* Machine Code
Sprite Graphics

3 Lives -

12 Screens ofarcade action t /*95

All our games are available mail order P&P included
from the above address. Orders sent by return post.

Also available from all good computer shops.

Distribution, PROGRESSIVE London,
PCS. Darwen, CENTRE SOFT West Midlands
ALPHA TAPES, Merseyside, TIGER, Cheshire.

CALISTO, Birmingham, LIGHTNING. London,
LEISURESOFT Northampton.

DRAG0N/AT0M/0RIC-1
ADD LOW-COST I/O POWER WITH A VIA BOARD

Telephone: (0582) 418906

HEARING IS BELIEVING

Tele Sound
SPECTRUM BEEP BOOSTER

COMPUSOUND
S 0—

E

3
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4HMER
COMMODORE 64 £199.95

VIC 20 PACKAGE £139.99

ATARI 600XL £159.00

ATARI 800XL £249.00

DRAGON 32 £169.00

ORIC
1
(48K) £139.00

AQUARIUS £49.95

SORD M5 £149.00

SPECTRUM fiom £99.95

ELECTRON £199.95

EPSON HX20 £462 00

EPSON 0X10 £1995.00

MIRACLE PORTABLE £2064.00

+ WIDE RANGE OF SOFTWARE,
PERIPHERALS, BOOKS & MAGAZINES

ALL PRICES INC VAT

24 Gloucester Road, Brighton
Tel: Brighton 698424

MICRO
SHOP

We Don't Need
To Advertise

^^^VISA^ACCESS - AMERICAN EXPRESS - DINERS CLUB

^

<S>48K SPECTRUM^

splati
SPLAT!

ONE OF THE MOST ORIGINAL

AND COMPELLING ARCAOE

GAMES EVER PRODUCED'

STARRING ZIPPVII

1984
1984

Please send me (tick box(es) required)

SPLAT MOUNTAINS OF KET 1984

t C5,50 each (inclusive of VAT and 1st class postage)

II I I 1 ~n [ i
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ACOMPUTER BREAKDOWN.
ORACOMPUTERBACK-UP?

[micrDCarewrite toaay. or pnone vour Access/Barclaycard number
need to nave a breakdown If vourcomputer breaks down
MICROCARE you'll always nave professional back-upi

CSS

1984



THREE EXCITING NEW GAMES
IN THE^^g SERIES FOR THE

FROM tt'JllRL&ZmicnowARE

(MDW2 64

Program No. LW03 E8.95

w ana return to bumiock Microware Depi, PCG-F2

IStephof«?M?«i* 4233 BESS

3HSEE3.-2M264

^NEWALLBRmSH
PBOACE^^gScK

£12.95 ;»

sunmm
MICROWARE

198 Deansgate, Manchester M3 3NE.
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Tune yourBBC micro to a huge data-
base of information, hundreds of

software programs, and communication
with other users.

The BBC micro. The first to connect
to the fast expanding Micronet 800
service.Now you can choose from a

range ofmodems and software packs

-

including the easy and convenient soft-

ware onROM-to connect yourBBC
Model B, via the telephone line, to a

system that will give you more than you
ever dreamed possible.

Micronet 800 is fun, friendly and
inexpensive to run. Choose from
hundreds offree games, download and
use them on your BBC whenever you
like, play on-screen
games (as easy-and
inexpensive-as a

local phone call), and
compete in Big Prize

games and quizzes.

There’s also a range
ofdownloadable
games you can buy
for less than over-the-

counter prices.

Learn through up-to-date
education packages, and help run the
household with simple business pack-
ages. And ifyou need fast facts about the
world ofcomputers, Micronet 800
provides constantly up-dated product

comparisons, reviews, prices, dealership
and ‘best-buy

1

information -24-hours a

day, 7-days a week.
You can also access the full range of

Prestel ' services. These include a com-
prehensive information service offering

you up-to-date news, weather and many
other topics ofimmediate interest. You
can join Homelink, the world’s first

home banking service, from the
Nottingham Building Society and the
Bank ofScodand. Ifyou are an investor,

Prestel CitiService gives a full financial

information service including the latest

share and commodity price movements.
Prestel also has a travel information and
booking service which is widely used

throughout the travel

industry. Prestel is expanding
fast, and new, improved
services are constantly being
developed.

Keep in touch -you can
send electronic mail to any
other Micronet 800 or Prestel

user.

All this-and even more
as the service grows -is

available to you through Micronet 800.

So don’t delay-send the coupon
today.

,
i j/\j i

micronet
* <XT. 800

Micronet800
into anewchannel
acts&fun.iHH

D. Tel: 01-278 3143.
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PCG Special

A machine test for the games addict

MEMOTECH
David Janda checks out the potential of the smart newMTX computers

I

fyou want to buy a newly released
computer primarily to play games
on, the overriding cosideration
should be: how many high quality

games programs are likely to be
produced for that machine?

This is an extremely difficult question
to answer since it depends on how many
other people decide to buy it and on
whether the program writers think it’ll

be a big seller.

There are no clear indications yet that
Memotech's new computer will 'take

off.

Bearing this in mind, I’ve reviewed
the Memotech thinking of both the
straight games player and the program

The Memotech MTX 500 and 512
micros incorporate some sophisticated
graphic commands, as well as an
assembler and 'front panel' machine
code monitor. Both should provide the
games programmer with powerful tools

to write and test his own software.
The machine comes in a large box

which contains not only the machine
with separate power supply, the manual,
and leads, but also a demonstration
tape, cassette head cleaner (tape), blank
cassette, and two games from Continen-
tal Software to get you going.

The MTX micro itself, is a very robust,

professional-styled machine which
looks, and is, larger than most. Housed
in a black anodized aluminium case, it

has three sets of keys: the main
keyboard, a 12-key numeric pad, and
eight function keys.

On the back of the MTX. there is a
number of sockets for the TV lead,

cassette recorder and power supply.
Also, sockets are provided for external
audio, composite video, printer port,
cartridge port, and two joystick ports
which will accept the Atari type of

For further expansion, there is space
for the two RS232 ports which require a

Features
The MTX 500/512 uses a Z80A proces-
sorrunning at 4MHz - a fair old speed.

In the 24K ROM fitted inside the
machine, Memotech have managed to
cram in a lot. The Basic has a whole host
of graphics commands (see table),
which will no doubt facilitate games

Indeed, Memotech have made a big

deal about the graphics in their adverts,
saying they are of the Logo type. But the
fact is that they are not like the MIT
(standard) Logo commands, and I can't
help but wonder why REAL Logo com-
mands were not included.

The machine itself supports two dis-
play modes, text and graphics. In the
text mode you have 40 columns by 25
lines and 16 colours can be set for the
INK and PAPER. NODDY - the text based
language which is also incorporated
into the machine - can be used to define
‘pages’ of text which can then be acces-
sed by MTX Basic.

The graphics mode allows you to
display both graphics and text, although
the text is limited to 32 columns by 24

A graphics resolution of up to 256 by
192 pixels is possible, and as with text

mode, 16 colours may be used which
are: white, grey, black, light green,
medium green, dark green, light yellow,
dark yellow, light red. medium red. dark
red, magenta, cyan, light blue, dark blue
and transparent.

If you take away the shades of colour
you are left with nine 'different' colours.

Foranimation, up to 32 sprites may be
defined. Basically, a sprite is a character
which can be moved about the screen
without too much fuss.

The character set can be redefined as
well as 25 others. Of the 25, seven may
have each line of the character a diffe-

rent colour. The defining of user-
definable characters and sprites is made
quite easy with the use of the genpat
command.

No game nowadays is worth a hoot if

it doesn't use zaps and pings. The MTX
series has a sound command which can
be used in what Memotech call direct or
continuous operation. Direct operation
plays a note until stopped and con-
tinuous operation allows a sequence of

The continuous sound creates the
notes from a buffer which is an area of
memory set up by the SBUF command.

Finally, for the machine code prog-
rammer, an assembler is incorporated
which supports the use of labels. Also,
to debug your programs, a 'front panel'
machine code monitor is included,
which will enable the user to debug
machine code programs.

Built-in features are hex/ASCI I

dump, register display, disassembly,

Documentation
To get an idea of how to use all the
features the machine has to offer, you
need a good manual. Unfortunately, the
manual that comes with the MTX can’t
be considered adequate.

Split into two main parts, it attempts
to teach Basic in the first, and then goes
on to give details about the graphics,
sound, and so on.
The author has managed to write a

very boring text which does not give
enough detail, and instead, waffles on
about the most trivial things. In its

present state, I would recommend that
anyone gives the manual a thorough
reading three or four times before
embarking on any projects.
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The leading game (APOCALYPSE)
has four different maps, on any

of which you may fight your
war (see section A.). An additional

tape which contains a further six

maps may also be added to

expand your atlas (see section B.).

Alternatively, you can be NERO in

the FALL OF ROME or Napoleon's
right-hand man in NAPOLEON'S
CAMPAIGN in 1813 (see section
C.). Can you survive the War of
1984 or could you lead your
marines from island to island

in the PACIFIC war? (see

section D ).
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kets for IheTV lead,a ockcts for external au

My general opinion of the MTX is that

90 per cent of it is great, but the
remaining 10 per cent is rotten.

letters. If you don’t like this combina-
tion. then tough, it can't be changed.
This also applies to the front panel
which is bright red (on my telly).

Entering programs is easy enough.
The MTX does some syntax checking
when a line is entered and if something
is wrong, then a cursor points to the
offending piece of code, which can then
be amended.
As I've mentioned, the good points of

the machine include the graphics c<

mands. After a short while, I was dn...
ing arcs and circles and moving sprites
about without too much trouble. I was
impressed with the speed of the sprites,

and I can imagine some good games
being written in MTX Basic.

The sound command is also quite
easy to master, and interesting effects

can be produced with a little practice. A
point worth noting about the sound is

that once a note or sequence of notes is

started, your program continues. It

would be possible to have a little man
moving about the screen to a tune,
unlike the Spectrum where program
execution stops when a tone is sounded.
On the minus side, the MTX Basic

lacks the good old DEF FN statement
which allows you to define functions. In
many areas such as games this is essen-

tial because it allows you to do some
calculations, say in between moving an
object. As it is, the lack of DEF FN
means that calculations will have to be
performed in sub-routines instead,

which is notsogood.
The machine has some other oddities

such as not being able to define local

colours within text mode, not support-
ing cassette files and so on. Even though
the machine is very professional,

Memotech could have used a 32K ROM
for the Basic, this would have allowed
them to do a really professional job - as
Acorn did with the Beeb.

Software
Continental Software has been set up to
produce software for the MTX series

and they aregoing to be releasing quite a
lot of games in the near future. The two
games - Toado and Draughts - which
come with the MTX were produced by
them, and although hard to judge, were
quite good compared to other versions
available on other machines.

Titles will no doubt be some of the old
favourites such as chess, galaxians and
so on. And I understand that several

software houses were given earlier mod-
els of the MTX 500 so that they could
develop programs.
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I

SPECTRUM
48K

COMMODORE little softie ltd,

le.ChiSqi

nd Wilcox

p°'o LITTLE softie ltd
FREEPOST BOX 11, ILCKLEY, WEST YORKS LS29 OYY

TASK-SHIP

PROGRAM FACTORY LTD

24-hour delivery. Send slamped.
ddressed envelope lor catalogue.
- FNJOl mpipq tq YOUR USUAL

DISTRIBUTOR

NINJA
WARRIOR

PUCKMAN

i (BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)

INVADERS

TRY BENIDORM FOR

'

^ YOUR HOLIDAY THIS

Microweight-
Ihe individual compuier

guide to weight loss

This programme is designed
for both men and women.

the computer asks and you

9B coloured graphics your
projected weight loss for

the next two months.
The programme comes
complete with calorie

adjustment facility, height/
weight guide

, activity level,

menus- with options to suit

the individual-

XIT £6.95 incl.
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SOFTWARE
FREEPOST, SWANSEA, SA3 4ZZ

Excellent dealer discounts available

GOMBITl

Watch out
forNo 2 In the trilogy -

Ravioli Strikes Back!



far yourmachine.

WVVVWYyY
Light Cycle
Race your Light Cycle on the
infamous grid. Fast action all

the way.

£6-95 XX/vOOOvX——

—

jgwtwiiBiaiiiMriMMiiiiAiMM
P5S, programs for your machine.

f*‘T
' COMMODORE SO BBC MICRO

GAUNTLET SQS rFNTtppnc cnc >annu n ./. u

^us
rbedesW°F

£7-95

GHOST HUNT

ORICMON
GAUNTLET



S

^«
S
r.7c^

03)667556, SEND CHEQUE OR PO- TO RS.S.452 STONEY STANTON RD. COVENTRY CV6 5DGTRADE ENQUIRIES CONTACT JOHN FLETCHER, COVENTRY(0203) 81346
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NEW RELEASES

I

Vortex Raider

GREAT OEALII

FANTASTIC DISCOUNTS
FREE PROMOTIONAL
MATERIAL AND MOST
IMPORTANT OF ALL.
SUPERB SOFTWARE

imodore commodore ($\

DEALERS

\<y



PCG Special'

New to thegame?LetKarlDallasshowyou

THE PEN-AND-PAPERWAY TO WIN

ADVENTURES I
You are in a darkened room. It is past
midnight. Your face is litby an eerie light
and you mumble strange imprecations
as your fingers strive to encode the
magical symbols. You curse and gibber
as you find yourself, once again, in the
Colossal Cave...
Any fellow addict of computer games

will recognize the symptoms, and a
successful adventure player will spot
some even more significant indications
that you don't really know what you're
doing: no huge sheet of paper with a
scribbled map ofyour wanderings upon
it, no lists of nouns and verbs, no
coloured pens.

For it is an ironic fact that this pastime
- it is really a kind of obsession - which
seems eminently suited for the age when
writing materials finally become obso-
lete really needs pencil and paper at
your side before you can play it prop-

You can’t just load and run and fire

away - or rather, you can, but it's the
way to absolute frustration unless you
have the ability ofa Korchnoi to keep all

the moves in your mind at a time.

On the other hand, though adven-
tures were played with boards and dice
long before Gary Gyrax invented
Dungeons and Dragons back in the
mid-Fifties, they really are suited to the
computing mind, which is used to spell-

ing out instructions one step at a time.
No good chopping down the tree that

stands in your way, you haven't got an
axe. No good using a ladder to climb out
of the hole - you haven’t said where
you'vegot it from.

In fact you’ll probably have to make it,

which means that somewhere, in these
deep, dark caves, you've got to find
wood, a saw, and some nails.

Meanwhile, in a manner closer to real
life than most one-step-at-a-time com-
puter programs, things have a nasty
habit ofbeing multi-dimensional.
That bear in your way is big, and

heavy, and bad-tempered, but it also
likes honey, which you picked up a few
caves back. If you could persuade it to
sit on this end ofa plank while you cross
the chasm and jump the last foot or so.
you might just make it.

On the other hand, you might just
plunge to your death, ending your game
ignominiously.

For this is a game where you have to
discover the rules as you go along,
which makes ita bit like real life. No one
hands a new-born babe a handy set of

FEBRUARY 1984

rules on how to play the game when it

comes, bawling, into the world.
Of course, to adventure purists, your

average 16-48K memory can't possibly
offer the variety and challenge that a
'real' adventure can. The authors of the
definitive guide to such games, What is
Dungeons and Dragons? (Penguin),
said of electronic adventures: These
games tend to be mere problem-solving
exercises, interesting enough for hard-
core computer freaks, but leaving us
ex-wargamers longing for a bit of cold
steel and some random violence.'

When you consider that the very first

computer adventure was written for a
hefty 300K mini by professional prog-
rammers on the graveyard shift for
entertainment through the midnight
hours you can see why they might think
that. Page 1 12

WHAT ISAN ADVENTURE?
An adventure is a type ofgame in which
you the adventurer enter a world spe-
cially created by the computer program.

It might be a mysterious island, or a
magic castle or a network of dungeons,
oranother planeL
Your task is to explore the world and

carry out a number of tasks. You may
have to discover treasure, or answer a
riddle or rescue a trapped maiden or
solve a series ofproblems.

But unlike an arcade game where you
directly control a figure on screen by
pressing keys (so-called ‘real time’
games), in an adventure you progress by
typing short sentences to tell the compu-
terwhat you want to do.
And usually the computer will tell you

where you are. and what’s happening,
simply through text printed on the
screen, although a growing number of
adventure programs now actually draw
pictures ofthe various locations.

The attraction of adventures lies not
in the fast and furious action of arcade
games, but in their ability to pose com-
plex and intriguing problems, and to
take the player into a world of rich
variety.

A typical adventure will offer you
from 30 to 200 different locations - and
in each location there may be special
objects for you to discover and dangers
to avoid.

Often you can only find out by trial

and error what you have to do. For
example, if you get stuck in a room, it

may be because you don't have a certain
object with you - a key, perhaps.
And it's possible that the key is situ-

ated right at the other side of the

first of all need to bribe an old beggar
with a bag of gold. And ofcourse the bag
of cold may be hidden away in a locked

A good adventure should provide
even an expert with quite a few hours of
mystery, so if you're a beginner, be
warned: it may lake you months to
complete the task.

Perhaps the most difficult part is

discovering the words the computer
understands. You normally have to limit
yourself to two-word verb-noun sent-
ences such as: get sword or attack
WIZARD.

In addition some one-word sentences
can be very helpful. For example try

help, wait, inventory. The latter will
usually reveal whatyou 're carrying.

Incidentally, most adventures will
accept abbreviated forms of words, inv
for inventory and go n or simply n for

A good general strategy is to explore
the adventure world thoroughly first of
all using plenty of seach and examine.
Then you should collect as many useful
objects as you can discover and simply
start trying to do thingswith them.

If you refuse to be frustrated by
seeming dead-ends you could find a
whole newworld opens up to you.
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ADVENTURES
If you were setting out on this adven-

ture for real, you’d try to get a map,
wouldn't you? Even Jim Hawkins and
Long John Silver started with a map, for

goodness sake! Well, there isn't one, so
you're going to have to draw it as you go

With this map {it's really more of a
plan) you can start moving around
inside your dungeon, or whatever, mak-
ing notes of your exploits as you go:

mark solid walls in red, list the contents
of each one, its decor, whether it is light

or dark, what hazards exist (mark them
if you have to cross them, and bear in

mind if you build a bridge, it may, just
may, be there ifyou have to come back).

Don’t be surprised if you move from
one room south with no difficulty, but
find the door locked and barred when
you try to move northwards, along your
tracks. Cheating? If you like, but doors
have been known to blow shut, you

Even worse, directions don’t always
work out as neatly as you might like. If

going west from location A takes you
into location B, it's possible that going
south from B will get you back to A - but
you have to remember that the locations

may be quite large, and that there are

such things as curving paths.

You should also start making two
lists, of nouns and verbs, i.e. things you
discover in each location and things you
do with them.

You'd do well to draw up a list of
possibles before you start playing. For
instance, if it's a pirate adventure, you
might come across treasure, cutlass,

parrot, map, rum, lantern, earring, and
ofcourse a bearded pirate.

You could bury the treasure, unbury
it. lift it. drop it. hide it. pocket it. give it

(to the pirate to get past him?), you
could befriend, capture, escape, clobber
or even kill the pirate (don't be surprised

if the game responds to a 'kill' verb with
‘With your bare hands? You haven't got

the strength').

Remember your ladder. If you try to

light the lantern, you may be told you

some matches, then a matchbox to

strike them on (or a lighter, but then
you'll need some lighter fuel), and so on.

And remember, there may be some
false clues, but you'll only find out
which is which with experience. A staff

may not be much good, until you try

waving it, and discover it’s a magic
wand. Many an adventurer has used

magic to get across the unbridgable

And work on the assumption that

there is some reason for everything you
are told. On the floor are some greasy

rags. Why greasy? Perhaps they'll come
in bandy when your batteries run down.
An empty matchbox? Perhaps you'll

sleepy? Does that mean he'll be less

grumpy, or more dangerous if you dis-

turb him? You’ll have to work it out.

Some games will describe your abili-

ties: how strong you are. how large (or
small, remember Alice in Wonderland
and the 'drink me’ bottle), how intelli-

gent. You may be able to pick and
choose what sort of person you're going
to be, but bear in mind that brain rarely

goes with braun, unless you manufac-

A strong person may be weakened by
an injury, and he may recover if he has a

sleep. Anyway, what male chauvinist pig

says you’ve got to be male? A damsel
with occult powers may be more your
mark (then, what happens at sunrise?
Your powers may fade).

Such choices are in the higher eche-
lons of adventuring, and you'll probably
find it hard enough to just soldier

through the caves or the rooms or the

jungles or whatever being a simple lost

And don't assume there's only one
route. The program may have more than

one solution - or the choices may be
changed by a random number gener-

ator. However much it changes, though,
the nouns and verbs will probablv stay
the same.

Look out for booby traps - these will

certainly not be in the same place the
next time you play the game. If you get

yourself into a dead-end. there's a sport-

ing chance you can get out of it. but
don't expect it to be easy.

You'll have to work out how impor-
tant the various adversaries and allies

are likely to be. You may lumberyourself
with the bear (and jars of honey) only to
find he falls asleep every time you need
him. And that little old man in the torn
britches may be Gandalf the magician in

disguise. Perhaps the description gives
you a clue: in adventureland (if not in

reality) a domed, bald pate usually de-
notes great intellect, and probably
magic.

And a frog may be an enchanted
prince or princess (you have to kiss an
awful lot of frogs before you meet just

one prince or princess).

Most of all, what you need in adven-
turing is . . . lots ofspare time.

A single game can last hours, or days
or weeks becoming, well, would you
settle forthe rest ofyour life?

Most games allow you to save your
game up to quittin’ time, so you don’t
have to go through all those preliminary
stages again, but beware: a 'proper'
adventure won't admit you to the co-
veted position of Grand Master if you
save it and quit. Better to leave the

machine on. if you can afford the elec-

tricity bill, and can resist the temptation
of trying 'just one more verb and noun’
beforeyou go to bed.

If your partner's started complaining
that she/he’s become a computer
widow/widower, then they ain't seen
nothing yet.

Here's where you kiss goodbye to the
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Just the thing for
these long winter

nights

Eight games, tfuizres. utilities

Six educational programs for the
older child and adult ......

Jigsaa puxrjes generator. Four

Epic 90K adventure for the whole

and alphabet. I

MONSTER MATHS (New) Education for 8-14 year olds. .

BBC 'IT
FI N TO I.EAR.N

MONSTER VIATHS

m -I

$&£ PI

r
~

w

SHARDS SOFTWARE
The family favourites

FEBRUARY 1984

Available from Boots and all good stockists, or by
sending cheque/P.O. to 189 Eton Road, Ilford,

Essex IG1 2UQ.
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SPECTRUM JOYSTICK
£9.95 including VAT, P+P

IIIui NO INTERFACE
Spectrum -Stick NEEDED

DIRECTLY OPERATES
THESE KEYS

El ED ED ED
TO GIVE PRECISION
JOYSTICK CONTROL
• ESSENTIAL FOR 'FLIGHT-SIMULATION &
SIMILAR GAMES.

• INCREASES SKILL LEVEL ON GAMES USING
CURSOR KEYS.

• SPEEDS GRAPHIC PLOTTING AND DRAWING.
• NO ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS- ALL REAR
SOCKETS FREE.

• FITS & REMOVES IN SECONDS- NOTOOLS
REQUIRED.

• NO MODIFICATION NEEDED TO SPECTRUM
CASE OR KEYS.

Hi
Grant Design Ltd.. BankHouse, Reepha

lorfolkNR104JJ.

3 a Spectrum-Stick Controllei

Cheque/P.o. for E9.95 (payable to Grant Det

ITTT TTT



program
LIBRARY

This section gives you the listings tor five differentsame as the games on our cover ffexi-disc. You’ll fiyou want to study how a program works, or if yoLOAD the programs directly from the flexi-disc. Thi
by Ian Vliirrayand sTo-'^gSX'™” “^

PROGRAMS WANTED
We're always on the lookout for good quality
bug-tree games forany home computer. Thosewe decide to publish will be paid for at a rate oft5 per quarter page, with a minimum of£10 Alongprogram might get a payment of well over
£50, but a good short program has the best
chance of being published.

To submit a program you must send us the following:

O The form below, completed and signed©The program on cassette, clearly marked with your
name and the name ofthe machine on which
it runs.

0 A C

°nratly
he listing_printed

' typed orwritten

O A briefdiscretion ofthe game, including anv
instructions.

0 A brief explanation ofthe function ofeach part ofthe
program.

®
«
ta

re
e,g

!
vin8 the meaning ofeach variable.© A self-addressed envelope (ifyou want the program

returned).

PROGRAM SUBMISSION FORM

FEBRUARY 1984
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As Commander ofan inter-galactic cruiser on uoutipe mission, you unexpectedly find yourself entering an
unknown sector of the universe. ,

‘
.

Your navigators struggle to plot a new course, but the ship runs into an asteroid belt and faces immediate
destruction. v

'

Using the 'W, 'Z', 'S’ and 'A' keys to manoeuvre the ship, your task is to avoid all obstacles and steeryourself

and your crew to safety. Good luck! {Thisprogram is onyour freegift itexi-disk.)

1 S=?168 : V”36878
2 '5=7168 V=36878 POk.EV+1.? PF It

!•> P0KE56 < 24 P0KE52.24 PWE650,
tiwfiit" :(3OSJB100

POKEY-

Tit. "000000"
P0KE648.-28 F
FORT=1TO10 :

J W|Tfll69,6, I

PR INT"IT : P0KE368&9 234
*.ES+! !HT<RHP< 1 ’+4 I-

140 BFITflSi

260 T=828
270 FEflDR
280 POKET

DATR16,
BflTfW £

WTfliJ £

if079 REflDfl P0KE6M4t-T.fi HE-
...nuriVurt POI F T >< Ilf : I H "

RETIJPI
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2THENGOTO900

JTO900

;THEHS00

'E7168+X+1 *-29#V,
ri! f:v i t Mt : r pcikev-i 254 PWES+X+2&K
iV-1 - 0 : POKEV-9 * 240
54-12 pr» E'<P.865, 38 Put f 16266 1 ”.0 PPIHT"
POKE190.0 POKE650 >

0

POKF6f*<,0 END
54-12 POPE3P861:
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House
of Death

TANSOFT LANGUAGE
MASTERCLASS
If you are going abroad for

pleasure or business these
courses will give you a basil
understanding of the
language. Based on the nev
Gruneberg Link-Word
method.

FORTHAn impressive follow-up to

Zodiac, discover the secrets
of the haunted house, avoid
the witch and the axe
murderer and come away
with incredible treasures.
£9.99 inc. VAT- 48K.

ZODIAC
One of our most successful
games. Discover the twelve
cunningly disguised signs of
the zodiac which will lead
you to six treasures. Full of
puzzles, puns and misleading
clues. £9.99 inc. VAT - 48K.

Spanish
Italian

German
French H
supplied with program
cassette and spoken
vocabulary pronunciation
cassette. £12.95 each inc

VAT - 48K.

You received your first issue of Oric Owner free with your
machine. Why not subscribe now and keep in touch with all

the latest developments in the Oric range.

ORIC Software



In Ihisgameyou find yourself al the very hearl of a nuclear reaclor. Amidsl the fury' ofatomic destruction a
race of alien!i is attempting to materialize unnoticed.
The aliens will then try to escape along the power ducts to launch a mission ofdestruction on the

’

unsuspecting earth.

As a Shield Technician, you are aware of their purpose, and have been reduced to sub-atomic size, and ar
about to be launched into the system in a specially constructed craft.

Type in this program to save the Earth.

1 BORDER 0: PAPER 0: INK 7:
CLS

2 REM PAUL STANLEY
5 GO SUB 9800
7 GO SUB 9840
8 LET h=0
10 GO SUB 8000
20 GO SUB 9000
25 PRINT AT 0,28;h
30 OVER 1

35 PRINT INK 3; AT y,x;"hi"
39 IF 1 i<=l THEN GO TO 7000
40 LET p=p— .05: PRINT OVER 0;A

T 0,0; s: LET g=l: GO TO (INT (RN
D*4) +1 ) *100

60 FOR d=l TO p: PRINT INK 7;

A

T y ,x ; "hi

"

65 IF INKEY*="1" THEN LET x=x+
1: LET y=y-l

70 IF INKEY*="2“ THEN LET x=x+
1: LET y=y+l
75 IF y=-l THEN LET y=21
80 IF y=22 THEN LET y=l
83 IF x=-l THEN LET x=31
87 IF x=31 THEN LET x=0
90 PRINT INK 3; AT y,x;"hi M

92 IF INKEY*="0" THEN IF g THE
N GO SUB 1000
93 NEXT d
95 RETURN
100 LET o=s: FOR f=l TO 4
105 LET a=l
110 PRINT AT 10+2»f , 15; INK 5;

a

*<-f

)

115 GO SUB 60
120 BEEP . 04 ,-f

130 PRINT AT 10+2*f , 15; a* if > ; AT
1 l+2*f , 15; INK 5;a»(T)
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135 GO SUB 60
140 BEEP . 04 , +

150 PRINT AT ll+2*+,15;a*<+>
160 NEXT f
165 IF sOo THEN PRINT FLASH 1;

AT 1 l+2*f , 15; INK 6;
Mj": BEEP .1

,-30: BEEP .1,-28: BEEP .1,-26:
BEEP .1,-28: BEEP .1,-30: PRINT
AT 11+2*+, 15; INK 7;"j"
167 IF s=o THEN LET li=Xi-.2: P

RINT AT 21,27; OVER 0; INT li;"

170 GO TO 39
200 LET o=s: FOR += 1 TO 4
205 LET a=2
210 PRINT AT 11—2*+ ,16; INK 3;

a

*<f )

215 GO SUB 60
220 BEEP . 04 , +
230 PRINT AT 1 1-2*+ , 16; a* < +

>
; AT

10—2*f ,16; INK 3; a* (-f )

235 GO SUB 60
240 BEEP . 04,+
250 PRINT AT 10-2*+ , 16; a# <+

>

260 NEXT f
265 IF sOo THEN PRINT FLASH 1;

AT 10—2*+ , 16; INK 6; “j": BEEP .1
,-30: BEEP .1,-28: BEEP .1,-26:
BEEP .1,-28: BEEP .1,-30: PRINT
AT 10—2*-f ,16; INK 7;"j"
267 IF s=o THEN LET li=li-.2: P

RINT AT 21,27; OVER 0; INT li;"

270 GO TO 39
300 LET o=s: FOR +=1 TO 5
305 LET a=3
310 PRINT AT 10, 15-2*+ ; INK 4;b

*<+>
315 GO SUB 60
320 BEEP . 04, f*6
330 PRINT AT 10, 15-2*f ; b* <f ) ; AT
10,14-2*f; INK 4;b$<+)
335 GO SUB 60
340 BEEP .04,+*6
350 PRINT AT 10, 14-2*+ ; b* (+

>

360 NEXT f
365 IF sOo THEN PRINT FLASH 1

AT 10,14-2*+; INK 6;"j“: BEEP
,-30: BEEP .1,-28: BEEP .1,-26:
BEEP .1,-28: BEEP .1,-30: PRINT
AT 10,14-2*+; INK 7;"j"
367 IF s=o THEN LET li=Ii-.2: P

RINT AT 21,27; OVER 0; INT 1 i ;

370 GO TO 39
400 LET o=s: FOR +=1 TO 5
405 LET a=4
410 PRINT AT 11,16+2*+; INK 6;b

*<f >

415 GO SUB 60

420 BEEP .04,+*6
430 PRINT AT 11 , 16+2*+ ; b* <+ ) ; AT
11,17+2*+; INK 6;b*(+>
435 GO SUB 60
440 BEEP .04,+ *6
450 PRINT AT 1 1 , 17+2*+ ; b$ <+

>

460 NEXT +
465 IF sOo THEN PRINT FLASH 1;

AT 11,17+2*+; INK 6;"j": BEEP .1
,-30: BEEP .1,-28: BEEP .1,-26:
BEEP .1,-28: BEEP .1,-30: PRINT
AT 11,17+2*+; INK 7;"j"
467 IF s=o THEN LET Ii=li-.2: P

RINT AT 21,27; OVER 0; INT li;"

470 GO TO 39
1000 IF x<6 THEN GO TO 1100
1010 IF x >9 AND x<22 THEN GO TO
1200
1020 IF NOT x >24 THEN GO TO 2000
1030 IF x >29 OR y<2 OR y>19 THEN
GO TO 2000

1040 FOR q=2 TO 19: PRINT PAPER
3; AT q , 27 ; " ": NEXT q
1050 BEEP .03,-10: BEEP .03,-13:
BEEP .03,-15: BEEP .03,-10
1060 FOR q=2 TO 19: PRINT PAPER
0; AT q ,27 ;

" NEXT q
1065 IF a< >4 THEN GO TO 2000
1070 LET s=s+20
1080 LET g=0
1090 RETURN
1100 IF x<l OR y<2 OR y>19 THEN
GO TO 2000
1110 FOR q=2 TO 19: PRINT PAPER
3; AT q ,2 ; " ": NEXT q
1120 BEEP .03,-10: BEEP .03,-13:
BEEP .03,-15: BEEP .03,-10
1130 FOR q=2 TO 19: PRINT PAPER
0; AT q,2; “ ••: NEXT q
1135 IF a< >3 THEN GO TO 2000
1140 LET s=s+20
1150 LET g=0
1160 RETURN
1200 IF y>10 THEN GO TO 1300
1210 IF y< 1 OR y>3 THEN GO TO 20
00
1220 FOR q=l 1 TO 20: PRINT PAPER
3; AT 1 ,

q; " " ; AT 2,q;“ " ; AT 3,q;
" “: NEXT q
1230 BEEP .03,-10: BEEP .03,-13:
BEEP .03,-15: BEEP .03,-10
1240 FOR q=l 1 TO 20: PRINT PAPER
0; AT 1 ,

q; " AT 2,q;" " ; AT 3,q;
“ ": NEXT q
1245 IF a< >2 THEN GO TO 2000
1250 LET s=s+20
1260 LET g=0
1270 RETURN
1300 IF y>20 OR y<18 THEN GO TO
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ENERGYFIELDS
2000
1310 FOR q=l 1 TO 20: PRINT PAPER
3;AT 18, q;" " ; AT 19, q;" “ ; AT 20

, q;
" "s NEXT q

1320 BEEP .03,-10: BEEP .03,-13:
BEEP .03,-15: BEEP .03,-10
1330 FOR q=l 1 TO 20: PRINT PAPER
0» AT 18, qj" " ; AT 19, q; " “ ; AT 20

,
q; " “ : NEXT q

1335 IF a< >1 THEN GO TO 2000
1340 LET s=s+20
1350 LET g=0
1360 RETURN
2000 PRINT AT y ,x ; "hi

“

2010 FOR r=y TO 21
2020 PRINT AT r,x-l; INK 5;"jjj"
2030 BEEP . 001 ,

r

2040 PRINT AT r , x-1 ;
" j j

j

2050 NEXT r
2060 LET 1 i=l i— 1 : PRINT OVER 0;A
T 21 ,27 ; INT 1 i ;

”: IF li<=l TH
EN GO TO 7000
2065 PRINT AT y,x; ,,hi"
2070 RETURN
7000 FOR f=l TO 60: FRINT OVER 0
5 AT 10,8; INK f/9; INVERSE 1;“G
A M E OVER": BEEP ,001,-f: NE
XT f

7005 IF s>h THEN LET h=s
7100 PRINT OVER 0;AT 21,2; INVER
SE 1; "PRESS ANY KEY TO PLAY AGAI

7200 IF INKEY*<>"“ THEN RESTORE
: CLS : OVER 1: GO TO 10
7300 GO TO 7200
8000 FOR f=USR "a" TO USR "j"+7
8010 READ x: POKE f,x: NEXT f
8020 DATA 40, BIN 01010100, BIN 10
111010, 124, BIN 101 1 1010, BIN 0101
0100,40,0
8030 DATA 0,16, 40, BIN 01010100,4
0,16,0,0
8040 DATA 0,0,0,24,24,0,0,0
8050 DATA 0,0,0,16,0,0,0,0
8060 DATA 255,195,189,189,189,18
9,195,255
8070 DATA 0,62,54,42,54,62,0,0
8080 DATA 0,0,28,28,28,0,0,0
8090 DATA 96,240,249,239,249 240
,96,0
8100 DATA 6,15,159,247,159,15,6,
0
8110 DATA BIN 11011010,33,76,195
,24, BIN 01100101, BIN 10010011, BI
N 01100100
8250 LET x=l : LET y=l
8300 LET a$="dcba"
8350 LET b*="dcgfe"
8400 LET s=0
8410 LET 1 i=8: LET p=5

8500 RETURN
9000 OVER 0: PLOT 126,93: DRAW 4
,0: DRAW 0,-4: DRAW 4,0: DRAW 0,
-4: DRAW -4,0: DRAW 0,-4: DRAW -

4,0: DRAW 0,4: DRAW -4,0: DRAW 0
,4: DRAW 4,0: DRAW 0,4
9010 DRAW -40,77: DRAW 84,0: DR

A

W 0,-25: DRAW -84,0: DRAW 0,25:
PLOT 86,145: DRAW 40,-52: DRAW 4
,0
9020 DRAW 40,52: DRAW 0,25: DRAW
-40,-77

9030 PLOT 126,81: DRAW -40,-77:
DRAW 84,0: DRAW 0,25: DRAW -84,0
: DRAW 0,-25: DRAW 0,25: DRAW 40
,52: DRAW 4,0: DRAW 40,-52: DRAW
0,-25: DRAW -40,77

9040 PLOT 122,89: DRAW -107,71:
DRAW 30,0: DRAW 0,-146: DRAW -30
,0: DRAW 0,146: DRAW 30,0: DRAW
77,-71: DRAW 0,-4: DRAW -107,-71
: DRAW 30,0: DRAW 77,71
9050 PLOT 134,89: DRAW 107,71: D
RAW -30,0: DRAW 0,-146: DRAW 30,
0: DRAW 0,146: DRAW -30,0: DRAW
-77,-71: DRAW 0,-4: DRAW 107,-71
: DRAW -30,0: DRAW -77,71
9500 RETURN
9800 FOR f=l TO 7: FOR G=0 TO F:
PRINT INK G; AT -f ,f*2; "ENERGY FI

ELDS": BEEP .03,G: NEXT G: NEXT
F
9835 RETURN
9840 PRINT AT 10,0; "Guard the tu
be with your craft by setting u
p energy shields at the 4 open e
nds of the system. Attempting t
o place a field at any place ot
her than the end will result
in your destruction."
9850 PRINT "Setting one up at a
tube not containing an enemy
will result in destruction also.

9855 PAUSE 0: CLS : GO SUB 9800
9860 PRINT AT 9,0; "Move with 1 (u
p) it 2 (down) but remember that
you move right at the same time
and going off the screen will p

lace you on the opposite side

9870 PRINT "Place an energy fiel
d at a tube mouth with 0. Lett
ing an enemy past or self- dest
ruction results in power loss
and if this is too great then
the game is over.""' INVERSE 1;
OVER 1; "Press a key to start":
PAUSE 0: CLS
9880 RETURN
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••• WE’VE GOTTHE SOFTWARE
(WELL ALMOST!)

FANS PLEASE NOTE! ALSO AVAILABLEMAIL ORDER
Ihe name in video games . from visions (software factory) ltd

1 FELGATE MEWS, STUDLAND STREET, LONDON W6





Program Library

FALLCU
Fall Guy is a strategic maze game for two players in which your task is to manoeuvre a small figure to the
bottom of the screen before your opponent.
By positioning a hole directly beneath your figure, you allow him to drop through to the level below. Full

instructions are printed on the screen.
The trick is to alter the set-up of the maze to your own advantage and not toyour opponent’s.

100 FALL GUY BY PAUL STANLEY
REWRITTEN FOR THE DRAGON 32
BY E. A. JACKSON

105 CLEAR 5000: DIM A* (13)
110 L=1:R=1:LP=1027:RP=1052:Z=0
115 GOSUB350 : GOSUB280
120 PRINT® <L*32> ,CHR* (62) PRINT
@<R*32)+31 ,CHR*<60> ;

125 E*=MID*(C$,2,29)+MID*<C*,1,1
> : C$=E* : PR INT@449 , C$

;

130 GOSUB 240
135 IF Z=99 THEN 320
140 A*=INKEY*:IF A$=" "THEN 125
145 L=L- <A*="A" AND L< 13> + <A*=“2
" AND L>1

)

150 R=R-(A*="L" AND R< 13) + <A*="0
' AND R>1

)

155 IF A$="Q” THEN N=L: GOSUB 200
160 IF A*="P“ THEN N=R: GOSUB 220
165 IF A*="O n THEN N=R: GOSUB 200
170 IF A*="W" THEN N=L: GOSUB 220
175 PR INT® <L*32 ) —32 , CHR* ( 143 ) ; : P
RINT® (L*32) ,CHR$<62> ; : PRINT® <L*3
2 ) +32 , CHR$ (143);
180 PRINT® (R*32) —1 ,CHR$ < 143) 5 : PR
INT® <R*32) +31 ,CHR*<60> PRINT® (R
*32 > +63 , CHR* < 1 4-3 ) ;

185 GOSUB 240
190 IF Z=99 THEN 320
195 GOTO 125
200 MOVE LEFT
205 IF BL=N OR BR=N THEN RETURN
210 M*=MID*(A*(N> ,2,28>+MID*(A*<
N> , 1,1>:A*(N)=M*
215 PRINT® (N*32> +2,A* (N) ; : RETURN
220 MOVE RIGHT
225 IF BL=N OR BR=N THEN RETURN
230 M*=MID*(A*(N> ,28, 1>+MID*(A*(
N) ,1,27) :A*(N)=M*
235 PR INT@ <N*32 ) +2 , A# (N > ; : RETURN
240 ' FALL SEQUENCE
245 LQ=LP+32:RQ=RP+32
250 IF PEEK (LQ) =128 THEN POKE LQ
,159: POKE LQ-32,128: LP=LQ : BL= INT
(LQ-1027) /32: SOUND 125,1
255 IF PEEK (LQ) =207 THEN POKE LP
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the different shapes on to the

opponent doing so. One or two 1: Sharpen your

unoemrauon and memory with

'is exercise/game. Fun for young
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,128: LP= 1027 : POKE LP,159:BL=0
260 IF PEEK <RQ) =128 THEN POKE RQ
,159: POKE RQ-32 ,128: RP=RQ : BR= INT
(RQ- 1052 ) /32 : SOUND175,1
265 IF PEEK <RQ> =207 THEN POKE RF
, 128:RP= 1052: POKE RP,159:BR=0
270 IF LP>1470 OR RPM475 THEN Z
=99
275 RETURN
280 DISPLAY SCREEN
285 FOR N=1T013:A*(N)=STRING*(28
, 143) : K=RND (28) : MID* (A* <N> ,K, 1)=
CHR* ( 207 > : FOR J= 1T08 : K=RND <28 > :

M

ID*(A*(N> ,K,1)=CHR*(128> : NEXT J:
NEXT N
290 B*=STRING*(2,143)+CHR*(159)+
STR ING* ( 24 , 143 ) +CHR* ( 159 ) +STR I NG
*(2,143)
295 C*=STRING* (15,143) +CHR* (128)
+STRING*(14, 143)
300 CLS1
305 PRINT01 ,B*; : PRINT@449,C*;
310 FOR N=1T013: PRINT® (32*N> ,CHR
*(143); CHR* ( 159) ; A* (N) ; CHR* (159)
; CHR* ( 143 ) ; : NEXT N
315 RETURN
320 ' ENDPLAY
325 FOR T=1T03: PLAY "T12V3104DDF
03CCFGC04CECCDDFCCCFDECC " : NEXT T
330 FOR T=1TO1000: NEXTT
335 PRINT@482, "PRESS SPACE BAR T
0 PLAY AGAIN";
340 Q*= INKEY* : IFQ*< >CHR* (32 ) THE
N 340
345 GOTO 110
350 ' INSTRUCT IONS
355 CLS: PR INT®12,"FALL GUY"
360 PRINT@64, CHR* ( 159) ; “A GAME F
OR 2 PLAYERS. ": PRINT: PRINT CHR*(
159) ; "FALL TO THE BOTTOM OF THE
GRID BEFORE YOUR OPPONENT,";
365 PRINT " BY MOVING THE GRID.

"

: PR INT@202 , CHR* ( 128 ) : PRINT@204 ,

C

HR* ( 128 > ; : PR INT@206 ,
"UNDER YOUR

PLAYER. ";
370 PRINT: PRINT CHR* ( 159) ; "AVOID
FALLING ON THE MINES. "; CHR* (207

): PRINT" OR YOU WILL RETURN TO T
HE TOP OF THE GRID. ": PRINT: PRI
NT CHR* (159); "CONTROLS: UP DOW
N LEFT RIGHT PLAYER Is 2 A

Q W PLAYER 2: 0 L
0 P";

375 PRINT@486, "PRESS SPACEBAR";
380 Q*=INKEY*: IF Q*OCHR*(32) TH
EN 380
385 PRINT@484,STRING* (26,32)

;

390 RETURN



AMSOFT
MACHINE CODE, ASSEMBLER,
AND BULK DATA HANDLING
SYSTEMS FOR THE SERIOUS

SINCLAIR USER
NO EXTRA HARDWARE NEEDED

AM-ZXFILE allows you to create data files of

unlimited size on cassettes from your own basic

programmes. You can read and write files in the

same program, and use tapes just as if you had a big

machine. Ideal for club records & small businesses.

ZX81 and Spectrum versions £4.00

AM-ZXSP will load a saved ZX81 basic program
directly into the Spectrum, leaving it ready to run,

save or edit., No more hours of retyping those old

ZX81 programs. Just load ZXSP into the Spectrum,
and it does the work.

Spectrum version £6.50

AM-ZXMON is a superb machine code monitor and
operating system which allows you to create, edit,

run, and checkpoint machine code routines, and to

save them on tape. You can build libraries of your
own routines on tape, and merge them into new
programmes. AM-ZXMON is the operating system
for the other programs below.

ZX81 version £6.00 Spectrum version £7.00

On the ZX81 you can create assembly language
source tapes and assemble them into machine code
using AM-ZXEDIT and AMAZON, running under

the control of AM-ZXMON. AMAZON can assemble
programs of up to 6K in size at one time, and accepts

user symbols, hex., decimal, and string constants,

and the full Zilog mnemonics.

Combined pack, two tapes, of AM-ZXEDIT and
AMAZON, for ZX81 £9.00

On the Spectrum AM-EDIZON is a combined
editor/assembler with all the facilities you need to

assemble and save machine code programs fast. It

can be used to create, edit, and assemble up to 1500

lines of assembly language text at one time &
produce up to 454 K of machine code. The code and
source program can be saved on tape for later use or

for merging with other programs. Output tapes can

be added to BASIC programs by the LOAD CODE
command. Code can be assembled to run at any
address, at a speed of 800 lines/minute.

Spectrum version £10.00

AM-ZXCONV will load tapes created by the ZX81
versions of AM-ZXMON or AMAZON, and load them
into the Spectrum; the easy way to transfer machine
code from one to the other.

Spectrum version £4.50.

Allprices include VA T, post Ft packing. We provide a
telephone advisory service from 9.00-6.00 Mon-Fri

and 9.00 until 12.00 Sat.

AMERSHAM SOFTWARE LTD.
Long Roof. Hervines Rd.,

Amersham, Bucks.
(02403) 6231

SPECTRUM
JOYSTICK INTERFACE

ROBUST
JOYSTICK

£9.95
(TWO-YEAR GUARANTEE)

QUICKSHOT
JOYSTICK

£9 . 75 |£
4*

£11.95

WIDGIT
SOFTWARE
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24 HR. CREDIT CARD SALES HORLEY (02934)6083

PAYMENT BY CHEQUE. P.O.. ACCESS VISA
8 HIGH STREET HORLEY. SURREY.

Overseas 50p post & packaging

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
29. West Hill, Dartford, Kent. (0322)92513/8

ANIROG SOFTWARE
COMPUTER GAMES
OF TOMORROW^^/f T/ TyPESE
AVAILABLE ^*=TZ=~i -44^

HEXPERT

COMMQD^JR^MOON BUGGY

SKRAMBLE

HEXPERT INDIAN ATTACK £5 95
COSMIC COMMANDO £5.95
VENQEAN^E OF ?EI\IO £5.95

MOON BUGGY
MNO! UVRI YOUR PA I

F|ROG RUN

3D TIME TREK

dOngeons

DARK DUNGEON!
2ND THE SERIES OF FOl



MR CHIP SOFTWARE
SPECTRUM GAMES
SPECTRUM DARTS (48K)

Five games of darts for 1-5 players. 501. cricket, killer,

round the board, noughts and crosses, four levels ofplay
per game, take on the computer or friends at these games
of skill and judgement £5.50

WH££LER DEALER
As for the Commodore 64 now available for the 48K
Spectrum. Texas T1 99/4A and Dragon £5.50

VIC 20
GAMES AND UTILITIES
JACKPOT
This is it. the ultimate Fruit Machine for the VIC with
nudge, hold and respin 100% machine code. "Overall
Jackpot is a beautifully written simulation giving superb
graphics, animation and use of colour. In lact, this pro-
gram makes Commodore's Fruit Machine cartridge look
unbelievably cheap and nasty." Home Computing
Weekly No. 20 19/7/83 £5.50

KWAZV KW AKS
Accuracy and speed are required for this Shooting Gal-
lery. superb use of colour and graphics in this new and
challenging game from the author of Jackpot. 100%
machine code, joystick or keyboard control £5.50

PACMANIA
Choose your own game from the following options - dif-

ficulty 1-3. speed 1-3, size of maze 1-3. visible or invisible

maze, still or moving power pills, define your own key
controls, any combination, if this is your type of game,
then this is the one for you, for the 3K expand. VIC

£5.50

BUGSY (Joystick Only)
This is a Minefield with a difference as you step on the
stones whilst collecting purple boxes which give you both
time and points, they disappear from beneath your feet.

DO NOT DESPAIR! "BUGSY;' will randomly replace

the stones but avoid bumping into him or its sudden
death! An original compulsive and challenging game

£5.50

MIN1-ROUI.ETTE- PONTOON - HI-I.OW
Three great games of chance for the VIC, try to beat the
computer, hours of fun. full colour,

' "

DATABASE -cn

.. £5.50

te your own files and records oi

£7.50

SUPER BANK MANAGER -A full feature version any
memory size, but needs 3K expansion £7.50

COMMODORE 64
GAMES AND UTILITIES
JACKPOT 64

At last its here, specially written for the 64. by the author

type games specifically written for the computer. Why
play on your own. have fun with your family and friend’s

playing WESTMINSTER .’ £5.50

RED ALERT:
A game for 1-4 players, with sound and graphics, make
money in casinos, commit robbery, hide from the police,

hire secret agents, (some of whom can be treacherous),

negotiate for weapons, find and attack the secret rocket
base to launch the missile, and watch the havoc and
destruction caused. There's no turning back from "RED
ALERT” £5.50

WH££LER DEALER
A game for two to twenty players, become a tycoon of
the motor trade, you must obtain gearboxes, tyres and
engines to produce cars for sale. Form syndicates, buy
and exchange parts, buy dealerships, but be careful, you
may become bankrupt and have to liquidate, find out
what you are made of, have you got what it takes tc

become a WH££LER DEALER £5.50
LUNAR RESCUE
Our new version, avoid the asteroid belt, to rescue th
stranded scientists, then light your way back to th
mother ship, fast reactions are required to safely lam
and dock your lunar module £5.50

CHIPMON
Contains a one- or two- pass Assembler. Disassembler
and Monitor. A programming aid for the development
of machine code programs and routines on the CBM 64

£12.50

PURCHASE LEDGER
Easy to use. single entry, handles 400 invoices per
month. Gross/Nett purchases. V.A.T £14.50
Disk Version £17.00

SALES LEDGER: As above £14.50
Disk Version £17.50

BANK MANAGER
As our Super Bank Manager, but for the 64 £7.50
Noii available on disc with added facilities £10.00

Send Large S.A.E. for FREE colour Brochure including
R A BBI I SOFT \v \ R E al £5.00 each

Send Cheques, POs to:

MR CHIP SOFTWARE
Dept P.C.G., 1 NEVILLE PLACE,

LLANDUDNO,
GWYNEDD LL30 3BL. Tel: 0492 49747

Wanted: High quality software,
of all types, for export and UK distribution.

All programs now available on disc please allow £2.50

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

WESTMINSTER
.ante for up to four players, ean you lead the party of

your choice and win the general election, you tour the 60
constituencies (seats) buying votes, when you can. (just
'''

e the real thing), this must be one of the first board
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CDS programs, the
ultimate experience

This is Winged Warlords' a brand new
Arcade Adventure gamefrom CDS.
Just one ofanew range ofexciting

programs for 1984. ..

a

ONLY £5-95 each at W.H.Smiths. JohnMenzies
'Boots, and other leading Computer Stores, or...

Available direct from CDS Micro Systems
Send Cheque or RO. To CDS Dept. YC1,

10,Westfield Close, Tickhill, Doncaster
es only DN11 9LA. Tel: (0302) 744129.





GALAXIANS
Program Library

First came the Space Invaders, who were content to keep ranks, and drop the occasional bomb as they
advanced.Now you face Galaxians.
These merciless aliens will first bomb you and then, if that fails, swoop down the screen to roastyou alive

with their lasers.

You cannot win.you can only struggle to survive. Full instructions will appear on the screen. You have been
warned...

(You willalso find this program on our freegift flexi-disk.)
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NOW FOR THE

ELECTRON

• ER'BERT

• PINBALL

• REVERSI

• SPACE CHASE

• TRENCH RUN

•
•

^
PIN8AU\ mug

• SUPERB 3D GRAPHICS

• ALL MACHINE CODE GAME I
j M

l

-l

• 5 DIFFEldfclT LEVELS OF PLAY
'

• BATTLE THROUGH SPACE ATTACKS^

• AVOID HURTLING ASTEROID BELTS

• DESCEND INTO THE TRENCH

UNTILE WITH ATTACKlWU ANDROIDS

pWUR MISSION . . . DESTROY Ttit*

DEATH STAR ... AND THEN ESCAPED •

• FOR BBC 32K ONLY

AVAILABLEFROM
MOST COMPUTER
SHOPS...OR
PIBICTFROM; ^

MICROBYTE SOFTWARE (S2), FREEPOST, NEWQUAY, TR72BR.

MICIOlYfl
iOPTWAtl



GALAXIANS
Program Library

770GCOL3 , 2 : PLOT 69 , 128+ <m*8+ 16 ) *4 , 192+
< <21-1 ) *8-1) *4: PLOT
1.0,

<9- (21-1) *8) *4
780IF POINT < 128+ <m*8+16> *4,208) =1 THEN

GOTO 860
790COLOUR 3: GOTO 270
800 IF g=l AND h=x + l OR h=x+l THEN GOTO

270
8 10GCOL3 ,2 : PLOT 69 , 128+ <m*B+36 ) *4 , 192+

< <21-1 > *8-1 ) *4: PLOT

1.0,

<9— <21— 1 ) *8) *4
820FOR -f=38 TO 42: SOUND 1 ,-15,f , 1 : NEXT

830GCOL3 ,2 : PLOT 69 , 128+ <m*8+36 ) *4 , 192+
< <21-1 ) *8-1 > *4: PLOT
1,0, <9— <21—I ) *8) *4
840IF POINT < 128+ <m*8+36) *4,208) = 1 THEN

GOTO 860
850COLOUR 3: GOTO 270
860FOR f= 1 TO 15
870PRINT TAB <x+2,21 ) ; CHR*23 1+CHR#23

1

880SOUND 1 ,-15,RND<30) ,

1

890NEXT -f

900PRINT TAB < x+2 ,21);“ "

910IF sc>hs THEN hs=sc
920COLOUR 3: PRINT TAB <8, 10) ; "G A M E

O V E R"; TAB<2, 18) ; “PRESS ANY
KEY TO PLAY AGAIN"

930*FX15,

1

940IF INKEY# <1000)="" THEN GOTO 940
950FOR f=l TO 100: NEXT f:CLS: COLOUR 3:

GOTO 200
960PRINT TAB <0, 0) ; CHR# < 141 > ; CHR# <129) ;

" GALAX IAN
"

' CHR# < 141 >; CHR# <130) ; "

GALAX IAN

970PRINT '"Fleet after fleet, the inva
tiers form andwait to attack.
Some of them dive down to earth firing
lasers as they do.";
980PRINT" The invaders in the formati

on drop dangerousbombs to try
and destroy your laser base. Diving inva
ders are worth more points.";

990PRINT"As soon as 1 fleet of invader
s have beendestroyed their
mother—ship will arranges new battle—lin

1000PRINT 'CHR# < 132) ; " Your controls a

1010FRINT' ' TAB < 10) ; CHR# <133) ; "Z";CHR#<1
34) ;".... To move left"
1020PRINT 'TAB < 10) ; CHR# < 133) ; "X“:CHR#<13

4) ;".... To move right"
1030PRINT ' TAB < 10) ; CHR# < 133) ; "M" ; CHR# < 13

4) ;".... To fire laser canon"
1040PRINT TAB <6,24) ; CHR# (136); "PRESS AN

Y KEY TO START";
1050IF INKEY# <1000 )=““ THEN GOTO 1050 E
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SPECTROID
STORM

SPECTROID STORM: A fast action graphic spac

game. You dodge asteroidsand zap aliens in this

hip. The wh
.'lien you pi]

FORTH:

THE WIZARD'S WARRIORS: A fast movir
featuring continuoussound effects and arct

'a weil written graphics adventure!'
. . .HomeComputinn Weekl.

ADVENTU

'AVAILABLE FOR THE I

IHESS:

INVADERS:

MAZEMAN S*/
ForiIjeLYNX

SUES)

VIDEO
software limited

SOFTWARE FOR
SPECTRUM AND ZX81

VIDEO SOFTWARE LTD.,
Stone Lane, Kinver, Stourbridge, West Midlands.

Telephone: 0384 872462
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CAN YOU BEATOUR
GREATGAMES
We've got the biggest (and best) selection of games
for the Commodore 64.We think they're unbeatable



Program Library^

13
7

- /2_ It •

MAGIC
SQUARES

FORTHE BBC
MAGIC SQUARES PROGRAM
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49 MOUNT PLEASANT.
TADLEY, HANTS. RG26 6BN.

TELEPHONE: fADLEY (07356) 4478

OF THE MUTANT CAMELS
At last the long awaited sequel to Attack of the Mutant Camels is available. You
are controlling a ninety foot high, neutronium shielded, lazer spitting death camel;
leading a rebellion against your evil Zzyaxian overlords. The game features
beautiful smooth scrolling graphics and no less than 42 different attack waves,
more than any game in video history. The challenge of play will last for months
as you battle to see what's on the next wave.

Q l l IJT Pi i

!
L
-

i

1 1
U,/ l



INTELLIGENT SOFTWARE
Do you want to create intelligent software

and exciting products? Would you like to work along-
side the people who designed the unique robot chess
machine pictured below?

If you have flair, talent, a will to succeed
and a desire to work to high professional standards on
interesting projects, then you could join us:

To enquire about vacancies (in both of
our London offices and our Cambridge office) in the
following fields:

Hardware design
Systems software

Video game design & programming
General programming

Graphics design
Project management

Please write to:

David Levy, Intelligent Software Ltd
21 Store Street, London WC1E 7DH

WANTS INTELLIGENT PEOPLE



program Library.

MAGICSQUARES
DETAILED PROGRAM DESCRIPTION Lines 131 to 155
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MICRO USER T-SHIRTS

AND SWEATSHIRTS
DZX81

2) Spectrum

3) Oriel

4) Epson

5)Fm User Friendly

6) Have you seenmy peripherals?

7) Invader

8) SuperInvader (multi-colour on white only)

9) Z80

T-Shiits 100% cotton inwhite/red/paieblue £3.25each inc

Sweatshirts polycotton in white orgrey £5.75each inc

Small/medium/largeand extra large sizes

ONE PERCENT SCREENS
Unit 12, Star Lane Estate, Great Wakering, Essex
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WILDWESTHERO
For the 48K Spectrum
An arcade game of fast action and skill, increasingly difficult
waves of animated, smooth, hi-res bandits to be destroyed with
auto-repeat firing. Includes high score, two player option, attract
mode and is compatible, with the Kempston Joystick l/F.

“Very impressive graphics"
Tim Hartnell, bestselling author.

“A blimmin’ good mega zap” Jeff

Minter, top VIC20 & CBM 64 games
designer.

“It is one of my top 20 all-time games”
—A. Takoushi, softwarejournalist for

manypublishers.

ONLY £5.90 INC VAT & PSP

DEALERS CONTACT
Tiger, Centresoft, Logic 3

or PAUL HOLMES 041-956 5058

DUSTMAN
For the 48KZX Spectrum

New from Timescape Software is the crazy
game called Dustman. Our friend Alt the
Dustman is no ordinary dustman. He is a
hyper-intelligent mega-dustman whose
favourite lager is seeking revenge. Alt must
fight back at the lager by throwing rubbish at

the lagerand other deadly enemies out to

reduce him to the thickness of a bin liner. Alt's

only hope is the perpetual littering of the
enemy and help from ‘Friends of the Binless’

who help him achieve extra points.

1 VIRGINIA GARDENS, FAIRWAYS
MILNGAVIE,GLASGOW G62 6LG

Telephone: 041-9565058

Thegames willsoonbe available fromJohn Menzies,
andmanygoodcomputer shops.

Timescape Software, 1 Virginia Gardens, Milngavie,

Glasgow G626LG.

Pleasesend:

I enclose a cheque/P.O. for

Name

Address
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GAMES FORTHE SPECTRUM

3D Strategy £6 95 Maze Chase £4 95

r-^frTHE BEST RANGE
SOFTWARE

‘'W'MorHOME MICROS

All 16K prices include P&P.
i

ALSO:

Spectrum: Golf, Nightflite, Heathrow,
Microchess, Backgammon,
Planet of Death and many
others.

S.A.E.forafull uptodatelistto:

Vyajys H-K
1 1 , Margaret Avenue

St. Austell

Cornwall

Cheques/Postal Orders payable to
Vyajys H-K

COMPUTER Vast Number of Titles for

DEPARTMENT ATAR | 400/800 • SPECTRUM
Education

5
ZX 81 • BBC MICRO • VIC 20

Business and DRAGON COMMODORE 64
Programs. APPLE • ORIC • TEXAS T199

LYNX Expert staff will advise.

(S&illS P^irj
"SIM

THE LARGEST SELECTION ?
E1

, 0Y°“f0̂
er

OF GAMES IN THE WORLD!
|

Main Computer & Mail Order Branch:

22c Oxford St - London W1A 2LS
Branches-

Tel: 01-637 7911

r \ 1 BIRMINGHAM 141 New Slreel_ BOURNEMOUTH 60 Commercial Road

1> WBH BRIGHTON 62 Western Road
NOTTINGHAM 3! LraterGate
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DUCKWORTH
HOME COMPUTING

Tel: 01-488 3484

HAVING TROUBLE
OBTAINING QUALITY
COMPUTER LENGTH
CASSETTES? . .

.

JP MAGNETICS CAN SOLVE YOUR PROBLEM

10 x C.15for£4.50 + 75p P&P
CASH WITH ORDER

We are specialists in the supply of bulk
custom wound audio/computer cassettes

EDUCATIONALAND
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

DUPLICATION FACILITIES AVAILABLE
VERY COMPETITIVE RATES AVAILABLE

- CONTACT US FOR PRICE LIST/
QUOTATIONS NOW

0274.731651

c
JP MAGNETICS LTD

UNIT 4. 7 MARY ST. BRADFORD BD4 8SW
TEL: (0274) 731651

Price
£9.95
inc. VAT

plus 55p P&P.

(Cheque/P.O. for £10.50 pi

SPECTRUM MECHANICAL

JOYSTICK

AT LAST —
a joystick with no interface

Clips on and off without interface to plug-ins.
Operates cursor keys only and leaves hand
free for other controls.

Please order to:

E.E.C. Ltd. 1 Whitehouse Close,

Chaltont St. Peter, Bucks, SL9 ODA
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While the offer lasts.
It’s not every day that somebody

will make you an offer like this. And
obviously, we cannot go on making it

forever.

But by becoming a Founder
subscriber to Personal Computer
Games today you can make sure you
get the next 12 issues of the magazine
which tells you all you need to know
about computer games for only £7.

A saving of £2 off the normal price.

All you have to do is complete and
return the subscription order card in

this issue.

So much more fun than any of the

other monthlies, Personal Computer
Games is where all the action is.

Make sure you don’t miss out.

Subscribe today. And be certain of

getting your copy of Personal

Computer Games every month.
There is no substitute.

152 PC GAMES 19S4



/ would like to subscribe to Personal Computer
Games.

RICHARD SHEPHERD

SOFTWARE

Adventurous graphics for every I

Save routine. £6.50

Address

Everest Ascent
Conquer the world's highest peak in

defiance of all the obstacles, man and
nature can throw at you. Survive
avalanches, cross bottomless crevasses,

cope with wayward Sherpas— but
don't run out of supplies! E6.50

tTTHj IrgM

RICHARD SHEPHERD
SOFTWARE

CREDITCARD HOTLINE
06286 63531 (24 HOURS)

they lead you to undreamt of treasures or eternal

doom? Explore the mysteries of the stockade and
puzzle within the Pagoda!A spectacular split

screen graphic and text adventure to braintease
you for weeks!

RICHARD SHEPHERD
SOFTWARE

j

1 year (12 issues) UK£7.00 (£2 saving)

j

1 year rest of world: Europe £26.50
Overseas Surface £18.75

I
I enclose my cheque made payable to Personal
Computer Games.

Please charge myAccess/Visa/Diners/American

I

Express card (delete where not applicable).

J
Account No

Name: TT n
Address:

ea block als

NEWSAGENT ORDER CARD
J

Ifyou would like to make sure your newsagent keeps
i

you a copy of Personal Computer Games every month

j

then just complete this card and pass it on to your local

i
newsagent today.

J

Please reserve me a monthly copy of Personal
l Computer Games until further notice.

| 0 I’ll collect it

j
Please deliver it to the address below.

Name



Please send this order form
with your remittance to

Personal Computer Games
Subscriptions Department,
Freepost 38, London, W1E
6QZ. No stamp is needed
on the envelope.

While the offer lasts.
It’s not every day that somebody

will make you an offer like this. And
obviously, we cannot go on making it

forever.

But by becoming a Founder
subscriber to Personal Computer
Games today you can make sure you

get the next 12 issues of the magazine

which tells you all you need to know
about computer games for only £7.

A saving of £2 off the normal price.

All you have to do is complete and

return the subscription order card in

this issue.

So much more fun than any of the

other monthlies, Personal Computer

Games is where all the action is.

Make sure you don’t miss out.

Subscribe today. And be certain of

getting your copy of Personal

Computer Games every month.

There is no substitute.
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£

Ship of the Line
Command a sailing ship,juggle your
supplies, crew and firepower Fearlessly

Battleyour way up the admiralty ladder.

Bribe Sea Lords as necessary until you
make First Sea Lord' £6.50

Exhaust your ingenuity in the quest to find |he
Seven Parchments of Xaro and their meaning' Will

they lead you to undreamt of treasures or eternal
doom? Explore the mysteries of the stockade and
puzzle within the Pagoda! A spectacular split

screen graphic and text adventure to braintpase
you for weeks! ' »_

Adventurous graphics for every location. '
.

Save routine. £6.50 yPl

RICHARD SHEPHERD

SOFTWARE

RICHARD SHEPHERD
SOFTWARE

ELM HOUSE. 23-25 ELMSHOTT LANE. CIPPENHAM. SLOUGH. BERKSHIRE.

Everest Ascent
Conquer the world's highest peak in

defiance of all the obstacles, man and
nature can throw at you. Survive
avalanches, cross Bottomless crevasses,

cope with wayward Sherpas — But
don't run out of suppliesl £6.50

RICHARD^SHEPHERD

SOFTWARE
"

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE
06286 63531 (24 HOURS)



NowthatAtarii
yourcomputer,ou
tataMytcL Si fftlOSt Ofi
not darken your screens aU moment longer.

Because nowyou can play Atarisoft™ games

on your own home computer.

Pin-sharp graphics, quick slick movements

- games that really challenge your skills.

Games so closetoour originals, its like having

an ‘Amusement Arcade” in your own living room

SINCLAIR ZX SPECTRUM: Aj. AVAILABLE ON CASSETTE. OUT NOW-PAC-MAN,
1 MS PACMAN? GALAXIAN? JOUST* OUT SOON-DONKEY KONG," DIG DUG,U PO

)N PATROL? 8.B.C. MODEL'BVACORN ELECTRON: ALL AVAILABLE ON CASSETTE. OUTSOON - MS PACMAN; DONKEY KONG,' DIGDUG?POLEPOSTO

JOUST* BATTLE ZONE 1 COMMODORE VIC 20: ALL AVAILABLE ON ROM CARTRIDGE OUT NOW-PAC-MAN,’ DONKEY KONG.’ DIG DUG: (

GALAXIAN? POLE POSITION- JUNGLE HUNT.-' MOON PATROL? STARGATE
,

0 JOUST. COMMODORE 64: A



bJD

d

imake games for
ir rivals don’t stand
I o OrlQllOA
® Cl

|

We’ve written the

i programs to suit your
1 computers exact requirements.

Look atour extensive range oftitles.We will

be adding to this list so that you can expand your
library of Atari games. After all why choose a
ghost now that

you can have
the real thing?

•Inwa
DUG? ROBOTRON

'
° CENTIPEDE; DEFENDER? OUT SOON -MS PACMAN,1 GALAXIAN? JUNGLE HUNIV MOON PATROL? POLE POSITION? STARGATE? JOUST?

TI99/4A: ALL AVAILABLE ON ROM CARTRIDGE. OUT NOW-PAC-MAN,' DONKEY KONG,
-
DIG DUG? ROBOTRON? CENTIPEDE," DEFENDER? STARGATE?

1,1 DIG
|

Fortuither information, write to Atari International (UK) Inc.,RO. Box 407, Blackhorse Road, London SE8 5JH 1ATARISOFT
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TOTAL

among the

— DESIGN YOUR OWN ^
COMPUTER GAMES IN MINUTES

H IGH LEVEL— requirespo programming skills-^simply design the shapes
want, and H.U.R.G. will animate them into the most amazing on-screen action you've ever
seen. Choose, any setting for your game, from mazes to outer spacq or sinister caverns— the only limit is your imagination.

UsERFRIENDLY— H.U.R.G. wijl lead you through a series
of easy to follow procedures, endirfg in the creation of a game that is as wild

as your imagination!

Now you can create all the stunning arcade eHects on your
,

Spectrum that up untilnow have only been available to professional
« ~

*-i software houses.

IIIKI J®
r“ ,l» n™ your Inuaiution, H.U.H.O. includes / | SSSSS “

**

>esign a Game™ mt

WM
emoo

:>•" Melbourne House



PCW is Europe’s leading microcomputer magazine
Every month Personal Computer

World is packed full ofEurope's most
penetrating reviews and mostthorough
Benchtests. Programming hints and
discussions on the latest software ideas

will tell you where togo next and how to

get there. While stacksofprograms will

keep you busy from one issueto the next.

This month PCW will getyou started

on AssemblerProgramming, and

challenge you toanimate in the latest

competition with dozens ofprizes. The
first Gavilan to reach these shores is put

under the spotlight and the latestSharp
homemicro is exposed.

OUT NOW PRICE 85p
Available fromW H Smith

,
Menziesand all

leadingnewsagents.



Please Supply:
r Invasion of Ihe Body Snatchas

Rommel's Revenge The Island
Halls of Ihe Things The Dungeon Master
Catalogue (please enclose SAE 6in, * 9ln ) n

enclose cheque/PO for

THE ISLAND

Fiji]



HUNTER-KILLER
For the 48K ZX Spectrum

Can you Captain a World War II submarine, hunt the enemy
then destroy him with your torpedoes?
Realistic simulation including:

(a) 4 separate screen displays
(Control Room. Chart Room. View through Periscope.
Navigation Chart)

(b) 18 control functions

(c) Quick kill option

Written by Rod Hopkins

COMPUTING LTD.
1 A Young Square, Brucefield Industrial Estate,
Livingston, W. Lothian.



ORLANDO’S BACK!

ZALAGA
Aardvark Software, craatora of the Ultimata Atom

Samai, bring yon MOW
THE ULTIMATE BBC SPACE-GAME

Seated at your computer, streams of multi-coloured aliens swirl past your laser-base
into formation. The first squadron appears harmless, but later waves will avenge
the deaths of their comrades with Increasing ferocity, To combat the swooping bomb
dropping meanles, you may try to link up a pair of laser-bases and doubleyour fire
powarl y our progress through successive phases will be rewarded by challenge
stages, where large bonuses may be earned. The game builds up to a dizzying
crescendo of high speed motion where Instant reflexes and pure technique are your
only hope of survival. . .

One or two player game • Keyboard or joystick • Sound on or off • Escape facility
• Works on all OS’s and Tubes • Ten name Hl-seore table • Mode 2 full colour

graphics • Continuous rolling twinkling stars • Multiple missiles • Full screen
action • Attractively packaged in a collectable library case • High quality

cassette • Full Instructions • For BBC model B or A + 32K •

Send chequea/P.O.e for £6,90 to

Aardvark Software,
100 Ardlelgh Ore*a Road,
HORNCHURCH, Baaex.

FRAK coming soon . . .



JETPAC- PSSST
-

1 6/48K ZX Spectrum or 8 K Expanded
VIC20

19/48KZX Spectrum



If • *
£ «**.**l» 4J» .PLHU THU (iliMI

These games should be available from
W H. SMITHS. BOOTS, JOHN MENZIES. LASKYS. SPECTRUM
CENTRES, other large department stores and all good major
software retailers. Alternatively, send the coupon to ULTIMATE
PLAY THE GAME for immediate dispatch by return, subject to
availability.

LUNARJETMAN-
48KZX Spectrum

VI i 'V

Dealer enquiries welcome.
Phone (0530) 41 1485

ULTIMATE

Post this coupon tc

ULTIMATE PLAY THE GAME, The Green.
Ashby de la Zouch, Leicestershire LE6 5J U.
Please rush me the following:
LUNARJETMAN DTRANZ AM
COOKIE DJETPAC
ATIC ATAC PSSST
JET PAC (8K Expanded VIC 20)

I enclose cheque/PO for£

LUNARJETMAN- For the 48 K SinclairZX Spectrum.

LUNAR JETMAN - The ULTIMATE Intergalactic G.A.S. (Graphic
Arcade Simulation) Adventure Space Battle.

LUNARJETMAN - Arcade standard, 1 00% machine code, incredible

sound effects, amazing smooth high resolution graphics, the totally

new addictive concept and all those extra features you expectfrom the
ULTIMATE games people.

Design -The ULTIMATE PLAYTH E GAME design team.

ATIC ATAC - For the 48 K Sinclair ZX Spectrum

ATIC ATAC - The super spooky 3D horror G.A.S. (Graphic Arcade
Simulation) Adventure game.

ATIC ATAC - Arcade standard, 100% machine code, incredible
sound effects, amazing smooth high resolution graphics, the totally

new addictive concept and all those extra features you expect from
the ULTIMATE games people.

Design -The ULTIMATE PLAYTHE GAMEdesign team.

cn each, including VAT,
I-O.OUfirst class postage
and packing within U K.



ALLIGATA THE SOFTWARE
WITH BITE

BRINGS YOU

DAMBUSTERS
COMPETITION
WIN ATRIP
TO GERMANY
The highest scoring placeron

^ ^

DEVASTATING
NEW GAME

(Model B)

ALSO AVAILABLE
B19 NEANDERTHAL MAN 11.

•

Relive tlw dangers of^primrhve mai

of software products that are
'

WRITE OR PHONE
YOUR ORDER TODAY!
also available from all

good software stockists.



LET YOUR
GRANNY PLAY

BLAGGER
30 individual
screens to test

even the most
skilful of players.

OUTSTANDING
GAME OF 1984

COMMODORE64
ALSO AVAILABLE

i it lust Ugh!

!

WRITE OR PHONE
YOUR ORDER TODAY!
also available from all

good software stockists.





CRL brings a whole new world ofexcitement right Into your
living room!
Games that testyour skills to the ultimate - whether It's zapping

down invaders or playinga wholegame ofcricket.
OnlyCRL offers such a wide choice ofcomputer programs for the

world’s mostpopular micros.
. . . catch one today at Menzies.Boots, W. H. Smiths,
Spectrum Group and all good computer shops or send
direct to CRL.
Never has somuch excitement been contained in a cassette!
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THERE IS ONLY ONE KING 1

OF THE SOFTWARE JUNGLE !

v o e o

Bimbo £5-45 Loki €6-45 Challenger £7-

I

Any Spectrum 40 K Oric BBC B
Distributors please contact Laurence Holt Tel :-061-366~7431. Available from good software outlets.



f

7T

^ IP

i
Versions available now
for Commodore 64,

Electron and
BBC Model B.


